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Chapter 1. 
Introduction to liquid crystals and elasticity 
ABSTRACT 
A short introduction to the subjects of liquid crystals and 
elasticity is given. 
1 
1.1. Liquid crystals 
Liquid crystals are characterized by properties that are intermediate between those of 
liquids and those of crystals, i.e. both the fluidity of a liquid and the anisotropy of a 
crystal are present. Liquid crystals are therefore also called 'mesomorphic phases', or 
shortly 'mesophases' (the Greek word 'mesos' means 'intermediate'). These remarkable 
properties of liquid crystals are related to their symmetry, which is intermediate between 
the symmetry of liquids and crystals. Liquids have continuous rotational and translational 
symmetry, meaning that they are invariant with respect to all locally varying rotations and 
translations. On the other hand both continuous symmetries are absent in crystals. In 
liquid crystals the continuous translational symmetry is still present or reduced, whereas 
the continuous rotational symmetry is absent. The fluidity of liquid crystals is related 
to the remaining continuous translational symmetry. The anisotropy of liquid crystal, on 
the other hand, is related to the lack of continuous rotational symmetry. The reduced 
continuous translational symmetry of liquid crystals is reflected on a microscopic scale 
by the positional order of the centers of mass of the molecules, the broken continuous 
rotational symmetry by the orientational order of the molecules. 
The different types of liquid crystals can be classified as follows [1,2]: 
• Nematic liquid crystals. Nematics are anisotropic fluids, i.e. they have continuous 
translational symmetry but no continuous rotational symmetry. The most important 
example is the uniaxial nematic phase. This phase is rotationally symmetric around 
a single axis. The unit-vector η along this preferential axis is called the director. 
Figure 1.1 shows a microscopic picture of this phase. The nematic is thought to 
consist of elongated molecules that have their long axes on average directed along 
the preferential axis. The uniaxial nematic phase has head-tail symmetry, i.e. the 
states described by η and by —η are indistinguishable. 
Figure 1.1: Ordering of the elongated molecules along the director in the nematic phase 
(left figure) and the cholesteric phase (right figure). 
The chiral variant of this phase is the cholesteric or chiral nematic phase. In equilib­
rium the director field is deformed: The director lies everywhere in a plane, but the 
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Figure 1.2: Positional ordering of the elongated molecules in layers and orientational or­
dering along the director. The director is either parallel to the layer normal (left figure, 
smectic A phase) or at a non-zero angle with the layer normal (right figure, smectic С 
phase). 
angle between the director and some fixed axis parallel to this plane varies linearly 
with the coordinate perpendicular to this plane. The resulting helix-distortion is 
shown in Fig. 1.1. 
Smectic liquid crystals. Smectics are solids in one dimension and fluids in the other 
two dimensions, i.e. they lack continuous translational symmetry in one of the three 
directions. The smectic A phase is uniaxial, meaning that it has continuous rotational 
symmetry around the layer normal. Figure 1.2 shows a microscopic picture of the 
smectic A phase. This phase consists of elongated molecules that are more or less 
ordered in equidistant layers. The long axes of the molecules are on average directed 
along the layer normal. 
The smectic С phase is biaxial, meaning that the continuous rotational symmetry 
around the layer normal is absent. Figure 1.2 shows a microscopic picture of this 
phase. Unlike the smectic A phase, the director makes a non-zero angle with the 
layer normal in this phase. The director in the chiral smectic C* phase is spatially 
dependent. Here the projection of the director on the smectic plane rotates with 
varying coordinate along a direction perpendicular to this plane. This means that 
this phase is helically deformed, just like the chiral nematic phase. 
Canonic liquid crystals. Canonics are solids in two dimensions and fluids in the third 
dimension, i.e. they have no continuous translational symmetry in two directions. 
Then it follows that continuous rotational symmetry is absent. Existing canonics are 
composed of disc-like molecules, that are stacked on top of each other in columns, but 
can move along the direction of the columns as in a fluid. The columns are ordered 
on a twodimensional lattice in these phases. 
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1.2. Elasticity 
Elastic forces tend to restore the equilibrium state if this state is perturbed. According to 
Hooke's law the restoring force is linear in the quantities that describe the perturbation 
of the equilibrium state, provided that these perturbations are small. The theory of elas-
ticity is concerned with the mathematical form of the relation between the elastic forces 
and the perturbing quantities. From an experimental point of view elastic behaviour can 
be investigated by perturbing the equilibrium state by externally applied forces. As far 
as nematic liquid crystals are concerned this may be accomplished using three kinds of 
perturbing forces. 
• Surface forces. A suitably treated substrate aligns the director of the liquid crystal 
surface layer along a preferential direction, the so-called easy axis. The alignment is 
planar (parallel to the substrates), homeotropic (perpendicular to the substrates) or 
tilted (at an angle between 0 and 90 degrees with the substrate). The phenomenon 
of surface alignment is called anchoring. 
• Electric or magnetic forces. The director of a nematic liquid crystal tends to align 
parallel to an externally applied electric field, or perpendicular to the field, depending 
on the sign of the dielectric anisotropy. This effect is caused by the interaction of the 
electric field with the induced polarisation. The induced polarisation parallel and 
perpendicular to the director differ in magnitude due to the dielectric anisotropy. 
The energy contribution due to the interaction of the electric field with the induced 
polarisation therefore depends on the orientation of the director with respect to the 
field. The director can be aligned with a magnetic field in a similar way. 
• Mechanical forces. When a nematic liquid crystal is forced to flow by mechanically 
applied forces, the macroscopic alignment can be influenced by the viscous forces. 
This coupling between viscous properties and orientation is called flow-alignment. 
The elastic behaviour of other types of liquid crystals may be investigated using similar 
perturbing forces. 
Surface alignment and field alignment can compete with each other. Consider for 
example a nematic liquid crystal bounded by two planar substrates which give rise to 
planar anchoring, such that both easy axes are parallel to each other. Due to the elastic 
forces the director is aligned along the easy axis throughout the whole liquid crystal. An 
electric field applied perpendicular to the substrates tends to align the director along the 
field direction. The competition of both aligning forces gives rise to a so-called Frederiks-
transition. Below a certain threshold field the influence of the field is too small to change 
the alignment of the director field along the easy axis. At the threshold field the director 
starts to realign along the field direction. This is shown in Fig. 1.3. The difference in 
the optical properties of the liquid crystal below and above threshold may be utilized in a 
display device. 
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Figure 1.3: Director pattern below threshold (left figure) and above threshold (right figure). 
The electric field in both figures is indicated by the arrows. 
1.3. Aim and contents 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the elastic behaviour of liquid crystals. Various 
subjects relating to the elasticity of liquid crystals are treated in the following chapters. 
The general theory of elasticity of liquid crystals with arbitrary symmetry is formulated in 
Chapters 2 and 3. Approximated descriptions of the elastic behaviour of smectic C" liquid 
crystals and cholesteric liquid crystals are introduced in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. 
A recent problem in the theory of elasticity, the so-called Oldano-Barbero-paradox, is 
investigated from an experimental point of view in Chapter 6 and from a theoretical point 
of view in Chapter 7. Finally, the field induced deformation of nematic liquid crystals with 
positive dielectric anisotropy is considered in Chapter 8. 
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The theory of orientational elasticity" 
ABSTRACT 
ín order to describe the local orientation oí a macroscopic 
medium with broken rotational symmetries, an orientational 
field that consists of three orthonormal vectors is introduced 
Next the deformation free energy density ¡s constructed and 
a detailed account is given of the form and number of the 
appearing surface terms It appears that the general expres-
sion involves 39 bulk elastic constants and 24 surface clastic 
constants for non chiral materials, whereas the property of 
chirahty introduces an additional number of six bulk elastic 
constants and three surface elastic constants The influence 
of discrete and continuous symmetries on the independence of 
these elastic constants is considered 
"Published by S Stallinga and G Vertogen, Physical Review E 49, 1483 (1994) 
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2.1. The orientational field 
The forms of the free energy densities of orientational deformations in nematic liquid 
crystals with uniaxial [1-5] and biaxial symmetry [6-10] and in smectic liquid crystals 
[11,12] are well known. All these deformation free energy densities are derived from a 
priori symmetry considerations. The aim of the present paper is to formulate a theory 
of orientational elasticity without any a priori symmetry considerations, i.e. a theory 
analogous to the theory of positional elasticity [13]. The advantage of such a theory is 
that all possible efTects of biaxiality, polarity and chirality are taken into account. The 
deformation free energy density of a material with any symmetry group is then obtained 
by a posteriori symmetry requirements. As opposed to the theories of Liu [8] and Trebin [9] 
the present approach makes use of the instrument of tensor calculus in order to facilitate the 
analysis of the form and number of the appearing bulk and surface terms. Their approach 
also differs from the present one in some results concerning the surface terms. 
The orientation of a given material point is fixed with respect to a space-fixed frame 
(ê j , èy, êz) by defining a local frame attached to that point. The axes of this local frame 
are given by the three orthonormal vectors i ( r ) , τη(τ) and n ( r ) . The orthonormality 
requirements impose six constraints on the nine components of l(r), m(r) and n(r). A 
suitable representation of these local vectors is in terms of the three Eulerian angles φ{τ), 
(г) and ф(г): 
I = (coso cos φ cos ψ — sin φ sin φ, cos 0 sin φ cos φ + cos φ sin φ, — sinocos φ), (2.1a) 
m — (— cos 0 cos φ sin φ — sin φ cos φ, — coso sin φύηφ + cos φ cos φ, sino sin φ>), (2.1b) 
η = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ). (2. le) 
The local body-fixed frame and the space-fixed frame are connected by an orthogonal 
transformation, whose matrix elements R¡a with г = 1,2,3 and a = x,y,z are given by 
I = Ri
a
e
a
, (2.2a) 
m = Rîaèa, (2.2b) 
η = R3aèa. (2.2c) 
It follows directly that: 
Ria = L, (2.3a) 
Ria = m a , (2.3b) 
R3a = na. (2.3c) 
The orthonormality of the vectors l, m and η is represented by: 
RiaRjc = 6ij (2.4) 
and the completeness by: 
RiaRiß — δ
α
ρ. (2.5) 
N.B. Repeated indices imply summation. For the sake of clearness, Roman indices denote 
1, 2 or 3, whereas Greek indices stand for x, y or z. 
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2.2. The deformation free energy density 
The deformation free energy density /a(f) of an arbitrary orientational field is defined as 
the difference between the free energy density f(r) of the spatially varying orientational 
field (1(τ), τη(τ), n(r) ) and the free energy density f0 of the uniformly oriented medium: 
/d(r) = / ( r ) - ƒ„. (2.6) 
Consequently ¡л{т) is a function of the spatial derivatives of the orientational field. If the 
distortion of the orientational field is sufficiently small the free energy density }ά{τ) can 
be approximated by: 
/d(r) = A
a0{r)dal0(r) + BaPtf(r)dal0(r)dyls{r) 
+ Ο
α
β
Ί
ί{τ)ο
α
Ιβ(τ)ο
Ί
ιη6{τ) + ΰα0Ί{τ)οαθρ^(τ) 
+ additional terms, (2.7) 
where the additional terms are obtained by cyclic permutations of the letters l, m and 
n. The appearing tensors like Λ
α
β, Baßys, Ο
α
β
Ί
ι and Daß^ must be constructed from the 
available tensors /„, ma and na. Note that any appearing Kronecker tensor δ
α0 can be 
expressed in terms of these three vectors, since they satisfy the completeness relation (2.5). 
In order to determine the total number of linearly independent terms of the distortion 
free energy density, i.e. the number of elastic constants, the three appearing classes of 
terms are considered seperately: 
(i) The class of linear first order terms. These terms have the form: 
aabßdaCß (2.8) 
with a, 6, с € {/, τη, η}. It follows from the orthonormality of Í, m and η that: 
aadßba — dß(aabß) — badßaa 
= -badßda, (2.9) 
and in particular, 
α
α
δ
β
α
α
 = 0. (2.10) 
The expression (2.8) is antisymmetric in 6 and c. Consequently the class of linear first 
order terms consists of the following invariants: 
D
n
 = lamßdanß, Όχι = І
а
п0да10, Dì3 — lalßdamß, 
D2i = τη
α
τηβθ
α
ηβ, D22 = marißdalß, D23 — τηα1βδατηβ, (2.11) 
£?31 = η
α
Τηβδ
α
ηβ, L>32 = Π
α
Πβ8
α
Ιβ, і?зз = η
α
Ιβθ
α
ΤΠβ. 
These nine invariants can also be expressed as: 
D\] = 2£jkiR'aRk0daR¡0, (2.12) 
where the Levi-Civita symbol is defined by: 
[ 1, if jkl= 123, 231, 312, 
ε]Μ = I - 1 , if jkl = 132, 321, 213, (2.13) 
( 0, otherwise. 
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The invariants Dt] are just the negative of the components of the so-called contortion 
tensor [9] with respect to the local frame given by the three orthonormal vectors /, m and 
n. 
(ii) The dass of quadratic first order terms. These terms have the form: 
ciabffOydsdaepdyfs (2-14) 
with a, 6, c, d, e, ƒ € {/, m, n} . These terms are nothing but the linearly independent 
products of the nine invariants given in (2.11). Therefore this class contains 45 different 
terms. 
(Hi) The class of linear second order terms. These terms have the form: 
-(а
а
Ьр + baaß)c^dadßd-, (2.15) 
with а, b, с, d € {/, m, n}. Consequently this class consists of 54 terms. 
A number of terms appearing in the distortion free energy density can be expressed 
as the sum of other terms and surface terms. The latter have the form of divergences 
and thus only contribute to the surface free energy according to Gauss' theorem. In the 
thermodynamic limit their contribution to the total free energy is negligible compared to 
the contribution of the remaining bulk terms. These surface terms appear in all three 
classes: 
(i) The class of linear first order terms contains three surface terms. These terms are 
obtained from the following relations between six of the nine invariants: 
д
а
І
а
 = δ
α
βδ
α
1β 
= (Uß + τη
α
ηΐβ + nanß)djß 
= D32-D23, (2.16a) 
д
а
т
а
 = D13 - Дзі, (2.16b) 
д
а
п
а
 = £»2i - Du- (2.16c) 
(ii) The class of quadratic first order terms appears to contain six surface terms. This 
can be shown by starting from the general form of a surface term being a linear combination 
of the terms in this class. The relevant term reads: 
S = ο
α
{Α
αβΊ
3βά^), (2.17) 
where d € {/, m, n] and Α
α
β
Ί
 = —Αβ
αΊ
. It should be remarked here that the tensor 
Aap-,, which is symmetric in α and β, can be expressed as a linear combination of terms 
belonging to the class of linear second order terms. As the tensor Α
α
β
Ί
 must be composed 
of the local axes it follows directly: 
Α
α
β
Ί
 = (aabß — baaß)c^. (2.18) 
Consequently the surface terms belonging to this class can be expressed as: 
5 = д
а
 [{anbß - baaß)c^dßd^\ (2.19) 
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with a, b, с, d € {l, m, η}. It follows directly that S depends on the quadratic first order 
terms in the following way: 
S = dabßdaC^dßdy — aßbadaOydßd^ + bßcndaaadßd1 — 
aßCydabadßd.y + aac-1dabßdßdy — baaydaaßdßd^. (2.20) 
It seems that there are nine surface terms. Three of them, however, appear to be linearly 
dependent on the remaining surface terms. The six independent surface terms are: 
Si = da [(η
α
1β — τΐβΙ
α
)η
Ί
θβΙ
Ί
] 
~ д
а
 [{Sai ~ m a m 7 — 'α'-γ)'/3^/?ί7 — (6βΊ — πΐβΤΠ^ — ΙβΙ-,)ΙαθβΙΊ] 
= da(lßdßla - Ldplß) - д
а
 [{Ι
α
πΐβ - Ιβτη
α
)1
Ί
αβΐη
Ί
], (2.21а) 
¿2 = д
а
 \{lam,ß — lßma)lydßTny] 
= da{mßdßTna — madßm.ß) — д
а
 [{mariß — πΐβη
α
)τη^βη
Ί
], (2.21b) 
S3 — да [(τη
α
Πβ — mßna)m,ydßny] 
= da{nßdßna — UadßTlß) — д
а
 [(nalß — nßla)n-ldßly], (2.21с) 
S* = да [{тп
а
пр - 1ΎΙβη
α
)π
Ί
ΟβΙ
Ί
] = da{madßlß — mßdßla), (2.2Ы) 
¿>5 = да [(nalß — ΠβΙ
α
)1
Ί
ΟβΤη
Ί
] = da(nadßTnß — ΠβΟβΤη
α
), (2.21e) 
Se = да [{lamß - lßma)mydßny] - da(ladßUß - IßdßUa). (2.21f) 
The remaining three surface terms are: 
57 = д
а
 [(lanß — Ιβη
α
)η
Ί
οβτη
Ί
] — da(LdßTnß - lßdßma) = S4, (2.22a) 
Ss = д
а
 [(malß — τηβΙ
α
)1-,αβη
Ί
] = da(madßnß — mßdßna) = Sb, (2.22b) 
Sg = da [{nam0 - п0та)тп^Ц = da(nadßlß — rißdßla) - S6, (2.22c) 
as can be easily verified, e.g. 
da{madßlß — rnßdßla) — da(ladßTnß — lßdßma) = dadß(malß — m.ßla) = 0- (2.23) 
Clearly the expressions for the surface terms can be simplified by considering the linear 
combinations 5j + Si, S2 + S3 and S3 + S\ instead of Si, S2 and S3. Then the general 
expression for the surface terms appearing in the class of quadratic first order terms can 
be summarized as: 
S,j = da(R,ßdßRJa — R,adßRjß) 
= daRtßdßRja — daRtadßRjß 
= (SßySaS — öaßS-fs) daRißd^RjS 
— (RkaRißdaRtß^R^RksdiRjs) 
— (RkaRkßdaR\ß){RiiRisd-yR,s) 
= {SkimSljn — £¡m£k]n)Dlm.Dkn· (2.24) 
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This means that the six independent surface terms can be written as: 
da{lßdßla - ladeh) = 2 (D23D32 - D22D33), (2.25a) 
da{mßdßma - τη
α
δβτη
β
) = 2 (D3iD13 - Д з з ^ п ) , (2.25b) 
da{rißdßna - nQdßnß) - 2 {Dl2D2í - DUD72), (2.25c) 
da(lßdßrna - ladßmß) = D12D33 + D2lDzi - D31D23 - Di3D32, (2.25d) 
da(m.ßdßna - madßnß) = D23Dn + D32DU - D12D31 - D2lDl3, (2.25e) 
da(nßdßla - nad0lß) = D3lD22 + Dl3D22 - Ü23D12 - D32D21. (2.25f) 
Summarizing, the class of quadratic first order terms consists of 39 bulk terms and six 
surface terms. Note that these surface terms disappear for orientational fields that only 
depend on one coordinate, because they are antisymmetric in the spatial derivatives as 
follows from (2.19). 
(iii) The class of linear second order terms consists of 54 terms that can all be reduced 
to the sum of quadratic first order terms and a surface term as follows from: 
(aabß + badßfadadßdy = д
а
 [(aabß + baa.ß)c-,dßdy] 
— aabßdac^dßd^ — aßbQdaOydßd^ 
— bßCydaaadßdi — aßCydabadßd-, 
— (¡cC-tdabßdßd^ — baCydaOßdßdf. (2.26) 
The general form of such a surface term can again be expressed as: 
S = да{Аартдра,), (2.27) 
where the tensor Α
α
β
Ί
 has the form 
Aaßi = (aabß + baaß)cy, (2.28) 
i.e. Α
α
β
Ί
 is now symmetric in a and β. It follows immediately that there are 18 independent 
surface terms. Their general form can also be expressed as: 
Sijk = S„k = da(R,aD]k + RjaD,k). (2.29) 
Summarizing, the class of linear second order terms consist of terms, that can be related 
to the 39 bulk terms of the class of quadratic first order terms with the aid of 18 surface 
terms. 
Concluding, the deformation free energy density of an arbitrary orientational field can 
be expressed as: 
/d(r) = k.jü.j + \Kt3klDtJDkl + L,}kS,}k, (2.30) 
where the elastic constants satisfy the symmetry relations: 
K,}ki = Kki,3, (2.31a) 
Lt,k = L„k. (2.31b) 
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The first contribution to the deformation free energy density is due to the linear first 
order terms and contains three surface terms. The second contribution originates from the 
quadratic first order terms and the linear second order terms and contains six surface terms, 
whereas the third contribution consists of 18 surface terms that are composed of linear 
second order terms and quadratic first order terms. Consequently the general expression 
of the deformation free energy density of an arbitrary orientational field consists of six 
chiral bulk terms and 39 quadratic bulk terms. 
It is useful to relate each invariant D,¡ to the particular deformations of the directors 
that are relevant to that invariant. To that end the ususal vector expressions for the splay, 
twist and bend of the three directors Z, m and η are written in terms of the invariants 
Di,: 
V · Ζ = D32- D23, 
I • (V χ Z) = D22 + D33, 
I χ (V χ Z) = -Di 3 m — Dri η, 
V · πι = D13 - D3i, 
m-(V xm) = 033 + A i , 
m χ (V χ m ) = Dn η — D23Ζ, 
V · η = Dn - D
u
, 
η · (V χ η ) = D
n
 + D22, 
η χ (V χ η) = D321 — D3i τη. 
(2.32a) 
(2.32b) 
(2.32c) 
(2.32d) 
(2.32e) 
(2.32f) 
(2.32g) 
(2.32h) 
(2.32І) 
A derivation of the last three of the equations (2.32) can be found in appendix A. The 
remaining six equations (2.32) can be derived in a similar way. 
Consider the case where the director η is constant. Then only the invariants D\3, D23 
and D33 are non-zero, as can be concluded from equations (2.11). Using (2.32) it follows 
that 
Dl3 = V · m = m • [Ι χ (V χ /)] , (2.33a) 
D23 = - V · / = -I • [m χ (V χ m ) ] , (2.33b) 
D33 = I • (V χ I) = m • (V χ m ) . (2.33c) 
Clearly, £>із is related to the splay of m and the bend of Z, D23 is related to the splay of 
Ζ and the bend of m and D33 is related to the twist of I and of m . Figure 2.1 shows a 
schematic picture of these deformations. The invariants /Ль D2Í and D3i can be related 
to splay, twist, and bend deformations in a similar way. To that end the case where the 
director Ζ is constant must be considered. It appears that Du is related to the twist of m 
and of n , D2i to the splay of η and the bend of m and .D31 to the splay of m and the 
bend of n . Finally, the invariants Du, D22 and D32 can be related to splay, twist, and 
bend deformations by considering the case where the director m is constant. It appears 
that Du is related to the splay of η and the bend of Z, D22 to the twist of η and of Ζ and 
D32 to the splay of I and the bend of n . 
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Figure 2.1: Picture of the deformations with constant n : splay of Ζ and bend of τη (left), 
splay of m and bend of I (middle) and twist of I and m (right). 
2.3. Symmetry and t h e number of independent elastic constants 
The different cases of symmetry can be examined by changing to new orthonormal local 
basisvectors Ι', τη' and n' according to: 
I' = T
u
l + Tnm + Tl3n, (2.34a) 
m ' = T 2 1 / + T22 m + Γ 2 3 n , (2.34b) 
п ' = 7'зіі + 7 'з2т + Г з 3 п . (2.34c) 
or shortly: 
п
ш
 = T,jRja. (2.35) 
The orthogonal transformation matrix Tt] satisfies the relations 
T,kTjk = TktTkj = 6,j (2.36) 
and its determinant is denoted by Г, where Τ = ± 1 . From the identity 
£,jkT,iTjmTkn = Te¡mn, (2.37) 
it follows that: 
£i]kT]mTkn = TeimnT,¡. (2.38) 
This means that the nine attendant invariants D\} are given by: 
D't} = TTikT3lDkl. (2.39) 
Consequently the new elastic constants k' , K'
 kl and L' k are expressed according to: 
k',} = Τ Tm,Tnjkmn, (2.40a) 
^ , , M = T
mlTnjTpkTqiKmnpq, (2.40b) 
Ltlk = Τ TmtTn}TvkLmnv. (2.40c) 
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Note that three elastic constants can always be made zero by choosing a suitable set of 
local basisvectors. Clearly the elastic constants do not change under a symmetry operation. 
This means in mathematical terms that a number of systems of local basisvectors lead to 
the same elastic constants, i.e. 
K, = *.,. (2-41a) 
Ku = K^ (2-41b) 
K,k = Kk- (2-41c) 
These symmetry requirements impose constraints on the number of independent elastic 
constants, i.e. result in a reduction of their number. 
2 .3 .1 . T h e effect of d isc re te s y m m e t r y 
By analogy with Landau and Lifshitz [13] the results for the seven crystal systems and their 
associated 32 crystallographic point groups are discussed. Note that this classification is 
only exhaustive for orientational fields in crystals. First of all the elastic constants A',_,jti 
are considered. 
(i) Triclinic system. The point groups of this crystal system are 1 and Ï. No constraints 
on the elastic constants К,,ы are imposed. Their number equals 39, but three of them can 
be put equal to zero by making a suitable choice of the system of local basisvectors. 
(Ü) Monociinic system. The pointgroups are 2, m and 2/m. Choose η as the twofold 
axis or the normal to the mirror plane. Then the symmetry requirement reads: 
Kti1a = (-lfKt]kh (2.42) 
where N is the number of indices with value 3 in {ijkl}. This means that all the KtJki 
with odd N vanish, i.e. the following 25 constants remain: 
•filili 
f3311, 
Аз232, 
К H12; 
^33211 
f2222, 
f 1212, 
f2332) 
fll21, 
f3132, 
f3333, 
f2121, 
f3131, 
f2212, 
f3123, 
fll22, 
fl221, 
f 1313, 
f2221, 
f 1332, 
f2233, 
f2323, 
f1331, 
f3312, 
f1323· 
By a suitable choice of / and m one of these constants can be put equal to zero. Note that 
only 21 bulk terms appear due to the relations (2.25a), (2.25b), (2.25c) and (2.25d). 
(in) Orthorhombic system. The point groups are 222, 2mm and 2/mmm. Choose Í, m 
and η as twofold axes or normals to the mirror planes. Using symmetry requirements of 
the type (2.42) the following 15 constants remain: 
f u n , f1122, f1212, f'2323, f3131, 
f'2222, f2233, f2121, f3232, fi3i3, (2-44) 
Л'зЗЗЗ, f3311, fl221, f2332, f 1331 · 
Due to the relations (2.25a), (2.25b) and (2.25c) only 12 bulk terms appear in the defor­
mation free energy density. 
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(2.43) 
(iv) Trigonal system. Before discussing the number of independent elastic constants of 
the crystal system it is convenient to introduce a new system of basisvectors, namely 
ζ = -L(l + im), (2.45a) 
v
=-L{l-im). (2.45b) 
The third basisvector η remains untouched. The nine attendant invariants are defined as 
Dft = ίξ
α
η0θαζβ , (2.46a) 
Α,ί = i η
α
ηρθ
α
ξ0 , (2.46b) 
Ali = ' nanßdaiß , (2.46c) 
Dir, =і£
а
Прд
а
пр , (2.46d) 
Am = i η
α
ηβο
α
ηβ , (2.46e) 
D2n = i ηαηβθαΠβ , (2.46f) 
Diz = iUßd^ß, (2.46g) 
A,* = i η
α
ξ
β
3
α
η
β
 , (2.46h) 
D„ — ίη
α
ζβθ
α
ηβ . (2.46І) 
Consequently the elastic constants will now be labeled by ξ, η and z instead of by 1, 2 and 
3. The advantage of the present procedure is that arbitrary rotations around the n-axis 
can be easily dealt with. A rotation through an angle α around the η-axis results in the 
vectors: 
€ ' = e- t o€, (2.47a) 
η' = ε
ία
η, (2.47b) 
n' = n, (2.47c) 
whereas a reflection in a plane perpendicular to m gives: 
ζ' = η, (2.48a) 
η' = ζ, (2.48b) 
n' = n. (2.48c) 
The point groups of the trigonal system are 3, 3, 32, 3m and 3m. Consider the first two 
point groups and choose n as the threefold axis. Then only elastic constants remain having 
three indices with value ζ or 3 indices with value η or having the same number of indices 
with value ζ and η. These 15 constants are: 
**ΖΖΖΖΊ *^ζζτ}ξι *^ζζζηι Ι^ζηζξι Ι^ζηζζι 
Κτ,ζξζ, Κηζζί, Α'„(„(, Κτ,ξξη, Κξ
η
ξ
η
, (2.49) 
•"Í£TJ*7I ΛηηηΖΐ '*ηηζτ}ι ^ Η ί ί * J ' * ί ί * ί * 
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Here one constant can be put equal to zero by a suitable choice of I and τη. Next the 
last three point groups are considered. Choosing the twofold axis or normal to the mirror 
plane along m the following five relations between the 15 elastic constants hold: 
KzTiiz = -KZÍIJÍ, (2.50a) 
K„* = К
ж
*
ч
, (2.50b) 
Krfrt - Α'ίηίρι (2.50c) 
* „ , „ = A'«2Í, (2.50d) 
К
чтх
 = К«(ж. (2.50e) 
The number of independent elastic constants of the point groups 32, 3m and 3m is thus 
reduced from 15 to 10 by the additional symmetry. These constants do not only concern 
bulk terms but surface terms as well. In order to determine the number of relevant surface 
terms the relations (2.25) are rewritten in terms of the new representation: 
dattßdß(a - bdßtß) = 2 {DaDzz - DizDzi), (2.51a) 
д
а
( рд0па - ηα80ηβ) = 2 (DmDzz - D^D^), (2.51b) 
da{rißdßna - η
α
3βΠβ) = 2 {ϋχΌ
ηη
 - D^DçO), (2.51c) 
δ
α
((βδ
β
η
α
 - ξ
α
9βηβ) = D
n
,D^ + DZ„DÍZ - DVÍDZZ - DtTIDzz, (2.51d) 
Ο
α
(ηβθβΠ
α
 - η
α
θβτΐβ) = DvzD(r¡ + DZTÌDni - D(_ZD^ - Д,
С
Д,„, (2.51e) 
da{nßdß(a - π
α
8βξβ) = D^Diz + DinDzí - DZT¡DU - D„ZDU. (2.51f) 
Because of symmetry only two surface terms are left, namely (2.51c) and (2.51d). Conse-
quently the number of bulk terms equals 13 and 8, respectively. 
(v) Tetragonal system. The pointgroups are 4, 4, 4/m, 422, 4mm, 42m and 4 /mmm. 
Choosing n as the fourfold axis the point groups 4 and 4 are described in terms of the 
following 13 elastic constants: 
:2) -ftzz^Tjî Γί-ζζηξι Ιίζηζξι **ζη£ζι 
(2.52) 
One of these constants can be put equal to zero by a suitable choice of Ζ and m . With the 
choice of I and m as the twofold axes or the normals to the mirror planes, the additional 
symmetry of the remaining point groups imposes the following relations between these 13 
elastic constants: 
Κζηξζ = Κ
ζ
ζηζ, (2.53a) 
Kzzni = ΑΊζξτι, (2.53b) 
K
rtrt = K^n, (2.53c) 
А'чччч =
 KUtt· (2.53d) 
Consequently only nine independent elastic constants remain. The symmetry gives rise to 
the same surface terms as those for the trigonal system. Thus the number of independent 
^ ZZZZ J
Κηζ(ζ, 
•К«чч> 
K fr, 
'^•ηζζξί 
#««> 
Κζ ηζ, 
AW, 
"• ηητιπ • 
Κ ζί, 
А"т)«ч, 
Α'ζτιίζ,
AW,, 
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elastic constants that are required to describe the distortion free energy density of the bulk 
is given by 11 and 7, respectively. 
(vi) Hexagonal system. The attendant point groups are 6, 6, 6/m, 622, 6mm, 62m and 
6/mmm. The 11 constants of the first two point groups are: 
ft-zzzz) **Σζξηί *1ζζηξι fi-ζηζξι ** ζηξζ Ί ™·ηζ£ζ} 
Κτ,ζζζ, #ч{ч{, #Ч«Ч,#{ч«Чі #«44 • 
(2.54) 
One of them can be put equal to zero by a suitable choice of / and m . The additional 
symmetry imposes the three relations: 
Κζ
η(ζ = # * „ * , (2.55a) 
Kzzni = Κ
ζΗη
, (2.55b) 
Кчы = Кы,- (2-55c) 
Consequently the number of independent elastic constants of the last five point groups is 
equal to eight. The same surface terms as those for the trigonal and tetragonal systems are 
found meaning that the number of bulk terms equals nine and six respectively, i.e. nine 
and six elastic constants, respectively, are required to describe the distortion of the bulk. 
(vii) Cubic system. The pointgroups are 23, m3, 432, 43m and m3m. Cubic crystal 
systems have orthorhombic symmetry so it suffices to consider the effect of the additional 
symmetry on the elastic constants of the orthorhombic system. The threefold axis of the 
cubic system is then parallel to (i + m + n)/\/3 . This symmetry imposes the following 
relations between the elastic constants: 
#1111 = #2222 = #3333, (2.56a) 
#1122 = #2233 = #3311) (2.56b) 
#1212 = #2323 = #3131, (2.56c) 
#2121 = #'3232 = #1313, (2.56d) 
#1221 = #2332 = #3113· (2.56e) 
Consequently the first two point groups lead to five clastic constants. The additional 
fourfold axes of the other three point groups impose the relations: 
#1212 = #2121, (2.57a) 
#2323 = #3232, (2.57b) 
#зізі = #1313- (2.57c) 
This means that these point groups have four independent elastic constants. Only one 
surface term remains. Consequently the number of independent bulk elastic constants is 
given by four and three, respectively. 
Next the elastic constants ktJ are considered. Clearly only the crystal systems without 
inversion symmetry need to be considered as all the chiral elastic constants are zero for 
systems with inversion symmetry. 
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(i) Triclinic system. The point group 1 has nine chiral elastic constants. The three 
surface terms (2.16) lead to six bulk terms. 
(ii) Monoclinic system. Consider the point group 2 and choose те along the twofold 
axis. The chiral elastic constants are: 
ku, foi, foi, &22, fc33· (2.58) 
Only the surface term (2.16c) remains, i.e. four bulk terms appear. Next consider the 
point group m and take те along the normal to the mirror plane. The remaining constants 
are: 
*i3, foi, foe, fo2· (2.59) 
Now the two surface terms (2.16a) and (2.16b) are left. Consequently the point group m 
has two chiral bulk terms. 
(Hi) Orthorhombic system. The point group 222 has three chiral elastic constants as 
follows directly from choosing ί, τη and те along the twofold axes. These constants are: 
foi, k22, foa- (2.60) 
There are no surface terms to reduce the number of bulk terms. The point group 2mm 
has two chiral elastic constants, as follows directly by choosing Í and m as the normals to 
the mirror planes. These constants are: 
*i2, foi· (2.61) 
One surface term is relevant, namely the one given in (2.16c), i.e. there is one chiral bulk 
elastic constant. 
(iv) Trigonal system. The surface terms read in terms of the basisvectors ξ, η and та : 
d
a
(
a
 = i{Dzv-D„z), (2.62a) 
d^
a
 = i{Diz-Dzt\ (2.62b) 
d
a
n
a
 = i {D
vi - D(4). (2.62c) 
The point group 3 has the following three chiral elastic constants: 
foi, foi,, k„, (2.63) 
where те is taken along the threefold axis. Only the surface term (2.62c) remains, i.e. two 
chiral bulk terms appear. The additional symmetry of the point group 32 leads to the 
relation: 
foi = fo„ (2.64) 
whereas the surface term is absent, i.e. also here two chiral bulk terms are found. On the 
other hand the additional symmetry of the point group 3m imposes the relations: 
kzz = 0, (2.65a) 
fo{ = - fo, . (2.65b) 
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Moreover the surface term remains, i.e. no chiral bulk terms appear in systems with point 
group 3m. 
(v) Tetragonal system. The point group 4 with η along the fourfold axis has the 
following three chiral elastic constants: 
krii, hi' kzz- (2.66) 
Only the surface term (2.62c) is relevant leaving two chiral bulk constants. The additional 
symmetry of the point group 422 leads to the relation: 
k
vi - kirl, (2.67) 
whereas the surface term disappears, meaning that two chiral bulk terms are present. The 
symmetry of the point group 4mm leads to the additional relations: 
k„ = 0, (2.68a) 
kr,( = - % , , (2.68b) 
whereas the surface term does not disappear here, i.e. this point group has no chiral bulk 
terms. 
(vi) Hexagonal system. 
The point group six with η along the sixfold axis has the following three chiral elastic 
constants: 
&ч<> %?> k«· (2.69) 
Further the surface term (2.62c) is relevant, i.e. two independent chiral bulk constants are 
present. The point group 622 has the additional relation: 
K( = * t „ (2-70) 
whereas the surface term is absent, i.e. this point group also has two independent chiral 
bulk terms. The symmetry of the point group 6mm only allows: 
kzz = 0, (2.71a) 
k
ni - - % Î > (2.71b) 
whereas only the surface term remains, i.e. there are no chiral bulk terms here. 
(vii) Cubic system. The point group 23 has orthorhombic symmetry. The threefold 
axis parallel to (i + m + n ) / \ / 3 imposes the relation: 
kn = k22 = k33. (2.72) 
Further the surface terms disappear. Consequently one chiral bulk term appears. The 
point group 432 leads to the same result. 
Finally the elastic constants L¡ji¡ of the remaining 18 surface terms are considered. 
(i) Triclinic system. This symmetry does not impose any constraints, i.e. there are 18 
elastic constants. 
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(ii) Monoclinic system. 
Choose η as the twofold axis or normal to the mirror plane. Then the following elastic 
constants appear: 
τ ... Ι Γ... τ ... 
(2.73) 
¿113, ¿223, ¿333, ¿123, 
¿131, ¿321, ¿312, ¿232· 
Consequently there are eight surface terms of the considered type, i.e. due to the linear 
second order terms. 
(iii) Orthorhombic system. Choose l, m and η as the twofold axes and/or normals to 
the mirror planes. This means that the following elastic constants are found: 
¿123, ¿231, ¿312, (2-74) 
i.e. there are three elastic constants. 
(iv) Trigona,! system. Choosing η as the threefold axis the following elastic constants 
appear: 
ίηξζ, ¿77Z{, ¿ÍZJ7, Lzzz, Σ
ηηη
, Lçtf. (2-75) 
Consequently the point groups 3 and 3 give rise to six surface terms of the considered type. 
The additional symmetry of the point groups 3m, 32 and 32m leads to: 
Lzzz = 0, (2.76a) 
L(vz = 0, (2.76b) 
LVzt — —¿(гт), (2.76c) 
¿ w , = - ¿ « ξ - (2.76d) 
Therefore these point groups have two independent surface terms. 
(v) Tetragonal system. Choose n as the fourfold symmetry axis of the point group 4. 
Then the following independent constants are found: 
¿T|Çz> ¿ijzí, ¿ξζ^ι ί·
ζζζ
. (2.77) 
The same result holds for the point groups 4 and 4/m. The additional symmetry of the 
point groups 422, 42m, 42m and 4/mmm leads to: 
Lzzz = 0, (2.78a) 
¿i„z = 0, (2.78b) 
¿T)z{ = — ¿(ZT|, (2.78c) 
meaning that only one independent surface term appears here. 
(vi) Hexagonal system. Choosing η along the sixfold axis it is found that the point 
groups 6, 6 and 6/m lead to the independent constants: 
¿i?ízi ¿t?zi, ¿(zi), IJZZZI (2.79) 
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i.e. their symmetry reduces the number of independent surface terms of the considered 
type to four. The additional symmetry of the point groups 622, 6mm, 62m and 6 /mmm 
imposes the further conditions: 
Lzzz = 0, (2.80a) 
Ltfl, = 0, (2.80b) 
¿ ^ = - £ { „ , (2.80c) 
meaning that only one independent surface term remains. 
(vii) Cubic system. It suffices to consider the effect of the threefold axis on the results 
of the orthorhombic system. Clearly it follows: 
¿123 = ¿231 = ¿312· (2.81) 
This means that only one independent surface term is present. 
2.3.2. Con t inuous s y m m e t r i e s 
Choose η along the axis of continuous rotation symmetry. This symmetry requires that 
the invariants DtJ, DtJDki and St3k do not depend on the Eulerian angle φ and its spatial 
derivatives д
а
ф. Consequently all the terms that are forbidden by hexagonal symmetry 
are also forbidden here, as these excluded terms depend on φ. From the remaining terms 
those terms that are composed of the invariants Dlz are also excluded, for the invariants 
Dlz depend on даф. The independent chiral elastic constants are: 
* * , kv, (2-82) 
and the surface term (2.62c) is relevant, i.e. one chiral bulk term is present. The bulk 
elastic constants are: 
Κζηζί, Kfriv, Κηξτ,ξί Κηηξί ι Κηί(η· (2.83) 
Only the surface term (2.51c) appears to be relevant, i.e. there are four bulk elastic 
constants. The remaining elastic constants relating to surface terms are: 
L
nz(, Ііяп. (2.84) 
The additional symmetry of a twofold rotation axis perpendicular to n leads to: 
knt = ft«,, (2.85a) 
K
rtii = кЫю (2.85b) 
¿T¡2Í = —¿(27,- (2.85c) 
As well known these are the elastic constants of chiral nematics. Two independent surface 
terms appear, one concerns the quadratic first order terms and the other the linear second 
order terms. In case a mirror plane perpendicular to n is present the chiral constant kOç 
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Table 2.1: The number of independent elastic constants for discrete symmetry. The num-
ber of surface elastic constants for the linear first order and quadratic first order class 
are indicated seperately. The international short notation is used to label the different 
crystallographic point groups. 
Crystal system Point group K, ijkl LtJk 
triclinic 
monoclinic 
orthorhombic 
trigonal 
tetragonal 
hexagonal 
cubic 
1 
Ï 
2 
m 
2/ro 
222 
2mm 
2/mmm 
3 
3 
32 
3m 
3m 
4 
4, 4/m 
422 
4mm 
42m, 4 /mmm 
6 
6, 6/m 
622 
23 
m3 
432 
43m, m3m 
bulk 
39 
39 
21 
21 
21 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
8 
8 
8 
11 
11 
7 
7 
7 
9 
9 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
surface 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
bulk 
6 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
surface 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
18 
18 
8 
8 
8 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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equals zero. Finally the additional symmetry of a mirror plane with normal perpendicular 
to η is considered. Here it holds that: 
k
v( = -ki4t (2.86a) 
K
rtrt = КЫ , (2.86b) 
£„
г
£ = -LÍZT¡. (2.86c) 
In this case a third surface term is present originating from the linear first order terms. 
2.4. Conclusion 
Macroscopic media with broken rotational symmetries have to be described by an orienta-
tional tensor field. Using tensor analysis the general form of the elastic deformation free 
energy density is derived. The general expression appears to involve 39 bulk elastic con-
stants and 24 surface elastic constants. In addition, the chirality of the medium introduces 
six bulk elastic constants and three surface elastic constants. By a suitable choice of the 
local basisvectors of the orientational field three of the elastic constants can be put equal 
to zero. Symmetry requirements reduce the number of independent elastic constants. The 
effect of discrete and continuous symmetries are summarized in table 2.1 and table 2.2, 
respectively. Some of these results have also been found by Liu [8] and by Trebin [9]. There 
are, however, some discrepancies with their results. According to Liu the general form of 
the deformation free energy density consists of 45 invariants, namely 36 bulk terms and 
nine surface terms. This means that Liu claims 36 bulk elastic constants. However, a care-
ful analysis of his surface terms shows that this claim is unjustified, as only six of the nine 
surface terms are mutually different. On the other hand, Trebin only finds the first three of 
the six surface terms (2.25). Further it should be remarked that Liu nor Trebin discusses 
the surface terms originating from the linear second order terms and that Liu does not 
consider the chiral terms. In the appendix it is shown that the present results agree with 
the known results for systems with uniaxial and orthorhombic or biaxial symmetry, i.e. 
nematic liquid crystals. 
Table 2.2: The number of independent elastic constants for the three appearing classes of 
in case of continuous symmetry. The number of bulk and surface elastic constants for the 
first two classes are indicated seperatively. The different symmetry groups are denoted by 
the Schoenflies-symbols. 
Point Group Kijkl kv L,jk 
Ο» 
(-Oah 
^ о э 
Doo 
Doah 
bulk 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
surface bulk 
1 
1 
surface 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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Finally it should be mentioned that in cases where translational symmetries are also 
broken, e.g. the smectic mesophases, the deformations of the orientational and positional 
tensor field do not need to be independent. Consequently some orientational deformations 
can be neglected as being of higher order in the positional deformation variables than the 
elastic terms of the positional deformations. 
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Appendix: Some explicit vector expressions 
A. T h e case of uniaxial symmetry 
The deformation free energy density of an orientational field with uniaxial A o symmetry 
reads: 
/d = M A * + D(v) + ¿ /WA* A* + A,A.) 
+ ^Чч« Α>)Αί + ^4ifi?A)( A»? + А'
г|)г£ A i j A j 
+ Α,ξ [&.(»?» Α< + π
α
 A i ) - ο
β
( ί
β
 A , + n„ D { 4 ) ] . (2.87) 
From the following relations: 
A i + D {„ = A i + D M , (2.88a) 
A i A i + Di4D(4 = ¿ ( A i + A 2 ) 2 - l-{Dl2 - D2l)2, (2.88b) 
DmDu = j ( A , - A 2 ) 2 + j ( A 1 2 + A i ) 2 , (2.88c) 
A i A , = j ( A i + A 2 ) 2 + \{Dl2 - A i ) 2 , (2.88d) 
A , A i = ¿ Α ι 2 + \D31\ (2.88e) 
i?«A{ - £
a
A „ = i(LD31 - maD32), (2.88f) 
n
a
D
vt-naDir, = ina(Di2-D21) (2.88g) 
it follows that: 
fd = ktf(Dn + D22) + - [-К„ы + Kv(ir, + Kmi¿ {Du - Α ι ) 2 
+ 4 [К*Ы + Κ*& + Knrtù ( Α ι + A 2 ) 2 + 2 Α '
ζ ί
ζ , ( Α ι 2 + A 2 2 ) 
+ А '
ч
, « ( А г А і - A i A 2 ) + iLr,ztd
a
 [l
a
D32 - m a A i + п а ( А г - Α ι ) ] · 
(2.89) 
The appearing terms can be expressed in vector notation by: 
A i + A 2 = ( '
a
"i0 — І0гп
а
)дс,пр = е
а
р~,п
у
д
а
пр 
= η · (V χ η ) , (2.90а) 
А г - Азі = lanßdalß - т
а
т0дап0 = -{IJp + mam,ß)dariß 
= —{f>aß — nanß)danß = —д
а
П
а 
= - V · те, (2.90b) 
A 2 i — A i m — — (nalpdanß) l — (η
α
τηβθ
α
τΐβ) m 
— {δβμ — ηβημ)ηα8αηβ έ μ = —nßdßjia êa 
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= [δαμδρ* — δ
α
„δβμ)ηβομη„ êa = εαβΊηβεΊιιν3μηυ ëa 
= η χ (V χ η), (2.90c) 
Α »
2
 + Α>22 = (DnΙ - Α π m ) 2 
= [ra χ (V χ η ) ] 2 , (2.90d) 
Α2Α21 - A n Α « = -jda(nßdßna - п
а
дрп
р
) 
= ^ V - [ ( n - V ) n - n ( V - n ) ] , (2.90e) 
д
а
 ['аАз2 — Wl
a
 А«] = д
а
 [¡
α
η.βΤΙ
Ί
3βΙ
Ί
 — τη
α
τΐβτη
Ί
οβη
Ί
\ 
= -д
а
 [(6
ay - nan^)nßdß] = — да [nßdßUa] 
= - V · [(η · V ) n ] , (2.90f) 
3
α
 [η
β
(£>„ - Dai)] = - V · [n(V · η ) ] , (2.90g) 
where a righthanded space-fixed frame is used, while (2.90e) immediately follows from 
equation (2.25c). Defining the chiral elastic constant, the elastic constants for splay, twist 
and bend and the two surface elastic constants by: 
к = ktf, (2.91a) 
Кг = -\К
 Ы
 + 1*„«, + \Κ
ηηα
, (2.91b) 
Κ2 - 2
К
іЫ + 2^"«Ч + 5·^Π4ί{) (2.91с) 
А'з = Κ
ζ(!η, (2.91d) 
Κ4 = К м, (2.91e) 
K
s
 = - 2 t ¿ n i í , (2.91f) 
respectively, the well known Frank expression for chiral uniaxial nematics follows: 
/a = b . ( V x n ) + | ^ ( V · n ) 2 + l-K2 [n • (V χ n ) ] 2 
+ i jf 3 [n x (V χ ra)]2 + | t f 4 V · [(n · V ) n - n ( V · n)] 
+ X-KbV • [(n · V ) n + ra(V · n ) ] . (2.92) 
The present choice of the elastic constants seems preferable to the existing one [3,4], as the 
given expression reflects the proper antisymmetry and symmetry in the spatial derivatives 
of the surface terms originating from the quadratic first order and the linear second order 
terms, respectively. 
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В. The case of orthorhombic symmetry 
The deformation free energy density of an orientational field with orthorhombic 222 sym­
metry reads: 
U = *ii Α ι + * и А з + *г3зАэ + g e l i l i Α ι
2 
+ г А и г г А г + гАззззАз + ^ А ' ш г А г 
+ Г А 2323 А з + ~А'зіЗіАі + ~ A2121A1 
+ г А 3232 Α ϊ + η А'ізізАз + ΑΊ122Α1 А г 
+ А и з з А г А з + А з з и А з А і + ΑΊ221 А г A i 
+ А'гззгАзАг + А э п з А і А з + Ll23da(laD23 + m.» А з ) 
+ ¿ 2 з і 9
а
( т
а
А і + η
β
Α ι ) + L3Uda(naD12 + /eZJ3î). (2-93) 
Vector expressions for А ъ А г a n d А з a r e obtained by using (2.90a) and the analogous 
relations: 
А г + А з = i · (V χ I), (2.94a) 
А з + Α ι = m - ( V x m ) . (2.94b) 
Then it follows: 
£>
u
 = - [m · (V χ m ) + η • (V χ η ) - Ζ • (V χ Ι)], (2.95a) 
D22 = ί [η • (V χ η) + 1 • (V χ Ζ) - m · (V χ m ) ] , (2.95b) 
ö 3 3 = r [ i - ( V x l ) + m - ( V x m ) - n - ( V x n ) ] . (2.95c) 
The remaining six invariants can be expressed as: 
A 2 = lanßdalß = (І
а
пр — lpn
a
)d
a
lj3 
= —saßyTn^dalß = -m · (V χ Ι), (2.96a) 
D23 = -η • (V χ m ) , (2.96b) 
D31 = -I- (V χ η ) , (2.96c) 
D21 = - / • (V χ m ) = V · η - m • (V χ /), (2.96d) 
D32 = -τη · (V χ η ) = V -1 - η · (V χ m ) , (2.96e) 
D,3 = - η • (V χ ί) = V • τη - Ι • (V χ η ) , (2.96f) 
where use is made of (2.90b) and analogous relations. Vector expressions for the three 
surface terms due to the quadratic first order terms as given by the equations (2.25a), 
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(2.25b) and (2.25c) follow immediately from: 
D23D32 - £>22Дзз = \V • [(I • V) / - I (V • I)], (2.97a) 
DaiDn - Д и Д і = - V · [(m • V) m - га (V • m ) ] , (2.97b) 
£>12¿>21 - A1-D22 = - V · [(η · V) η - η (V · η ) ] . (2.97c) 
The relevant three linear second order terms can be easily rewritten in terms of vector 
notation using the expressions (2.96): 
d0 {maD3i + naD2l) = - V · {m [/ • (V χ n)] + η [/ · (V χ τη)}}, (2.98a) 
да {n
a
Du + LD32) = - V · {η [m · (V χ i)] + Ι [та • (V χ η)]} , (2.98b) 
9ο, ('
α
£>23 + m
a
D 1 3 ) = - V · {/ [η · (V χ m)] + та [η · (V χ Ι)]}. (2.98с) 
Define the 3 chiral elastic constants, the 12 quadratic first order bulk elastic constants, 
the three quadratic first order surface elastic constants and the three linear second order 
surface elastic constants according to: 
h 
k2 
h 
A'i 
к2 
к3 
к
л 
А'5 
А'6 
к7 
Л'в 
Л'э 
А'ю 
А'п 
К\г 
Кіз 
К
 ы 
Ки 
Кп 
Км 
Kis 
= \(k22 + k33- kn), 
= 5(^33 + ¿ и - k22), 
- |(fell + &22 - кзз), 
= ;(Л'г222 + А'зззз — А ц ц ) -
= 2"(Л'зЗЗЗ + А'цц — К2222) -
— г(Л'ііц + А2222 — А'зззз) " 
= 2 (-^2222 + А'ЗЗЗЗ ~ А ц ц ) , 
= ¿(Азззз + А"піі — К2222), 
=
 ^(ΑΊιιι + А2222 — А'зззз), 
=
 К2323 + 2Ä2233 + 2Лгзз2 — 
= А'зізі + 2Аззи + 2Азиз — 
= А'і212 + 2А'п22 + 2А1221 — 
= А'з232 + 2А2233 + 2ЛГ2332 -
= А'ізіз + 2А'ззп + 2^3113 -
= А2121 + 2ΑΊΐ22 + 2ΑΊΐ21 — 
= j(A'2222 + А'зззз — A n i l ) " 
= 4(^3333 + A'iiii — A2222) " 
= j(A' i i i i + A'2222 — A3333) -
= —¿231) 
= —¿312; 
= —¿123· 
- 2Л2233 — 2А'2зз2! 
- 2А'ззп — 2Азиз, 
- 2А'п22 — 2ΑΊ22ΐ, 
j(A2222 + А'ззЗЗ -
¿(Азззз + А ц ц -
2 ( ^ l l l l + А2222 -
2 (A'2222 + A3333 -
24A3333 + A'i i i i -
• 2(^1111 + A'2222 -
- A2233, 
- Ä3311, 
- Ац22) 
• A' l l l l ) , 
• A2222)) 
• А'зззз), 
• ΑΊιιι), 
• K222ì), 
• А'зззз), 
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Use the vector expressions (2.95) and (2.96) for the invariants and (2.97) and (2.98) for the 
surface terms, then it follows that the deformation free energy density of an orientational 
field with orthorhombic symmetry can be expressed as: 
/d = kj · (V χ i) + k2m · (V x m) + k3n · (V χ n) 
+ ^ ( V · I)2 + \l<2(V • τη)2 + it f 3 (V · nf 
+ ¿K4(l • (V χ I))2 + l-K5(m • (V χ m))2 + i t f„(n · (V χ η)) 2 
+ ±K,(n · (V χ m)) 2 + ІА'8(І • (V χ η)) 2 + ¿К9(т • (V χ /))2 
+ 1-Κ
Λ0{τη • (V χ η))2 + i t f „ ( n · (V χ Ι))2 + i ff i a(l · (V χ m)) 2 
+ Л'13 · [(Ζ · V) Ι - ί (V · Ζ)] + # M V · [(τη · V) m - m (V · m)] 
+ A'15V · [(η · V) η - η (V · η)] + ΑΊ6V · {τη [Ι • (V χ те)] + η [ί · (V χ m)]} 
+ K„V • {η [τη • (V χ /)] + Ι [τη • (V χ η)}} 
+ A'ieV · {/ [π - (V χ m)] + m[n-(Vx Ζ)]} . (2.100) 
Except for the surface terms equivalent expressions can be found in the existing literature. 
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Chapter 3. 
Elasticity theory of smectic and canonic 
mesophases* 
A B S T R A C T 
The general theory of elasticity tor smectic and canonic 
mesophases is formulated, starting from the assumption that 
the equilibrium state is spatially periodic. The various sur-
face terms appearing in the deformation free energy density 
are considered as well. The effective description of the elastic 
behaviour of a general non-chiral smectic involves one posi-
tional elastic constant, 16 bulk orientational elastic constants 
and six surface orientational elastic constants. One additional 
bulk orientational elastic constant is required for the descrip-
tion of a general chiral smectic. The effective description of 
the elastic behaviour of a general non-chiral canonic involves 
six positional elastic constants and three bulk orientational 
elastic constants. In this case the property of chirality does 
not introduce additional orientational elastic constants. The 
elastic constants for some relevant smectic and canonic phases 
are given, including the elastic constants for the antifcrroelec-
trie SmCA and ferrielectric SmCa and SmC^ phases. 
'Published by S. Stallinga and G. Vertogen, Physical Review E 51, 536 (1995). 
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3.1. Introduction 
The present work deals with the description of the elastic behaviour of smectic and canonic 
mesophases, or shortly smectics and canonics. Smectics are solid in one dimension and fluid 
in the other two dimensions, i.e. they have a broken continuous translational symmetry in 
one direction. The only possible axis of continuous rotational symmetry coincides with this 
preferential direction. Canonics on the other hand are solids in two dimensions and fluid 
in the other dimension, i.e. they have a broken translational symmetry in two independent 
directions. Here axes of continuous rotational are absent. 
The elasticity theory of smectic and canonic mesophases must take into account the 
interdependence of the positional and orientational deformation variables. The breaking 
of continuous translational symmetry is described in terms of a displacement field и(т), 
which describes the deviation of a material point situated at τ from its equilibrium position 
τ — u(r). The breaking of continuous rotational symmetry is described in terms of an ori­
entational field consisting of three orthonormal vectors o ( r ) , b(r) and c(r) , being attached 
to each material point. Equivalently, the local orientation is described by the orthogonal 
transformation matrix, that connects the local body-fixed frame and the space-fixed frame. 
The matrix elements Ri
a
 with t = 1,2,3 and a = x,y,z are given by 
Ria = b
a
, (3.1a) 
Ria = c, (3.1b) 
R3a = aa. (3.1c) 
The interdependence of the positional and orientational deformation variables is formulated 
in terms of constraints on these variables. These constraints express mathematically the 
nature of the smectic and canonic mesophases. 
The theory of elasticity is concerned with expressions for the deformation free energy 
density, i.e. the excess free energy density of a deformed state with respect to the state 
with uniform displacement and orientational field. This deformation free energy density is 
a function of the spatial derivatives of the deformation variables. In smectics and canonics 
positional as well as orientational elasticity must be taken into account. For the sake of 
clearness the essential features of the theories of both positional and orientational elasticity 
are summarized. A detailed exposition of these theories can be found in references [1] and 
[2], respectively. 
The general expression of the free energy density due to positional elasticity is given by 
fp — n^aß-ysUaßUyi, (3.2) 
where XaßiS = \saß is the elasticity tensor and where the strain tensor Uap is defined by 
Ua0 = -(dau0 + dpua — дащдрщ) . (3.3) 
Terms linear in Uaß do not appear, as the undeformed state is assumed to be the equilibrium 
state. Terms of higher than second order in Uap are neglected, as the strain tensor is 
assumed to be small. The symmetry of the strain tensor leads to the symmetry relations: 
λαβ-,6 = λβ
αΊ
$ = XaßSy. (3.4) 
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The positional part of the deformation free energy density fp does not contain surface 
terms, i.e. terms that can be written as divergences and consequently only contribute to 
the surface free energy. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
The elasticity tensor can be expressed as 
λαβ-rS = RiaRjßRkyRlsKjkh (3.5) 
where the scalars XtJk¡ are the elastic constants. It follows directly that the elastic constants 
must satisfy the symmetry relations: 
K3ki = λ3Μ = A.j/fc = Ai/.j . (3.6) 
The general expression of the positional deformation free energy density involves 21 inde­
pendent elastic constants. 
As to the deformation free energy density due to orientational elasticity, the general 
expression is given by 
/o = K] Dt] + \K¡]ktDt,Dki + L,]kS,jk, (3.7) 
where 
D\] = IsjkiRiaRkßdcRiß, (3.8a) 
S,3k = Sj,k = da(RtaDjk + RjaDik), (3.8b) 
and Är,j, ÄjjJti = KkUj and L,jk = L3,k are the elastic constants. It appears that there 
are nine elastic constants k,}, 45 elastic constants Ktjki and 18 elastic constants L,jk. The 
invariants Dt} can be written in terms of the usual vector notation as 
Dn = \[c • (V χ c) + α · (V χ a) - b • (V χ 6)], 
Du = - с · (V χ 6), 
Dl3 = -а · (V χ 6), 
Dn = -b • (V χ с), 
D22 = 1 [α · (V χ α) + ί» · (V χ 6) - с · (V χ с ) ] , 
Агз = - α · (V χ с), 
£»зі = - 6 · (V χ α ) , 
£»32 = - с · (V χ ο) , 
о з з = 1 [ Ь ' ( х 6 ) + с . ( х с ) - о - ( х о ) ] . 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
(3.9c) 
(3.9d) 
(3.9e) 
(3.9f) 
(3.9g) 
(3.9h) 
(3.9І) 
As opposed to the case of translational elasticity the orientational deformation free 
energy density does involve surface terms. These surface terms are the 18 terms Stjk, the 
three chiral terms 
5, = d
a
R,
a
 = -e,]kDlk, (3.10) 
and the six non-chiral terms 
St] — da(RtßOßR]a — RtadßRjß) 
= (ebmÊljn — £ltm£k)n)DimDkn- (3-П) 
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It can be shown that the surface terms S¡, SV,· and SÍJI¡ are all possible surface terms 
[2]. Clearly, a further reduction of the number of bulk terms is not possible. 
Mixing terms proportional to Di}Uap do not appear in /a, as the state with uniform 
displacement field is assumed to be the equilibrium state. Consequently, the deformation 
free energy density is the sum of the positional and the orientational contribution: 
fa = fP + U (3.12) 
The expression (3.12) is the starting point of the elasticity theory of smectic and canonic 
mesophases. The explicit expressions, however, must take into account the macroscopic 
definition of these mesophases in terms of the interdependence of the positional and orien-
tational variables. 
The paper is organized in the following way. In section 3.2 the interdependence of the 
deformation variables of smectics is formulated and expressions for / p and / 0 are given. 
In section 3.3 an analogous procedure is followed for canonics. Finally the results are 
discussed in section 3.4. 
3.2. Elasticity theory of smectic mesophases 
3.2.1. Deformations in smectics 
The orientational field in a smectic is chosen such that the vector α(τ) is normal to the fluid 
layers, which consequently are spanned by the vectors b(r) and c ( r ) . Smectic mesophases 
are characterized macroscopically by two properties. 
The first property is the broken continuous translational symmetry in the direction 
of the vector a(r), whereas the continuous translational symmetry is unbroken in the 
surface perpendicular to α(τ). Starting point of the present analysis is the assumption 
that the equilibrium state is the state with spatial periodicity, i.e. the undistorted smectic 
layers are flat. Then the distorted layer is described by the requirement that the function 
ф(г) = к · (r — u(r)), where к is perpendicular to the undeformed planes, must equal a 
constant. The function Ф(г) is the so-called layer phase function [3]. Choosing к = èz it 
follows that 
Ф(г) = ζ-uz(r). (3.13) 
Clearly u
x
(r) and uy(r) do not enter the theory. 
The second property relates the orientational variables to the positional variable uz(r). 
As the unit vector a(r) is perpendicular to the fluid layers this second property can be 
expressed mathematically as 
a(r) Ф(г) | Ф(г) 
9 11 Я II 1 Й II λ 
(3.14) 
(-d
x
uz, -dyUz, 1 - dzuz) 
J{d
x
u2y + (dvuz)i + (1 - dzuzf 
Using the representation in Eulerian angles: 
a = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin <j>,cos0), (3.15a) 
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b = cos ^>(cos θ cos φ, cos θ sin φ, — sin θ) 
+ sin0(— sin (^ , cos ψ, 0), (3.15b) 
с = — sin Î/>(COS 0 cos <£, cos θ sin (£, — sin θ) 
+ cos^(— sin<^, cos</>, 0), (3.15c) 
it follows directly that 
| Ф| ' 
У±Ф\ 
І ФІ ' 
C0sö =
 iwr' (зл6а) 
IV ι ΦΙ 
sinÖ= 1TWkr. ( З Л 6 Ь ) 
and 
І ІФІ' 
dyUz 
|
 Х
Ф | ' 
с о 5 ф =
 - ^ > ( з л 7 а ) 
«in^ = - T # ^ . ( З Л 7 Ь ) 
where 
± Ф = ( - & « „ - f y u „ 0 ) . (3.18) 
Expressions for the axes b and с can now be easily found: 
b = і ф ^ ф Д - ^ М 1 - ô*u*). " A M 1 - ο2ϋ2),-(9*Μ2)2 - (aïU2)2) 
+ -^щ(д
у
и
г
,-д
х
и2,0), (3.19a) 
_ _ -sinr/. ,
 2 
•(-9x^(1 - ô2u2), -<9¡,w2(l - d2u2), - ( d r u 2 ) - (d¡,u2) ) | Ф | | іФ 
+ 1 ^ | | ( ^ « „ - а , и „ о ) . (3.19b) 
The Eulerian angle φ corresponds to the only independent angular variable, describing 
the rotation around the local normal o. Clearly, the orientational field is a function of д
а
и
г 
and φ. 
3.2.2. Pos i t iona l e last ic i ty 
The strain tensor can be expressed as 
U
aP = \ (<W - да%др$т), (3.20) 
where Φ(τ) = г — « ( г ) gives the position of a material point in the undeformed state as 
a function of its position in the deformed state. The nature of the smectic state imposes 
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a constraint on the general form of the strain tensor (3.20). Because of the fluid character 
of the smectic layers only the component of Φ perpendicular to the undistorted layers is 
relevant for the strain, i.e. appears in the strain tensor. Both other components do not 
contribute. Using (3.14), i.e. 
д
а
Ф
г
 = д
а
Ф = | Ф|а
а
, (3.21) 
the strain tensor of a smectic is found to be: 
U
a0 = - (δα0 - \ Ф\2ааа0) 
= ñ{babp + cacp) + ε α
α
α,β, (3.22) 
where ε is given by 
^ = | ( ι - | Ф|2) 
= д
г
щ - Ì [(д
х
и
г
)2 + {d
v
uzf + (дгщ)2] . (3.23) 
Substitution of this expression for the strain tensor in the general formula (3.2) for the 
positional deformation free energy density gives 
/ P = х^ззззе + х(Ацзз + А22зз)е 
+ g(Ami + - W + 2Au22). (3.24) 
The term linear in ε is forbidden for reasons of stability. Leaving out the irrelevant constant 
term and defining 
A = Азззз, (3.25) 
the positional deformation free energy density of a smectic appears to read: 
fp = 2^ {a
a
a0Uag) 
- \ " 
= ¿A {dzu, - i [(д
х
и
г
)2 + {dyuzf + (дгщ)2} J ' (3.26) 
This term which is the only contribution to positional elasticity in smectics can be ascribed 
to the compression of the smectic layers. It should be noted that it is imperative to use 
the full strain tensor U
a0 instead of the usual linearized strain tensor 
U^ = \{daUß + dßUa), (3.27) 
in order to ensure that the positional deformation free energy density is invariant with 
respect to rigid rotations of the smectic. See for a further discussion of this point reference 
[4] on the elasticity of SmA. 
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3.2.3. O r i e n t a t i o n a l elasticity-
Expressions for the orientational invariants Dt] in terms of the spatial derivatives of даиг 
and φ can be derived using equations (3.14) and (3.19). The spatial derivative of the local 
normal can be expressed as 
d
*
a
*=
da
 (iHi) 
д
а
дрФ дрФд Фд
а
д„Ф 
| Ф| | Ф|3 
(ёр„ — ара^дад^Ф 
| Ф| 
_ bßbv + с^с,, 
Six invariants DX] follow now directly: 
д
а
д и
г
. (3.28) 
D
n
 = Ь
а
с0даа0 - -7=rr¿bac0dadpuz, (3.29a) 
•D21 = с
а
срд
а
ар = - — — x
a
c p d
a
d p u z , (3.29b) 
D31 = а
а
срд
а
ар — - .a
a
cpd
a
dpuz, (3.29c) 
D
u
 = -b
a
bpd
a
ap = т=т-гтЬ
а
Ьрд
а
дри
г
, (3.29d) 
A22 = -c
a
bpd
a
ap = т=гт-;с
а
Ьрд
а
дри
г
, (3.29e) 
•D32 = -a
a
bpd
a
ap = r=^:a
a
bpd
a
dpuz. (3.29f) 
In order to obtain the three remaining invariants the vector bpd
a
cp is expressed in terms 
of Eulerian angles: 
bpd
a
cp = - cos д
п
ф - д
а
ф. (3.30) 
Next д
а
ф is expressed in terms of the derivatives of the displacement field. Consider to 
that end: 
tan ф = ^ . (3.31) 
d
x
uz 
Then it follows that 
1 + t a n V 
-t{dxuzdadvuz — dyUzdadxuz) |
 ± Ф Г 
= - | Г 7 .(БІпфЬр + cos фср)дадриг. (3.32) | ν χ φ | 
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Consequently the remaining three invariants DtJ can be written as 
•Сіз = babßdaCß 
1 - д
г
и. 
| Ф | |
 Х
Ф 
•^ гз = cabßdaCß 
1 - д
г
и
г 
| Ф | |
 ± Ф 
Азз = aabßdaCß 
1 - д
г
и. 
(cos il>bacßdadßuz + sin ifrbabßdadßUz) — Ь
а
д
а
ф, (3.33a) 
(cos фс
а
срд
а
дри
г
 + smxl>cabßdadßuz) — с
а
д
а
ф, (3.33b) 
(cos il>aaCßdadßUz + sin \liaabßdadßUz) — aadarp. (3.33c) | Ф | |
 Х
Ф | 
It follows immediately from (3.29) that 
α · (V χ a) = D
u
 + D22 = 0. (3.34) 
This relation can also be derived more directly with the aid of equation (3.14) [3]. 
The specific character of a smectic thus reduces the number of rotational invariants 
from nine to eight. From an experimental point of view, however, a description in terms of 
six invariants suffices, as the influence of the two invariants D3\ and D32 can be neglected. 
This can be seen as follows. Both invariants only appear in case of a deformation that 
involves layer compression. Consider such a deformation with wavcvector of magnitude ç, 
where the wavelength of the distortion is much larger than a molecular length as required 
by continuum theory. The contribution to the deformation free energy density due to 
positional elasticity is then of order Ac2, whereas the contribution due to orientational 
elasticity is of order Kq*, as follows from the proportionality of the invariants DtJ to 
the second order derivatives of the displacement field. Empirically it appears that the 
length γ/Α'/λ is of the order of a molecular length, as also follows from considerations 
concerning the molecular constituency of smectics. Consequently the ratio Kq2/A of the 
two contributions is much smaller than one, i.e. the influence of the invariants D31 and 
Д32 can be neglected. 
The invariants D3\ and D32 vanish automatically as soon as the smectic layers are 
required to be incompressible [3]. This requirement can be put in mathematical terms in 
the following way: 
| Ф| = 1. (3.35) 
Then it holds according to equation (3.14) that 
V χ α = 0. (3.36) 
This irrotationality condition was introduced for the first time by Oseen [5]. It entails the 
exact result (3.34) and 
D31 = - 6 · (V χ a) = 0, (3.37a) 
D32 = - c · (V χ a) = 0. (3.37b) 
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Equivalently, it can be said that the elastic constants associated with the three invariants 
•Du + Д22, A n and A32 are infinite. 
Summarizing the deformations of the orientational field in smectics can be effectively 
described by six invariants. Consequently 21 elastic constants A'¿¿jt/ appear in the orien-
tational deformation free energy density for general smectics, satisfying the irrotationality 
constraint. This requirement of incompressibility also reduces the number of surface terms 
Sij, given in equation (3.11), from six to five. Thus 16 elastic constants suffice for a general 
description of the bulk of general incompressible smectics. 
The number of chiral terms is further limited by the assumption that the equilibrium 
state is the state with spatial periodicity. This means that terms linear in the derivatives 
of the displacement field do not appear in the deformation free energy density, i.e. chiral 
terms proportional to the the second order derivatives of the displacement field are not 
allowed to be present. Consequently only the chiral elastic constant fc33 appears, as the 
attendant term does not contain second order derivatives of the displacement field. As 
to the remaining surface terms 5V,¿ only the term 5 3 3 3 is relevant for the description of 
smectic elasticity, for the other terms are forbidden by the requirement of incompressibility 
or by the assumption concerning the nature of the equilibrium state. Finally, it should be 
realized that the correctness of the assumption concerning the equilibrium state must be 
decided experimentally. 
3.3. Elasticity theory of canonic mesophases 
3.3 .1 . Defo rma t ions in canonics 
The orientational field in a canonic is chosen such that the solid layers are spanned by 
the two vectors 6(r) and c(r). Consequently, the vector a(r) is directed along the fluid 
columns. Canonic mesophases are also characterized macroscopically by two properties. 
The first property is the broken continuous translational symmetry in the surface per-
pendicular to a(r), whereas the continuous translational symmetry is unbroken in the 
direction along a(r). Starting point of the analysis is also here the assumption that the 
equilibrium state is the state with spatial periodicity, i.e. the undistorted canonic columns 
are straight. Then the distorted column is described by the requirement that the functions 
Фі(г) = k1 • (r — U(T)) and Фг(»·) = fca • (r — u(r)), where k1 and fcQ are two linearly in­
dependent vectors perpendicular to the undeformed columns, must equal a constant. The 
functions Фі(г) and Фг(г) are the generalisation of the layer phase function for smectics. 
Choosing fcj = e
x
 and к
я
 = éy it follows that 
Φι(τ) = χ - u
x
(r), (3.38a) 
Ф
а
(г) =y- uy{r). (3.38b) 
Clearly UZ(T) does not enter the theory. 
The second property relates the orientational variables to the positional variables u
x
(r) 
and Uy(r). As the unit vector a(r) is parallel to the fluid columns it is perpendicular to 
the plane spanned by the two unit vectors 
. _ Фі 
° ~ | Ф,| 
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Co = 
(1 - д
х
и
х
, -dyu
x
, -d,u
x
) 
yj{l - d
x
u
x
)2 + (dyuzy + (<92u r)2 ' 
Ф2 
| Ф 2 | 
_ (-д
х
и
у
, 1 - dyUy, —dzUy) 
~ J(l-dyuyy + (dxuyy + (dzuyy' 
Hence the second canonic property can be mathematically expressed as: 
b0 χ ca 
(3.39a) 
(3.39b) 
I Ьо x c 0 
Ф! χ Ф2 
^\ Ф1\
2\ Ф2\^-{ Ф1- Ф2)2' 
The other two axes can be chosen 
_ 1 b0 + c0 1 ba-c0 
~ 2 y/1 + b
a
 • c0 2 ν Ί - ba • c0 
1 6 0 + c 0 1 6 0 - c 0 
2y/TTb~~c~o 2 v T - 6 0 - c „ ' 
(3.40) 
(3.41a) 
(3.41b) 
This choice is not unique, as a rotation around a gives an equivalent set of local axes. In 
contrast to the smectic case an additional angular variable to specify the local orientation 
is not needed, as the broken continuous rotational symmetry around the α-axis is not an 
independently broken symmetry. Clearly the orientational field is a function of d
n
u
x
 and 
d
a
uy. 
3.3.2. Positional elasticity 
The nature of the canonic state curtails the general form of the strain tensor (3.20). Only 
the components of Φ perpendicular to the fluid columns are relevant, i.e. appear in the 
strain tensor. Using (3.39), i.e. 
д
а
Ф
х
 = д
а
Ф
г
 = | Ф,|6о0, 
даФ^ = д
а
Ф2 = | Ф2 |соа, 
the strain tensor of a canonic can be written as 
Uaß = - (¿α/з - | Фі | 2 А,э - І ФгіЧ^Сад) . 
Rewriting the strain tensor in terms of b
a
 and c
a
 gives 
υ
α β
 = - 1 δ
α 0 - - | Ф 1 | 2 + | Ф 2 | 2 + 
( Ф,- Ф2) 
\ ' | Ф 1 | 2 | Ф 2 | 2 
(| Ф 1 | 2 - | Ф 2 | 2 ) 
(3.42а) 
(3.42b) 
(3.43) 
babß 
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(| Ф 1 | 2 + | Ф 2 | 2 ) ( о в ^ + с і ,6 / ,) | . 
1 Ф! · Ф2 
2 | Ф і | | Ф2 
caCß 
(3.44) 
This expression implies immediately that the positional part of the deformation free energy 
density of a canonic must read: 
/p = -Z^UnibabßUaß)2 + XlU2{babßUaß)(baCßUaß) 
+ n^2222(caCßUaß) + X22u(caCßUaß)(baCßUaß) 
+ n^l212(baCßUaß) + Xu22{babßUaß)(caCßUaß), (3.45) 
i.e. six elastic constants are required to describe the positional elasticity of a canonic. With 
the aid of 
е
г
 = | ( l - | Фх|2) 
= д
х
и
х
 - -IVu*I 2, 
S2=\{\- | Ф 2 | 2 ) 
=
 д и
 - ^ « ¡ , Ι 2 , 
ε3- - г Фі· Ф2 
(3.46a) 
(3.46b) 
(3.46c) 
the three relevant positional invariants can be expressed in terms of d
a
u
x
 and d
a
uy as 
b
a
b0Ua0 = -(ει + ε2) 
+ \{εχ - £ 2 ) ^ 1 - 4 £ з 7 ( 1 - 2 е 1 ) ( 1 - 2 е 2 ) 
cacßUaß - -(ει + ε2) 
- \(ex - £2)\Л-4£з 2 /(1-2е,)(1-2£2) 
baCßUap ε 3 
7(1-2
ε ι
)(1-2ε 2 ) 
(1 —ει - ε 2 ) . 
(3.47a) 
(3.47b) 
(3.47c) 
For small deformations only the terms of order ε are relevant. This means that the three 
relevant positional invariants can be replaced by 
babßUaß = εχ, 
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(3.48a) 
45 
CcCpUaff = ε2, (3.48b) 
baCßUaß - ε 3 . (3.48c) 
3.3.3, O r i e n t a t i o n a l e last ic i ty 
Expressions for the nine invariants Dl} in terms of the д„дрих and дадриу can be derived 
from equations (3.40) and (3.41). It follows from (3.40) that 
a • (V χ a) = 0. 
The additional requirement that the canonic columns 
| Ф,| = 1, 
| Ф 2 | = 1, 
Ф, · Ф2 = 0, 
implies that 
V χ Ь = 0, 
V χ с = 0. 
are incomprese; ible, i.e. 
(3.49) 
(3.50a) 
(3.50b) 
(3.50c) 
(3.51a) 
(3.51b) 
Consequently, the effective description of canonic elasticity only involves the two invari­
ants: 
D 3 1 = - 6 - ( V x a ) , (3.52a) 
ZÍ32 = - c · (V χ o) . (3.52b) 
The number of two relevant invariants implies that there are three quadratic first order 
terms. All three terms are bulk terms, as the surface terms StJ are all zero. The two chiral 
terms asociated with the two remaining invariants are forbidden, as the state with zero 
displacement field is, by assumption, the equilibrium state. There are no relevant surface 
terms of the kind St]k-
3.4. Discussion and Conclusion 
The relevant elastic constants for a particular phase are derived from the symmetry re­
quirements: 
\jkl = ' tm ' jn-i kp-^lq^mnpqi yO.Do&) 
KXj = 1 i t m J j n % n i (o.OobJ 
ft-tjkl = Jtm-i jn-Lkp-Ltq-limnjiqi [o.OOC) 
Ь\]к = 1 1 tm-'jn^fcpi'mnp, (З.оЗи) 
which hold for all elements TtJ of the symmetry group of the phase. The quantity Τ = ± 1 
is the determinant of the symmetry transformation Tt]. 
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Table 3.1: T h e or ienta t ional elastic cons tants for some relevant smect ic mesophases . T h e 
linear combinat ions of elast ic constants appear because of £ )ц + D22 = 0. T h e invar iants 
belonging t o t h e surface elastic cons tants К,,ы can be expressed as l inear c o m b i n a t i o n s of 
invariants belonging to t h e bulk elastic constants Kt]ki and p u r e surface t e r m s . 
Smect ic p h a s e kXJ 
bulk 
K, jkt 
bulk 
L, }k 
surface surface 
General A n n + ^2222 — 2ΑΊ122, 
-ft'im — K2ììì, A1121 — АГ2221, 
A i m — Кгггз, Κ\ι\3~ ^22із, 
JM212i Л2121, Л33ЗЗ, ^2323j 
•K332I, А'гЗЗЗ, -/^ 2321) Аіззз, 
-A'l312, А'ізі3, ^1323-
Кцзз — А и з з , 
^33121 Äi221, 
•^2312, Α'ΐ321· 
^ззз 
S m C 
S m C , S m C
a
, ¿33 
smc; 
K\\\\ + -^2222 — 2ΛΊΐ22, 
•"1123 — Λ22231 "1212, 
• 2^121) КзЗЗЗ, Α'2323ι A2333, 
A'l313, /^1312-
Л і Ш + ^2222 — 2ΑΊΐ22, 
Ац23 — ^2223, A'l212i 
Л'2121, -f 3333, А'2323, ^2333, 
A'l313, А'ізі2-
А ц з з ~ А'2233; 
• 1^221і А'і321-
А ц з з
 —
 Кггзі, 
А1221, Л1321· 
S m C , 
ΑΊΐΙΙ + А 2222 — 2A'il22, 
Äl212, Ä2121, А'зЗЭЗ, 
Агзгз, ΑΊ313. 
А'пзЗ — ^2233, 
A"l221-
SmA 
ΑΊ212 — А2121 — 
Ац22 - ΑΊ221 — j l ^ l l l l + А2222) 
ΛΊ 221 
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The orientational elastic constants for a general smectic and for the SmC (monoclinic 
2/m-symmetry), SmC', SmC^, SmC^ ( all monoclinic 2-symmetry), SmC], (orthorhombic 
222-symmetry) and SmA (uniaxial Dooh-symmetry) phases are given in Table 3.1. The 
result for SmC can be shown to be equivalent to the result of Leslie, Stewart and Nakagawa 
[6] and to the result of the Orsay group [7]. However, the treatment of the Orsay group is 
less general as it holds only for small displacements. Agreement is found with the result of 
Dahl and Lagerwall [8] and Dahl [9] as well as with the result of Carlsson, Stewart and Leslie 
[10] for SmC". Agreement is also found with de Gennes in case of small displacements [11]. 
However, opinions regarding the nature of the equilibrium state differ. Dahl and Lagerwall 
oppose the assumption that the equilibrium state is the state with spatial periodicity 
and therefore find all chiral terms allowed by symmetry. Carlsson, Stewart and Leslie 
only raise the question wether this assumption is justified, whereas de Gennes agrees with 
the assumption adhered to in the present paper. The elastic constants for SmC given in 
Table 3.1 are related to the elastic constants of the Orsay group [7] and Dahl and Lagerwall 
[8] according to 
D = -k33, 
Мл — ^ п п • 
A]2 = A2121, 
Ml = Л'і212, 
В\ = Л'2323, 
Bi = K\313, 
В3 = ^ З З З З , 
В\3 — Л^ззз, 
С\ = Κί123 -
Сг = Л'ізі2, 
Εξ, = /fi 221, 
•be = Лпзз • 
E-J — Λ'ΐ321· 
f A 2222 
- Λ'2223 
- ^ 2 2 3 3 , 
— 2ΛΊΐ22 — 2A'l221, 
+ Äl32i, 
(3.54а) 
(3.54b) 
(3.54с) 
(3.54d) 
(3.54e) 
(3.54f) 
(3.54g) 
(3.54h) 
(3.54І) 
(3.54J) 
(3.54k) 
(3.541) 
(3.54m) 
New results are presented for the antiferroelectric SmC^ [12], and for the ferrielectric 
S m C
a
 and SmC^ [13] phases. It should be noted that the macroscopic symmetry of the 
ferrielectric chiral smectics is the same as that of the ferroelectric SmC , although their 
microscopic structures differ. This means that, as far as the form of the deformation free 
energy density is concerned, the ferrielectric and ferroelectric chiral smectics do not differ. 
The relevant positional and orientational elastic constants for a general canonic and 
for the tilted canonic D t (monoclinic 2/m-symmetry with b as symmetry axis), the her­
ringbone like canonic D
r
d (glide plane perpendicular to 6, i.e. the point group symmetry 
is monoclinic) and the hexagonal canonic Dhd (6/mmm-symmetry with α as sixfold axis) 
are given in Table 3.2. See for the nomenclature of these phases reference [14]. Agreement 
is found with the hydrodynamic theory of Brand and Pleiner [15] in the cases of mono-
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clinic and hexagonal canonics, and with the theory of Prost and Clark [16] in the case of 
hexagonal canonics. 
Summarizing, a formulation of the theory of elasticity of smectic and canonic meso-
phases is presented in terms of a fully covariant notation. The theory is founded on the 
interdependence of the positional and orientational deformation variables, as required by 
the macroscopic definition of these phases. The deformation free energy density consists 
of two independent contributions, namely the contributions due to the positional deforma­
tions and to the orientational deformations. The general expression of the deformation free 
energy density of an incompressible non-chiral smectic involves one positional clastic con­
stant, 16 bulk orientational elastic constants and six surface orientational elastic constants, 
whereas the corresponding expression for an incompressible non-chiral canonic involves six 
positional elastic constants and three bulk orientational elastic constants. Chirality in­
volves only one additional bulk orientational elastic constant for smectics, but none for 
canonics. 
Table 3.2: The positional and orientational elastic constants for some relevant canonic 
mesophases. 
Canonic phase Χ,^ι К, ijJfcf 
General Ann, 2^2221 Ацгг, А^г, Ащг, λ22ΐ2· -/^зізі, Л'згзг, Лзіз2-
Dt Ацц, Лг222, λπ22, Al212- -КзіЗІі ^3232· 
Drd Лиц, Λ2222, λΐ!22, Αΐ212· АзІЗІ» А'з232· 
Dhd λΐ2ΐ2, λ ι ι π = Α2222 = Ац22 + j-^ 1212 А3ІЗІ = Аз232 
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Appendix 
For the sake of simplicity the strain tensor is approximated by 
Uaß = -z{daUß + daUß). 
The most general surface term that can be constructed as a linear combination of terms 
quadratic in Uaß reads 
da(AapySu0d^us), 
where the tensor Α
α
β
Ί
$ is composed of the three local axes a, b and с This tensor is 
completely determined by the following two properties. First, the surface term must be 
solely a linear combination of terms quadratic in daUß. This means that the surface term 
does not contain terms linear in wa, nor terms linear in д
а
дрщ. With the aid of 
ά
α
(Α
α
β
Ί
6ν·βο
Ί
υ,β) = (daAaß^s)ußd^us + Aaß-fSUßdad-yUs 
+ Aaß-rodaUed-yUs 
it can be directly concluded that 
daAaßyS = 0, (3.55a) 
Α
α
β
Ί
6 = — Α
Ί
β
α
Β. (3.55b) 
Secondly, the surface term must be a linear combination of terms quadratic in the strain 
tensor Uaß. Consequently the tensor Α
α
ρ
Ί
6 satisfies the symmetry relations: 
Aaßis = Aßa-ys, (3.56a) 
Aaß-,6 — AaßS-,. (3.56b) 
The relation (3.55a) implies that the tensor Aaß-,s must be constructed of the constant 
Kroneckcr-tensor δ
α
β alone, i.e. AaßiS can be written as 
Aaß^S = C\&aß&-i$ + C20a^SßS + C36as6ß^, (3.57) 
where с
ь
 ci and сз are arbitrary constants. According to the relation (3.55b) the constants 
C\, C2 and c 3 must satisfy the equations: 
ci = - c 3 , 
c2 = 0. 
The relations (3.56) lead to the equation: 
c2 = c3. 
Clearly it holds that c\ = c2 = C3 = 0, i.e. 
A
a0yS = 0, (3.58) 
meaning that there are no surface terms present in the deformation free energy density due 
to positional elasticity. 
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Chapter 4. 
Quasi-uniaxial treatment of elasticity in smectic 
C* liquid crystals* 
A B S T R A C T 
An approximate description of the elastic behaviour of smectic 
С liquid crystals is introduced in order to facilitate the ex­
perimental and numerical analysis of these materials. In this 
way the original number of 14 independent elastic parameters 
is reduced to six in the approximate description. 
*To be published by S. Stallinga and G. Vertogen in Liquid Crystals. 
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4.1. Introduction 
In recent years a lot of attention has been paid to smectic С liquid crystals. The descrip­
tion of the elastic behaviour of these materials is quite complicated, as their local orien­
tation must be specified by three orthonormal vectors. The elastic free energy involves 11 
bulk elastic constants and three surface elastic constants [1-5]. Untili now experimental 
methods for determining all these constants do not exist [6]. In view of this fact and 
the mathematical complexity of the free energy expression a simplified description may be 
quite fruitful. 
In this paper an approximate description of the elastic behaviour of the smectic С 
phase is introduced. The basic ingredient of this approximation is an additional symmetry 
requirement. The result is a free energy expression with five bulk elastic constants and 
only one surface elastic constant. The approximation is formulated mathematically in 
section 4.2. First a simple illustration of the approximation is given in section 4.3. Next, 
in section 4.4 the approximation is applied to the full expression of the smectic С phase. 
Finally a summary of the main conclusions is presented in section 4.5. 
4.2. Mathematical formulation of the approximation 
The local orientation of a biaxial liquid crystal is specified by three orthonormal vectors, 
the directors a, b and c. They are represented in terms of the Eulerian angles #(r) , ф(т) 
and ф(г) by 
o = (sin Ö cos </>, sino sin φ, coso), (4.1a) 
6 = cost/i (coso cos φ, coso sin φ, — sino) + sin φ (—sin φ, cos φ,Ο), (4.1b) 
с = — sin ^ (cos θ cos φ, cos θ sin φ, — sin Θ) + cosV> (— sin ф, совф, 0). (4.1c) 
The angle ф(т) describes the orientation of b and с in the plane perpendicular to o, i.e. 
is connected with the biaxiality of the liquid crystal. The general expression of the free 
energy density due to elastic deformations reads [7]: 
/ d = £ ktlD,3 + \ E Kljk,D,}Dtí+ Σ Lt,kS„k, (4-2) 
tj=l,2,3 L i,j,fc,'=l,2,3 ij,fc=l,2,3 
where the invariants Dt, are given by 
D
u
 = Ì [c · (V χ c) + α · (V χ α) - 6 • (V χ b)], 
D12= - с - ( х б ) , 
D 1 3 = - α • (V χ b), 
D2Ì = - b • (V χ с), 
Α·2 = \ [α • (V χ α) + ò · (V χ 6) - с · (V χ с) ] , 
D23 = - α • (V χ с), 
£>зі = - b • (V χ α) , 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
(4.3d) 
(4.3e) 
(4.3f) 
(4.3g) 
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D32 = - с • (V χ α ) , (4.3h) 
D33 = \ \Ь • (V χ 6) + с · (V χ с) - α · (V χ α ) ] , (4.3І) 
and the surface terms S.jjt by 
S „ * = 2V · (bDlk), (4.4a) 
S2 2* = 2V · ( c D M ) , (4.4b) 
S33* = 2V · (oD3ib), ( 4 - 4 c ) 
Si2k = S2ik = V · {bD2k + cDllc), (4.4d) 
S23k = S32k = V • {cD3k + aD2k), (4.4e) 
for fc = 1,2,3. The parameters &,_,, K,jki = Л'ы and £ ,д are the elastic constants. In the 
most general case there are nine chiral elastic constants ktl, 45 elastic constants K,jki and 
18 elastic constants L,jk. In order to avoid confusion it should be noted that the elastic 
constants kt], K,jk¡ and Ltjk as well as the invariants DtJ are scalars, although the use of 
Latin indices to label them may suggest that they are tensors. 
The expression (4.2) contains, apart from the 18 surface terms 5",^, an additional 
number of nine surface terms [2]. Three of these surface terms can be expressed as a linear 
combination of terms linear in the invariants DtJ, whereas the remaining six surface terms 
can be written as a linear combination of terms quadratic in the invariants DtJ. This means 
that three terms linear in DtJ can be replaced by surface terms and the remaining 6 terms 
linear in D,:, whereas six terms quadratic in DtJ can be replaced by surface terms and the 
remaining 39 terms quadratic in Dt}. The 18 surface terms S,]k are of a different nature. 
They can be expressed as a linear combination of terms quadratic in the invariants DtJ 
and terms linear in the spatial derivatives of the invariants D,3. 
In the following it is important to realize that symmetry of the phase entails equivalent 
choices of the directors. For example, if the liquid crystal is symmetric with respect to 
a reflection in a plane perpendicular to a, the set of directors {a, b, c} is equivalent to 
the set of directors {—a,6,c}. In general, the set {a,b,c} is related to an equivalent set 
{a', 6 V } by 
a' = Г33 a + Г31 6 + T32 с, (4.5a) 
b' = Tl3a + Tu b + T12c, (4.5b) 
c' = T23a + r n b + T22c, (4.5c) 
where the numbers Tt] are the matrix elements of the symmetry transformation. It should 
be remarked that equations (4.5) hold for all space-fixed coordinate frames. Thus the 
numbers Tt} are scalars. All physical properties, such as the elastic properties, remain 
unchanged under such a transformation of the directors. Consequently the elastic constants 
satisfy the relations [7] 
K-ij = / ., J ^mt-inj^mnj (4.Da) 
m,n= 1,2,3 
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Kijki = /Ζ Т
ті
Т
п]Трі;ТяіКтпрі1, (4.6b) 
m,n,p,9=l,2,3 
Lijk= ¿2 Τ T
mtTn]TpkLmnp, (4.6c) 
m,n,p=l,2,3 
for all transformations belonging to the symmetry group of the particular phase under 
consideration. Here Τ = ± 1 is the determinant of the transformation matrix. These 
symmetry relations reduce the number of independent elastic constants. 
A further reduction of the number of elastic parameters is possible in case of uniaxial 
symmetry around a certain axis, say a. Then the deformation free energy density is 
invariant with respect to an arbitrary rotation of the directors 6 and с around a. This 
means that the Eulerian angle φ(τ) nor the gradient ф(г) may appear in the deformation 
free energy density. The dependence on ф(г) is eliminated by means of the relations (4.6). 
However, the dependence on ф(г) must be eliminated by means of additional symmetry 
relations, namely the invariants D,} depending on ф(г) must be excluded. It appears 
that only the invariants D,3 depend on ф(т). Thus the additional symmetry relations 
read: 
A\3=0, (4.7a) 
Ka,k=Klk* = 01 (4.7b) 
Д , з = 0 , (4.7c) 
for i, j , к = 1,2,3. 
In order to obtain the approximate description of the smectic C* phase it must be 
realized that the biaxial character of that phase is expressed by ф(г) as well as Vt/>(r). 
Further the smectic plane is identified with the plane spanned by the vectors b and c. 
The approximation boils down to neglecting the dependence of the free energy density 
on ф(г). Thus the biaxiality is only taken into account by ф(г). This means that the 
elastic constants are required to satisfy the symmetry relations (4.6) as hold for uniaxial 
symmetry around the smectic layer normal a. Therefore the present approximation can be 
called a quasi-uniaxial approximation. For the sake of clearness a similar approximation 
for uniaxial liquid crystals, i.e. nematic liquid crystals, is treated first. This approximation 
is called the quasi-isotropic approximation. 
4.3. The quasi-isotropic approximation 
The gist of the quasi-isotropic approximation is the requirement that the elastic constants 
satisfy the relations (4.6) for all possible rotations. Then it follows that the elastic constants 
must be expressed in terms of the Kronecker-symbol 8t}, i.e. 
h, = fS,}, (4.8a) 
Kt)ki = M A ' + M ¿ A i + /?з<5.і5,ь (4.8b) 
L„k = 0. (4.8c) 
As to the elastic constants К,
:
ы, this result has also been derived by Liu [8]. The elastic 
constant 7 equals zero for a non-chiral nematic. Further the uniaxial character of the 
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nematic must be taken into account. Consequently, choosing α as the uniaxial axis, all 
invariants £\з must be put equal to zero. Then the quasi-isotropic approximation gives 
rise to the following free energy density of a nematic: 
/d = І Д ( · α) 2 + ί ( Α + A + Α) [α · (V x α)]2 + \β2 [α χ (V χ α)]2 
+ ¿(A + A)V · [(α • V)a - o(V · α)]. (4.9) 
The full deformation free energy density reads [9-11]: 
U = ¿ ' M V · a)2 + l t f „ [a - (V x a)]2 + ^ 3 3 [a χ (V χ a)] 2 
+ к Л и + # и ) · [(a · V)a - o(V · a)] + A'13V - [a(V · a)]. (4.10) 
Consequently it holds that 
A'
u
 = ЛГ33 = A, (4.11a) 
Л Г и = А + А + А, (4.11b) 
# M = - A , (4-llc) 
A1 3 = 0. (4. lid) 
Clearly the quasi-isotropic approximation for uniaxial liquid crystals boils down to ne­
glecting the splay-bend surface elastic constant as well as the difference between the elastic 
constants for splay and bend. 
In order to examine the merits of the simplified description of nematics the optical 
transmission of a non-twisted nematic liquid crystal cell filled with the liquid crystal 4'-n-
pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) is considered. To that end the result of the quasi-isotropic 
approximation is compared with the result based upon the measured Л'ц and A'33 values. 
These values are at room temperature: A'u = 7.05 pN, Ä'33 = 9.75 pN [12]. The average 
value К11 = Л'зз = 8.40 pN is taken in the quasi-isotropic approximation. The results of the 
calculations are shown in Fig. 4.1. It appears that the approximation works reasonably well, 
bearing in mind that the relative difference between the splay and bend elastic constants 
amounts to 30 percent. The same conclusion can be drawn for commercially available 
liquid crystal mixtures in view of the values of their elastic constants, i.e. ft'33/Кц и 1.4 
and Азз/Л'22 « 2.5, respectively [13]. 
4.4. The quasi-uniaxial approximation 
In order to apply the quasi-uniaxial approximation to the smectic С phase the director α 
is chosen perpendicular to the smectic layers. Further the director 6 is taken along the axis 
of twofold rotation symmetry. In addition to oricntational deformations smectics allow for 
positional deformations as well. The general form of the deformation free energy density 
of a smectic С liquid crystal has been given in [1-5]. According to [5] this deformation 
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Figure 4.1: Exact and approximate optical transmission of a 3 /¿m thick cell between 
crossed polarizers for 632.8 nm light. The polarizers are at 45° with the rubbing direction. 
The dielectric constants are e¡_ = 5.5 and e\\ — 16.1 [14] and the refractive indices are ne = 
1.709 and n0 = 1.531 [15]. The surface tilt was taken to be 2 independent of the applied 
voltage, i.e. strong anchoring conditions are assumed. 
free energy density reads 
h = \W + ^ п Д і 1 + \A
u
Dn2 + -А21Оп
2 
+ -^Βιϋ·23 + -B2Di3 + -B3D33 + і?13І)2зАзз 
+C1Dn023 + C2D12Dl3 - D D33 
+E5(D12D2l + Du2) + £6£>„Дзз + E7(Dl3Dn - D23Dn). (4.12) 
The positional deformations of the smectic are taken into account by the layer compression 
term A72/2, where A is the positional elastic constant and 7 is given by 
7 = 9,u, - \ \(d
x
uz)2 + (д иг)2 + {dzuz)2\ . (4.13) 
Here uz is the displacement of the smectic layer perpendicular to the undistorted flat 
equilibrium layer, which is assumed to lie in the a;i/-plane. Further the coupling between 
positional and orientational deformations leads to the Oseen-condition [9] 
V χ о = 0. (4.14) 
Application of the requirement that the symmetry relations (4.6) hold for all possible 
rotations around a results into 
Л
и
 - A12 = Л21 = A, 
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splay saddle-splay 
Figure 4.2: Curved smectic layers in case of a splay deformation of the layer-normal and a 
saddle-splay deformation of the layer-normal. 
Bi = B2 = B\\, 
Въ = в±, 
Ba = 0, 
d = c2 = 0, 
D = -B±q0, 
E5 = AS- A, 
E
e
 = E7 = 0. 
(4.15b) 
(4.15c) 
(4.15d) 
(4.15e) 
(4.15f) 
(4.15g) 
(4.15h) 
Consequently the number of independent elastic parameters is reduced from 14 to six in 
the quasi-uniaxial approximation. The resulting expression for f¿ can be rewritten in terms 
of the usual vector notation with the aid of the Oseen-condition (4.14) and the relations 
£»2i - Du = V · o, (4.16a) 
Дзз = 5 [b • (V χ 6) + с · (V χ с) - α • (V χ ο)], (4.16b) 
£>13 = V - c - f c - ( V χ α ) , (4.16c) 
D23 = - - Ь - с - ( х а ) , (4.16d) 
D
u
D2i - D
n
D22 = ^V · [(a · V)a - o(V · a)]. (4.16e) 
Then the deformation free energy density of a smectic C" liquid crystal in the quasi-uniaxial 
approximation can be expressed as 
U = \W + \A(V • a)2 + ІЛ 8 · [(a · V)a - a(V · a)] + 1-Щ [(V · bf + (V · c)2] 
+ \B1{í[(b-(Vxb) + c(Vxc)]Y + BLqo{í[(b-(Vxb) + c-(Vxc)}}. 
(4.17) 
Three terms in (4.17) correspond to deformations of the smectic layers. The λ-term is 
associated with the compression and dilatation of the smectic layers, the Л-term with the 
splay of the normal to the smectic layers and the AB-surface term with the saddle-splay 
of the normal to the smectic layers. The local shape of the smectic layers for these last 
two deformations is shown in Fig. 4.2. The other three terms in (4.17) correspond to 
deformations of the directors ò and c. The .Di-terms involve the twist of b and с and 
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I twist 
Figure 4.3: Twist deformation of the directors b and с (rotation of the η-director over the 
smcctic cone perpendicular to the smectic layers) and splay deformation of the directors 6 
and с (rotation of the η-director over the smectic cone parallel to the smectic layers). 
the £?||-term involves the splay of 6 and c. These deformations can be conveniently shown 
using the director n , which is defined by 
η = cos ω α + sin ω с, (4.18) 
where ω is the so-called tilt angle. From a molecular point of view the long axes of the 
molecules are on average directed along n. Then the с director corresponds to the pro­
jection on the smectic layers of the average direction of the long axes of the molecules. 
The director η is constrained to a cone with a top angle ω around a in case the smectic 
layer structure is fixed. Both the βχ-terms and the 5||-term describe spatially dependent 
rotations of η over the smectic cone. The B±. -terms give the spatial dependence in a direc­
tion perpendicular to the smectic layers, whereas the By-term gives the spatial dependence 
parallel to the smectic layers. These deformations are shown in Fig. 4.3. The director 
fields b(r) and c ( r ) are twisted in equilibrium, i.e. the director τι precesses around a in 
the direction perpendicular to the smectic layers. The pitch of this helix deformation is 
given by 2π/<7ο-
As to the usefulness of the quasi-uniaxial approximation of the free energy density of 
the smectic С phase the following remarks should be made. First of all the quasi-uniaxial 
expression reduces to the one used by Glogarová et al. [16,17] and by van Haaren [6] in the 
analysis of their experiments for the special case of rigid smectic layers, i.e. 7 = 0 and α is 
spatially independent. The resulting expression involves only three parameters, namely the 
helical pitch 27r/g0 and the elastic constants B\\ and B±. The experiments of Willis et al. 
[18] suggest that the approximation of rigid smectic layers is reasonable. From a theoretical 
point of view it would be interesting to apply the quasi-uniaxial approximation to the study 
of the influence of an electric field on a smectic C" cell analogous to the work of De Meyere 
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et al [19,20] Further the quasi uniaxial approximation could be useful in treating the 
dynamical behaviour of displays based on the smectic С phase For it can be expected that 
the number of dynamical parameters, e g viscosity coefficients, is substantially reduced as 
well In general, the usefulness of the quasi uniaxial approximation must appear from its 
adequacy to the description of experimental results Unfortunately the elastic constants 
of smectic C* liquid crystals are unknown, ι e a definite assessment cannot be made 
However, the adequacy of the analogous quasi isotropic approximation seems to point 
out that the quasi uniaxial approximation may be relevant as well Finally it should be 
mentioned that the present approximation differs essentially from the approximation of 
Nakagawa [21] as to the appearing invariants 
4.5. Conclusion 
In order to reduce the large number of independent parameters that appear in the descrip­
tion of the behaviour of biaxial liquid crystals the free energy density is approximated by 
only taking into account a part of the biaxial character of the phase In this way a simph 
fied expression of the free energy density is obtained that may be useful for experimental 
and numerical analysis of complex liquid crystalline phases such as the smectic С phase 
The resulting, so called quasi-umaxial, approximation requires that the elastic constants 
satisfy a part of the symmetry relations of the uniaxial phase A similar approximation, the 
quasi-isotropic approximation, can be made for the uniaxial phase The quasi uniaxial ap 
proximation for describing smectic С liquid crystals involves six elastic parameters instead 
of the 14 parameters appearing in the exact theory These six parameters consist of three 
parameters that are related to deformations of the smectic layers These deformations are 
the compression and dilatation of the smectic layers, the splay of the smectic layer-normal 
and the saddle-splay of the layer normal The contribution due to the saddle splay defor­
mation is a surface term The remaining three parameters are related to deformations of 
the directors 6 and с Two parameters are associated with the twist of b and c, and one 
parameter is associated with the splay of 6 and с One of the two parameters related to 
the twist deformation is the pitch of the equilibrium helix deformation 
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Chapter 5. 
Coarse-grained treatment of elasticity in 
cholesteric liquid crystals* 
A B S T R A C T 
The coarse-grained approximation of cholesteric liquid crys-
tals is re-examined. It appears that the original result of 
Lubensky and de Gennes must be slightly modified. 
'Submitted for publication by S. Stallinga in Journal de Physique II. 
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5.1. Introduction 
Cholesteric liquid crystals resemble nematic liquid crystals as well as smectic A liquid 
crystals in certain respects. A cholesteric liquid crystal has local uniaxial symmetry, just 
like a nematic liquid crystal. However, the equilibrium symmetry axis is not uniform as in 
nematics, but spatially dependent. The director, i.e. the unit-vector along the symmetry 
axis, varies periodically over a certain distance, called the pitch. This periodicity is one-
dimensional. In this respect cholesterics resemble smectic A liquid crystals. Consequently, 
the elastic behaviour of cholesteric liquid crystals shows resemblance to that of nematic or 
smectic A liquid crystals in proportion to the ratio of the pitch and the length scale of the 
relevant deformations. For a large ratio a cholesteric behaves similar to a nematic liquid 
crystal, whereas for a small ratio a cholesteric behaves similar to a smectic A liquid crystal. 
Both limiting cases are described by quite different formalisms. However, both for­
malisms can be related to each other within the framework of the so-called coarse-grained 
approximation [1]. Expressions for the elastic constants of the small pitch limit can be 
given in terms of the elastic constants of the large pitch limit. The aim of this work is 
to present clearly the connection between both formalisms, thereby modifying the original 
result of Lubensky and de Gennes [1]. 
5.2. Theory 
Cholesteric liquid crystals are described as chiral nematic liquid crystals in the large pitch 
limit. The elastic free energy density can be expressed in terms of the director η and its 
spatial derivatives [2]: 
/el = k2 [n · (V χ n)] + i f f „ ( V · n ) 2 + l-K12 [n • (V χ n ) ] 2 + ^Kx [n x (V χ η) ] 2 
+ \{I<22 + * м ) · [(n · V ) n - n ( V · n)] + tf13V · [n(V · n ) ] . (5.1) 
Apart from the bulk elastic constants А'ц, K22 and Кзэ, for splay, twist and bend, re­
spectively, and the surface elastic constants K24 and A'13, for saddle-splay and splay-bend, 
respectively, a chiral elastic constant k2 appears. The director field can be expressed in 
terms of the two Eulerian angles θ(τ) and ф(г): 
n(r) = (cos θ(τ) cos ф(г), cos (г) sin ф(т), sin θ(τ)). (5.2) 
In equilibrium the director field is spontaneously twisted, i.e. the director field varies 
periodically in a direction perpendicular to itself'. 
(г) = 0, (5.3a) 
ф{т) = tz, (5.3b) 
with t = к2/К22· It should be remarked that the period of this helix-deformation is ж/t 
instead of the expected 2π/ί, due to the head-tail symmetry of the liquid crystal. The 
planes perpendicular to the helix-axis a0 — ëz are called cholesteric planes. 
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In order to show that cholesteric liquid crystals can be described as smectic A liquid 
crystals in the small pitch limit the elasticity theory of smectic A liquid crystals [3,4] 
is shortly reviewed. In this theory the so-called layer phase function Ф(г) [5] plays a 
prominent part. That function is defined as 
Ф(г) = * - и , ( г ) , (5.4) 
where u(r) is the displacement of the layers. The planes defined by 
Ф(г) = const 
give the deformed smectic layers, and the layer normal is given by 
The elastic free energy density of a smectic A liquid crystal can thus be expressed in terms 
of Ф(т) [3,4] 
U =
 2 Л І2 
\ ( l - | Ф | 2 ) ] 2 + \A{V • af + іуЦ · [(a · V)a - a ( V • a ) ] , (5.6) 
where A is the positional elastic constant, A the elastic constant for the splay of the layer 
normal, and A
s
 the surface clastic constant for the saddle-splay of the layer normal. The 
expression (5.6) can be interpreted as the free energy density of a cholesteric liquid crystal 
in the small pitch limit by identifying the smectic layers with the cholesteric layers. This 
interpretation is based upon the periodicity of both smectics and cholestcrics perpendicular 
to the layers as well as the effective uniaxiality of the cholesteric around the helix-axis in 
the considered limit. In contrast with the large pitch limit the cholesteric is now described 
by a single degree of freedom, namely the layer phase function Ф. 
The description of the elastic behaviour of cholesterics with a small pitch can be seen as a 
limiting case of the theory for cholesterics with a large pitch. The attendant approximation 
is called the coarse-grained approximation. Starting point of the approximation is an 
expression of the director field in terms of the layer phase function Ф(г). The director 
field of the cholesteric is assumed to be perpendicular to the gradient of the layer phase 
function: 
n(r) = e , ( r) сов[<Ф(г)] + e 3 ( r ) віп[<Ф(г)], (5.7) 
where e ^ r ) and £?(r) are two unit-vectors perpendicular to a(r): 
e¡{r) = ^ f l (5.8a) 
\n0 x a(r)\ v ' 
c a ( r ) = o ( r ) x e , ( r ) . (5.8b) 
Here n 0 = êj, is a unit-vector perpendicular to the equilibrium helix-axis o 0 = ez. Conse-
quently, the director field is described by a single degree of freedom, Ф, as is required in 
the limiting case of small pitches. In equilibrium the director field can be expresssed as 
n(r) = ( n 0 χ o 0 ) n 0 cos(iz) + n0 sin(í¿). (5.9) 
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The next step in the approximation is an averaging procedure The expression for 
the elastic free energy density resulting from the substitution of the approximate director 
field (5 7) in (5 1) is averaged over one period of the helix 
U.PP=(U) = - /'"<»ƒ«, (5 10) 
7Γ J 
This procedure is justified as the unit-vectors SI(T), e,(r) and α(τ) vary appreciably only 
over distances much larger than the pitch It follows that the procedure boils down to 
averaging over the appearing polynomials in the goniometrie factors βιη(ίΦ) and cos(<<£) 
The procedure is carried out in the appendix The resulting approximate elastic free energy 
density reads 
/ e ,
a p P = \l<^ (1 - | Ф|)2 + \ ( * * » + * » ) (V af 
+ \{K22-Kn)V [(a V ) a - o ( V a)] + l-Kn [(V S l ) 2 + (V e , ) 2 ] 
+ І / Г
Ю
[ « . ( V X ( , ) + Í . (V x ^ ) ] 2 + jA-33 [(a (Vx£í)Y + (a ( V x e , ) ) 1 ] 
+ j(A'2 2 + A'24)V [(e, V ) e i + (e3 ^ - е . Г r , ) - c a ( V e„)] 
+\K13V [e,(V ех) + е я ( e,)] (5 И ) 
Further approximations can be made because of the assumption of small deformations It 
appears that the biaxial contributions to /
e
i
 a p p , ι e the contributions depending on e¡ and 
ε 3 and their spatial derivatives, are of lower order in the spatial derivatives of the displace­
ment field than the remaining uniaxial contributions Thus the biaxial contributions may 
be neglected, as the deformations are assumed to be small A second approximation can 
be made by realizing that 1 — | Ф|2 is a small quantity according to the assumption of 
small deformations Using the expansion 
1 - | Ф| = 1 - y/l - (1 - | Ф|2) 
= Ι (ι - І ФІ2) + , 
it follows that the approximate elastic free energy density can be simplified to 
g(i-|vtfl]\i(ïï!=Î*=)(v.)· fei app - 2 ^ 2 2 < | 2 
+ ^(Л- 2 2 -А'зз) \{a V)a-a(V a)] (5 12) 
The expressions that relate the elastic constants of the small pitch limit to the elastic 
constants of the large pitch limit follow directly by comparing equations (5 6) and (5 12) 
These expressions read 
λ = K22t\ (5 13a) 
A=3K33 + Knf ( 5 1 3 b ) 
A
a
 =
 l
-(K22 - K33) (5 13c) 
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5.3. Discussion 
The expression (5.13b) for the elastic constant for the splay of the layer normal differs from 
the one of Lubensky and de Gennes [1]. They find 
•^LdG = 
3Ä-; 33 
8 
(5.14) 
The reason for the difference with expression (5.13b) is due to their incorrect analysis 
of the 'jelly-roll' configuration. Figure 5.1 shows this configuration. It is characterized 
by cylindrical cholesteric layers, i.e. the director field can be expressed in a cylindrical 
coordinate frame as 
nT = 0, 
η
φ
 = cos0(r), 
nz = sin#(r), 
(5.15a) 
(5.15b) 
(5.15c) 
with (г) the layer phase function. Here it is assumed that the cholesteric layers are 
incompressible. Then only the splay and the saddle-splay of the layer normal contribute 
Figure 5.1: The circles indicate the cholesteric layers. The helix-axis α is normal to these 
layers. 
to the small pitch free energy (5.6). Using a = ê r it follows that 
U = ¿A(V · α ) 2 + І Л 5 · [(о · )а - о( • α)] 
_ Ι Α 
~ 2r2' 
The large pitch free energy can be expressed as [1] 
/el = ^K
n
(ff -t--sm0 cos )2 + ~ ^ cos4 Θ. 
2 r 2 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
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Now Lubensky and de Gennes assume that the layer phase function 0(r) minimizes the 
twist contribution to the large pitch free energy, i.e. they assume that 
0' = t+ - s i n o cosò. (5.18) 
However, this assumption contradicts the original assumption that the cholesteric layers 
are incompressible. According to the latter assumption 0(r) must satisfy 
Θ' = t. (5.19) 
Then it follows that 
e(r)=tr. (5.20) 
Averaging over one period of the helix gives the coarse-grained free energy: 
/cl.app = --^f(sÍn2(ír)cOS2(¿r)) + - - ^ (cOS4(i г)) 
_ · ( » & + * . ) • .
 № Я ) 
The elastic constant for the splay of the layer normal can thus be expressed as 
A = З А \ + Л Ч (5.22) 
8 
in agreement with the result of the previous section. 
Concluding, the coarse-grained approximation to the theory of elasticity of cholesteric 
liquid crystals is re-examined. Only deformations of the cholesteric layers are taken into 
account in this approximation. Furthermore, it is assumed that the cholesteric is effectively 
uniaxial around the helix-axis. This means that the cholesteric is described analogous to 
smectic A liquid crystals. The corresponding elastic constants can be expressed in terms of 
the Frank-elastic constants. It appears that the original expression for the elastic constant 
for the splay of the helix-axis, as given by Lubensky and de Gennes, needs to be modified. 
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Appendix 
Starting point is expression (5.7) for the director field. The splay of the director field is 
given by 
V • η = cos(tö) V · e, + δίη(ίΦ) V · e 3 - t БІП(ІФ) Ф · e, + f cos(f Φ) Ф · e3 
= соэ(<Ф) V · e, + βίη(ίΦ) V · e 3 . (5.23) 
Using 
(«>82(ίΦ)) = ί 
( s i n ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) ) = 0 . 
the averaged splay term reads 
((V · n ) 2 ) = ((«»(ίΦ) V · e, + βίη(ίΦ) V · e 3 ) 2 ) 
= (со82(іФ))( · ε,)2 + 2( 8ίη(ίΦ)οο8(ίΦ))ν · e, V · e 3 + <зіп2(гФ))( · e , ) 2 
= 1( -
е і
) 2 + І ( .
е з
) 2 , (5.24) 
The rotation of the director field is given by 
V χ η = -< віп(іФ) Ф χ e, + t сов(іФ) Ф χ e 3 + сов(іФ) V x e , + віп(<Ф) V χ e 3 
= —г| Ф| η + соз(«Ф) V χ ε, + βίη(ίΦ) V χ г 3. (5.25) 
Then the bend of the director field is 
η χ (V χ π ) = соз 2(іФ)е, χ (V χ e j + 8Іп2(іФ)е3 χ (V χ e 3 ) 
+ зіп(гФ)сов(іФ)[е1 χ (V χ ε 3 + ε 3 χ (V χ ε,)] 
= { α « 2 ( < Φ ) ε 3 · ( ν χ ε 1 ) - 8 ΐ η 2 ( ί Φ ) ε 1 -(V χ ε 3 ) + 
віп(<Ф)со8(іФ)[е3 -(V χ e,) - e, · (V χ e j f t a 
- {α*52(ίΦ) a • (V χ e,) + віп(гФ) ΰοβ(ίΦ) a · (V χ e 3 )} ε 3 
+ {зіп 2(<Ф)а-( х е 3 ) + 8Іп(<Ф)соз(іФ)а-( χ e j j e ^ (5.26) 
Using 
(вІП2(<Ф)с082(іФ)) = - , 
<ИП<(*Ф)) = jj, 
(С084(<Ф)) = I 
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and the fact that all averages over polynomials containing an odd number of factors sin(i<I>) 
or ««(¿Φ) vanish, the averaged bend term can be expressed as 
<(n x (V χ n))2) = (α>84(ίΦ)) (ea · (V χ e,))2 + (зіп4(іФ)) (e, · (V χ ε,))2 
+2(8іп2(<Ф) α*32(<Φ)) (e, • (V χ <ra)) (ea · (V χ e, )) 
+(8іп2(іФ)со52(іФ)) [ε, • (V χ ε,) - ε, · (V χ e j ] 2 
+(соз4(гФ) + 5Ϊη2(ίΦ) со82(іФ)) (α · (V χ e, ))2 
+ (βίη4(ίΦ) +
 8ΐη
2(ίΦ) ««2(ίΦ)) (α · (V χ e
a
)) 2 
= ^ [ ( е 3 . ( х £ і ) ) 2 + ( е і - ( х е з ) ) 2 ] 
+ | ( е , - ( хе
а
) ) («
а
-( хе 1 )) 
+ - [ e 3 - ( V x e a ) - e 1 - ( V x e I ) ] 2 
+ ì ( a . ( V x e i ) ) 2 + ^ ( a . ( V x e a ) ) 2 
= | [ ^ ( V x £ l ) - S , . ( V x £ | 
- i ( e , · (V χ «,))(«,-(Vx e,)) 
і [ £
і
. ( »
а
) - £
і
. ( х £
і
) ] ' 
+ I ( a . ( V x
e i ) ) 2 + ^ ( « - ( V x e a ) ) 2 . (5.27) 
With the aid of the identities [6] 
α · (V χ о) = 0, (5.28) 
V - o = e 1 -(V x e 3 ) - e a - ( V x e 1 ) , (5.29) 
l
-V · [(α • V)a - a(V · a)] = (е
а
 · (V χ *,))(», · (V χ е
а
)) 
- - [е
а
 · (V χ е
а
) + a · (V χ a) - e, · (V χ ε,)} 
χ [e, · (V χ e,) + a · (V χ a) - ε3 · (V χ ε3)], 
= (
г
, . ( х ( , ) ) ( ( і . ( х ( > ) ) 
+ і [
е а
- ( х е
а
) -
е і
- ( х
е і
) ] 2 , (5-30) 
this expression сап be rewritten as 
({η χ (V χ n))2) = | ( V · a ) 2 - j V · [(a · V)a - a(V · a)] 
8 4 
+ Í ( a . ( V x £ l ) ) ! + j ( a . ( V x £ ¡ ) ) 2 (5.31) 
Next the twist term and the chiral term are averaged. Using (5.25) it follows that 
re-(V x n ) = -<| Ф| + соз2(<Ф)е1-( χ e,) + зіп2(<Ф)еа · (V χ e,) 
+ 8ΐη(ίΦ) сов(*Ф) [е1-( х е а ) + е а . ( х e,)]. (5.32) 
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Consequently the averaged chiral term reads: 
(n • (V χ π)) = - < | Ф| + ì e , · (V χ »,) + ί ε 2 · (V χ ε 3 ) . (5.33) 
The averaged twist term is given by 
( ( п - ( х п ) ) 2 ) = г2 | Ф|2 
- 2 і | Ф| {(со82(<Ф))е, • ( V x e 1 ) + (зіп2(гФ))га · (V χ ε 3 ) 
+ (βΐη(ίΦ)««(¿Φ)) [e, · (V χ ε 3 ) + ε, • (V χ ε,)]} 
+ ( с о 8 4 ( і Ф ) ) ( е і · (V χ ε,))2 + ( 8 ίη 4 (ίΦ))(ε 3 • (V χ ε 2 ) ) 2 
+2{5іп2(іФ)со82(<Ф))(е1 · (V χ е ,))(е а · (V χ е а )) 
+ (зіп2(іФ)со52(<Ф)) [ε, • (V χ ε 3 ) + ε 3 · (V χ ε,)]2 
= ¿2| Ф|2 - ¿| Ф| [e, · (V χ ε,) + ε, · (V χ ε,)] 
+ - [ ( 1 - ( V X Í , ) - Í > . ( V X Í 1 ) ] 2 
+ i { ( £ l - ( V x e # 3 - ( V x e , ) ) 
+ - [
е з
- ( х г 2 ) - е і - ( х е і ) ] 2 } 
+¡[£ 1 ' (Vxe , ) + £3-(Vxs3)f 
= І
2 | Ф|2 - ¿| Ф| [ε, · (V χ
 β ι
) + ε3 · (V χ ε3)] 
+ -[ε, - ( ν χ ε Ο + ε , ^ ν χ ε , ) ] 2 
+ ^( · α ) 2 + j V · [(ο · V)a - a ( V · α ) ] . (5.34) 
ο 4 
Finally the surface terms are averaged: 
(V · [(n • V)n]) = (V · [{α»(*Φ) ε, · V + мп(<Ф) ε 2 · V} {««(¿Φ) e, + ип(<Ф) ε,}]) 
= (со82(<Ф)) · [(ε, • V ) £ l ] + (8іп2(іФ)) - [(ε3 • )е а] 
+(ΒΪη(ίΦ) соя(іФ)) V · [(ε, · ν ) ε 3 + (ε 3 · V > J 
-И(зіп(іФ)соз(іФ)) [ Ф · (ε, · ν ) ε 3 - Ф · (ε, • V ) e J 
+f (соз2(*Ф) - 8Іп2(<Ф)) [ Ф • (ε, · ν ) ε , + Ф · (ε 3 • V ) £ l ] 
= ^ ν · [ (
β ι
· ν )
β ι
] + | ν · [ ( β , · ν )
β
, ] , (5.35) 
(V · [n(V · η)]) = (V · [{οοδ(ίΦ) ε, + βΐηίίΦ) ε,} {<χ«(ίΦ) V - ε, + 3Ϊη(ίΦ) V · ε3}]) 
= (соз2(*Ф)) · [e,(V · ε,)] + (8Іп2(*Ф)) · [e
a
(V · β,)] 
+ (зіп(<Ф) соз(іФ)) · [ £ l (V · ε 3 ) + г а ( · ε,)] 
= ^ . [ « . ( -
е і
) ] + і . [
е а
( -
в а
) ] . (5.36) 
Adding all contributions and the irrelevant constant term A'22<
2/2 the expression (5.11) for 
the approximate elastic free energy density results. 
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Chapter 6. 
The influence of surface elasticity on the director 
profile of non-twisted nematic liquid crystal cells* 
A B S T R A C T 
The Pergamenshchik theory (Phys. Rev. E 48, 2254 (1993)) 
and Faetti theory (Phys. Rev. E 49, 5332 (1994); Phys. Rev. 
E 49, 4192 (1994)) of surface elasticity in nematic liquid crys­
tals are tested. Both theories give different predictions con­
cerning the influence of the splay-bend surface elastic constant 
Кіз on the director profile of non-twisted liquid crystal cells. 
The influence of К13 on the director profile of non-twisted liq­
uid crystal cells is studied numerically within the framework 
of the Pergamenshchik theory. The capacitance and optical 
retardation of thin cells filled with the liquid crystal ZLI4792 
are measured as a function of the applied voltage. The sur­
face tilt as a function of the applied voltage is calculated from 
these data and compared with numerically calculated curves. 
The model does not give a complete account of the observed 
optical behaviour. Best agreement with the capacitive mea­
surements is obtained with K13 = 0. The effect of Ki3 is 
comparable in magnitude with the effect of variations of the 
bulk liquid crystal parameters within their experimental in­
accuracy. 
'Submitted by S Stallmga, J A M M van Haaren and J M A van den Eerenbeemd to 
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6.1. Introduction 
Recent studies have improved our understanding of the interaction of nematic liquid crys­
tals with the solid substrates that they are in contact with In the past it was assumed that 
so-called strong anchoring applies to this interaction This means that it was assumed that 
the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules near the substrate is fixed along a certain 
preferential direction, irrespective of any external perturbations, such as magnetic or elec­
tric fields Nowadays it is believed that so-called weak anchoring applies to the interaction 
of the liquid crystal with the solid substrate It is assumed that this interaction still favours 
the alignment of the liquid crystal molecules along the preferential direction, but that an 
external perturbation may cause the molecules to deviate from this preferred direction 
When the surface orientation of the liquid crystal is allowed to deviate from the pref­
erential direction, the surface elasticity in the nematic liquid crystal must be taken into 
account as well This subject has aroused considerable interest in recent years, mainly due 
to the fundamental difficulties caused by the introduction of the surface elastic constant 
Л'із [1] Currently there are two competing theories that offer a solution to this problem, 
the so called Oldano-Barbero paradox The first was put forward by Pergamenshchik [2], 
the second by Faetti [3] The aim of this paper is to test both theories by studying the 
influence of surface elasticity on the director profile of non-twisted nematic liquid crystal 
cells These cells are commonly referred to as ECB cells (ECB=Electncally Controlled 
Birefringence) [4] 
The dispute between Pergamenshchik and Faetti may be decided experimentally, as 
the predictions of both theories for ECB cells differ substantially Faetti predicts that А'із 
is of no importance for non twisted cells, whereas Pergamenshchik predicts that ΛΊ3 is of 
substantial importance for non twisted cells An experimental determination of ΛΊ3 within 
the framework of the Pergamenshchik theory makes it possible to discriminate between the 
two theories An experimental value A'13 φ 0 disagrees with the Faetti theory, whereas an 
experimental value A'13 = 0 disagrees with the Pergamenshchik theory, for it cannot be 
expected on microscopic grounds that Ky\ is actually zero [5] We developed a computer 
program based on [2] and compared its outcomes with experimental results 
It should be remarked that both theories of surface elasticity also give different predic­
tions for nematic cells with a twisted director profile However, we have two reasons for 
considering ECB-type cells First, the absence of twist simplifies the problem mathemat 
ically, as the director tilt is the only variable that needs to be considered The influence 
of surface elasticity on the calculated results will therefore be easier to identify Secondly, 
the optical retardation of the passing light caused by the boundary layers must be added, 
instead of substracted, as in nematic cells with a 90° twist This makes the ECB cell more 
sensitive to the optical detection of the nematic surface properties Moreover, discrepancies 
between theoretical and experimental results concerning the electro-optical transmission 
of ECB cells have been reported [6] In principle, the present analysis can be extended to 
twisted nematic structures, but the algebra required is considerably more complicated in 
that case 
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6.2. Theory 
The elastic part of the free energy density of a nematic liquid crystal is given by: 
fd = \l<n(V • n)2 + l-K22 [n · (V χ n ) ] 2 + ^АГзз [η χ (V χ η ) ] 2 
+ \{Κ22 + К2І) • [{η · V ) n - n ( V • η)] + tf13V · [n(V · η)]. (6.1) 
Here η is the director and K
n
, K22 and /("33 are the bulk elastic constants for splay, 
twist and bend, respectively [7], and K2\ and ΑΊ3 are the surface elastic constants for 
saddle-splay and splay-bend, respectively. Both surface contributions consist entirely of a 
divergence of a function of the director field and its derivatives and therefore only appear 
in the surface free energy density, as follows from Gauss' theorem. These surface terms 
have been introduced by Frank [8] and by Nehring and Saupe [9]. 
We will consider ECB cells with variations of the director field in the direction perpen­
dicular to that of the cell substrates (z direction). For such an ECB cell, the director field 
is expressed as 
n(z) = (cos θ(ζ), 0, sin θ(ζ)), (6.2) 
where θ(ζ) is the tilt angle. This angle is the only variable for ECB cells. Then the total 
free energy (per unit of substrate area) is: 
F = F,+ [ddzf, (6.3) 
Jo 
where the free energy density is given by 
ƒ = \ (Ku cos20 + A'33 sin20) Θ'2 + — ξ^- τ - , (6.4) 
2 v ' 2ε0(εχ cos20 + ец sin θ) 
and the surface part of the free energy by 
F
s
 =
 1
-С sin2 [0(0) - θ
ρ
] + ^С2в sin4 [θ(0) - 0P] - IA ' 1 3 sin [20(0)] 0'(O) 
+ l-Ce sin2 [9{d) - öp] + I c j , sin4 [0(d) - θ
ρ
] + ^Kl3 sin [20(d)] ff{d). (6.5) 
Here ' is the spatial derivative of the tilt angle 0, D is the absolute value of the ζ component 
of the displacement field, ец and εχ are the dielectric constants of the nematic, d is the 
thickness of the cell, Ce is the Rapini-Papoular anchoring constant [10], C2$ is the second-
order anchoring constant and θ
ρ
 is the pretilt angle. The elastic constants K22 and K24 do 
not appear, as the director field only depends on the tilt angle. The second-order anchoring 
constant C2e is usually neglected, as it is only important when the deviation of the surface 
tilt angle from the pretilt angle is large, i.e. when the voltage is sufficiently above the 
Freédericksz threshold. 
The free energy including the A'13 term must be minimized with proper care. If the 
derivatives fl'(O) and 0'(d) are taken to be independent variables in the minimization proce-
dure, an equilibrium director field with a discontinuity at the boundary is found. However, 
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elasticity theory is based on the assumption that deformations are small. According to this 
assumption the higher-order elastic terms in the elastic free energy (all the terms with more 
than two spatial derivatives) may be neglected. The infinite deformations at the boundary 
are contradictory to the assumption of small deformations. This problem is called the 
Oldano-Barbero paradox [1]. 
In order to solve this paradox Pergamenshchik [2] assumed that the higher-order clas­
tic terms stabilize the director field with respect to large deformations. According to 
Pergamenshchik the effect of higher-order terms can be taken into account by a constraint 
satisfied by the derivatives 0'(O) and θ'(ά). The equilibrium director field is found by solv­
ing the usual Euler-Lagrange equations for fixed values of the surface tilt angles 0(0) and 
0(d). With the aid of this solution 0'(O) and θ'(ά) can be expressed in terms of 0(0) and 
0(d). These expressions are then substituted in the surface free energy (Eq. (6.5)). The 
resulting total free energy must be minimized with respect to 0(0) and 9(d) in order to 
obtain the equilibrium values of the surface tilt angles. These equilibrium values then give 
the equilibrium director field. It was recently shown by Faetti that the Pergamenshchik 
solution to the Oldano-Barbero paradox causes a problem in the balancing of the various 
torques acting on the nematic [3,11]. 
According to Faetti [3] the part of the splay-bend surface term that depends on the 
normal derivatives of the surface tilt angles #'(0) and 0'(d) and the stabilizing higher-order 
elastic terms induce a strong subsurface deformation, i.e. a deformation of the director field 
in a microscopically thin region near the boundary. As far as the macroscopic variation of 
the director field is concerned, the part of the splay-bend surface term that depends on the 
normal derivatives of the surface tilt angles and the higher-order terms can be regarded 
as a contribution to the anchoring energy. In the case of the presently considered ECB 
cells the total splay-bend term depends on 6'(0) and 0'(d). Therefore, according to Faetti 
the conventional theory without the A'13 term is correct for ECB cells. Consequently, the 
Faetti theory for the ECB cell is equivalent to the Pergamenshchik theory in the special 
case of К\з = 0. As opposed to the Pergamenshchik theory, the Faetti theory does not 
violate the balance of torques. 
Both approaches are not entirely satisfying. The theory of Pergamenshchik disagrees 
with the requirement for mechanical equilibrium, as a net torque acting on the liquid 
crystal cell is predicted. The theory of Faetti predicts a microscopic phenomenon such as 
the strong subsurface deformation, which cannot be described by continuum theory. 
The relevant equations for the calculation of the director field within the framework of 
the Pergamenshchik theory are given below. The anchoring is assumed to be symmetric 
under a reflection in the plane ζ = d/2. Consequently the director profile will also have 
this symmetry, i.e. 
θ(ζ) = θ{ά-ζ). (6.6) 
The Euler-Lagrange equation can be integrated twice with the aid of this symmetry rela­
tion. The following equation is obtained: 
d
- = Λ d* 
2 Je. 
where θ3 = 0(0) = 6(d) is the surface tilt angle, т = ö(d/2) is the tilt angle in the middle 
of the cell, which is also the maximum tilt angle, and 7 = (Ä33 — А'п)/Аэ3. The function 
1 - 7cos2g 
(cos20 - cos2e
m
)g(0, θ
π 
4¡ 
(6.7) 
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д( ,
 т
) is defined by 
D2a 
д( ,
 т
) = — — —— ——-, (6.8) 
еосцлзз (1 — acos^ö) (1 - acos¿Vm) 
where α = (ец — ε±)/ε\\. The applied voltage can be expressed as 
1 — 7COS2 Y.
 =
 JL f9m
 άθ 
2 e0e\\k l(cos26-cos20m)g(O,em) 
1/2
 1 
1 — acos2# 
(6.9) 
Equations (6.7) and (6.9) define
 т
 and D as functions of 0S and the applied voltage V. 
The surface tilt 0S can be solved as a function of V from the condition that the total free 
energy is minimal: 
d F 
- = 0. (6.10) 
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation this condition can be expressed as the Pergamenshchik 
boundary condition 
C
e
 sin (0. - op) cos (0S - Op) + Cie sin3(0e - 0P) cos (0, - op) = 
[(Л'зз - Л'із) s i n 4 + (K
u
 + Kl3) cos209] ö'(0) + | Ä - , 3 sin [2fl(0)J ^ ^ . ( 6 . 1 1 ) 
The Faetti boundary condition is obtained by setting Ki3 = 0. Taking ΛΊ3 into account 
requires the calculation of the derivative of θ'(0) with respect to
 а
. An analytical expres­
sion for this derivative is derived in appendix A. This derivative can also be calculated 
numerically, but the analytical treatment proved to give better results. 
The surface tilt θ
β
 is solved iteratively from equation (6.11). Combining equations (6.8) 
and (6.9), an equation is obtained without the dielectric displacement D. In each iter­
ative step the maximum tilt
 т
 is solved from this equation. The absolute value of the 
ζ component of the variable D can then be obtained from equation (6.7) by numerical 
integration. 
The relevant electro-optical properties, i.e. the capacitance and the optical retardation, 
can now be calculated [6]. The capacitance per unit of substrate area is D/V and the optical 
retardation is given by 
I"™
 d$ Γ 1 - 7cos
2fl 1 1 / 2 / Me \ 
к [(cos20-cos2é/m)<7(0,0m)] \Jn02cos*e + ne2sm2e / 
4π ίθ™ 
Τ 
(6.12) 
where A is the wavelength of the light and n0 and nt are the ordinary and extraordinary 
indices of refraction, respectively. 
6.3. Numerical results 
A computer program was developed that calculates the director profile as a function of 
the applied voltage. To this aim, equations (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11) were solved with the 
aid of routines from the NAG mathematical library. A typical calculation took about 
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ten seconds CPU time on a HP-9000/735 with a HP-UX 9.01 operating system. Unless 
stated otherwise, the parameters in the calculations were d = 3.0 /im, θ
ν
 = 2.0 deg, 
Ce = 100/xJ/m2, C29 = 0/iJ/m
2
, ец = 7.9, ε± = 3.1, A = 632.8 nm, n
e
 = 1.573, n0 = 1.477, 
Λ'π = 10 pN, K33 = 15 pN, A 1 3 = 2 P N . 
The influence of variations in K\3 on the tilt angles can be formulated as follows. At low 
voltages the surface tilt increases if K\3 is increased, whereas at high voltages the surface 
tilt decreases if Κγ3 is increased. A qualitative explanation of this behaviour is given in 
Appendix B. The surface tilt is a concave function of the applied voltage in the region just 
above the threshold voltage for Ki3 > 0 and a convex function of the applied voltage in the 
region just above the threshold for K\3 < 0. The tilt in the middle of the cell shows little 
sensitivity to variations in A13. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where
 а
 and öm are plotted 
for various values of Ki3. The consequences for the capacitance relative to its saturation 
value and the optical retardation relative to its value at zero voltage are shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The influence of variations in Ki3 is of the same order of magnitude as the influence of 
variations in the bulk elastic constants Ku and Ä33. 
The surface clastic constant ΛΊ3 is only relevant in the regime of weak anchoring, i.e. 
in the regime where C$d/K ~ 1 (K is a typical elastic constant). In the limit C$ —• 00 
the influence of K\3 is negligible. For cells with the standard setting of the parameters a 
value of Ce ~ 105 /iJ/m2 is sufficient for all weak anchoring effects to become negligible. 
The approach of the strong anchoring limit can also be studied by varying d instead of Co-
However, in that case the optical retardation is not a covenient measure, since it contains 
a factor d/X. 
The influence of K\3 can be compared with the influence of the Cíe term in the anchoring 
energy.- In Fig. 6.3 the surface tilt angle 6S and the maximum tilt angle
 т
 are plotted for 
various values of A'13 and C$ so that the same Freédericksz threshold applies to the different 
curves. In all cases Cíe = 0 was taken. In Fig. 6.4 the surface and maximum tilt angles
 а 
and
 т
 are plotted for various values of Cíe- In all cases Κχ3 = 0 and Ce = ΙΟΟμ,Ι/m
2
 were 
taken. Note that for a given value of the Freédericksz threshold the slope of the 0S curve 
just above threshold is substantially altered by a variation in A'13, but not by a variation 
in См. To be able to use this fact for an experimental determination of A'13, the difference 
between the strong anchoring threshold and the weak anchoring threshold (see Appendix 
B) must be considerable, i.e. the anchoring constant Ce must not be too large. 
When A'13 < — Л'ц/2 or A13 > K33/2 the numerical results show unusual behaviour, 
e.g. a surface tilt smaller than the pretilt at low voltages when A'13 < —Ац/2. This 
behaviour is related to the predictions of Pergamenshchik, Teixeira and Sluckin [12]. It 
probably implies that an antisymmetric director profile has lower free energy than the 
symmetric one. This means that our analysis is not applicable to cases with these values 
of A'13, as the director profile is assumed to be symmetric. 
The influence of the pretilt angle on the Freédericksz transition and the saturation 
transition [13,14] is shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, where 9S and 0m, respectively, are plotted 
for various values of θ
ρ
. Within the Rapini-Papoular approximation of the anchoring energy 
these transitions can only be sharply defined when 0P = 0 [15,16]. This is due to the fact 
that the anchoring energy is minimal for a surface tilt equal to 0 and maximal for a surface 
tilt equal to π/2 if and only if θ
ρ
 = 0. A quantitative argument is given in Appendix B. 
The Rapini-Papoular approximation is not correct close to saturation. Our results for the 
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saturation regime can therefore only be in qualitative agreement with the experimental 
results. 
6.4. Experiment 
Optical and dielectric measurements were carried out on liquid crystal test cells in order 
to compare the calculated voltage dependence of the surface tilt angle θ
β
 with the response 
of real liquid crystal cells. The measurements were done on non-twisted liquid crystal cells 
filled with the superfluorinated liquid crystal material ZLI 4792 (supplied by E. Merck, 
Darmstadt, Germany). This material melts below -40 °C and has its clearing point at 
92 °C. Our measurements were performed at 20 °C. The ZLI 4792 material was selected 
because of its low ionic impurity content, which guarantees a well-defined transfer of the 
applied voltage to the liquid crystal layer. Cells with thicknesses of 2.82 μπι, 3.76 μπι, 
5.88 μπι and 14.74 μπι were examined. The liquid crystal cells contained transparent 
conductive electrodes and thin (110 nm) buffed polyimide alignment layers (AL 1051, 
supplied by JSR, Kawasaki, Japan). A polyimide was chosen for our experiment, because 
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these alignment materials are well suited for electro-optical experiments on liquid crystal 
cells. The reason for this is that they combine good alignment properties with a low ionic 
contamination of the liquid crystal material. The AL 1051 polyimide was selected, because 
it is a commercialy available material with physical and chemical properties that have been 
published [17,18]. 
The experiments consisted of an accurate measurement of the voltage dependence of 
the optical retardation for 632.8 nm wavelength laser light and of the capacitance for an 
electrode area of 0.50 cm 2, driven by a 1 kHz sine wave voltage. Typical results for a cell 
with 2.82 μιη thickness are shown in Fig. 6.7. 
The optical retardation was measured in a set-up as described by van Sprang [19]. In 
this set-up linearly polaiized light is incident on a liquid crystal cell with its extraordinary 
axis under a 45° angle with respect to the polarization direction of the light. After passing 
the liquid crystal layer the light is elliptically polarized. A quarterwave retarder is used to 
make the light linearly polarized again, but now the polarization direction is rotated with 
respect to the incident light. The light passes a rotating analyzer, after which the intensity 
is measured. The same is done for a reference beam that does not pass the liquid crystal 
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layer and the quarter wave retarder. The phase difference between the temporally varying 
intensities of these two beams is measured accurately. The polarization direction of the 
reference beam that is incident on the rotating analyzer is adjusted in such a way that the 
phase difference between the two beams is zero for a set-up without a liquid crystal cell 
in the primary beam. The phase difference measured in this way is equal to the optical 
retardation 6 that was introduced in Eq. (6.12). This phase difference was measured as 
a function of the RMS value of a 1 kHz sine wave voltage. The typical accuracy of these 
measurements is within 0.1°. 
The capacitance was measured using a General Radio 1621 Capacitance-Measurement 
System (accuracy 0.05%) which consists of a precision capacitor bridge, an oscillator and 
a detector. The measurements were done with sine wave voltages of 1 kHz frequency. It 
was checked that the effect of an increase in the measuring frequency to 10 kHz was small. 
The surface tilt angle 0S and the tilt angle at the middle of the cell т at each value of the 
applied voltage were calculated from the measured data as follows [20]. The ζ component 
of the dielectric displacement D directly follows from the measured capacitance. Then the 
remaining unknowns, the surface tilt angle and the tilt angle at the middle of the cell, can 
be solved with the aid of equations (6.7) and (6.9). The other parameters that serve as 
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input for the numerical procedure are the bulk liquid crystal material properties -elastic 
constants, dielectric constants and refractive indices-, the pretilt angle and the cell gap 
These parameters were measured separately, and are therefore not adjustable in the fitting 
procedure The surface tilt can be determined with an accuracy of 4%, following this 
procedure Sources of inaccuracy are the errors in the capacitance measurement, in the 
determination of the Freédericksz threshold from which the elastic constants are derived, 
and in the determination of the ratio of the splay and bend elastic constants When the 
optical retardation is measured, the tilt angles can be solved with the aid of equations (6 9) 
and (6 12) 
The liquid crystal material constants and the cell parameters were determined as fol 
lows The thickness and the pretilt angle were measured with a set up and a method as 
described in [19] The dielectric constant of the polyimide was ε
ρ ο
ι = 2 6 [17] The dielec 
trie constant ε χ of the liquid crystal was calculated from the capacitance at zero voltage 
Co using 
^*(Чг-Щ~1, (6 13) 
\ Oo ε
Ρ
οΐ / 
where Л is the electrode area and ¿poi the thickness of the polyimide alignment layers 
The pretilt angle is neglected in this formula The dielectric constant £y was derived from 
the linear extrapolation of the measured capacitance to infinite voltage C«, This value 
was derived from a plot of the measured capacitance as a function of l/V, where V is 
the applied voltage However, this plot turns out to be curved instead of linear at high 
voltages This was also observed in the numerical results obtained with the computer 
program described in section 6 2 As a consequence, ejj°, the value for ец calculated from 
С,», tends to be an overestimate of the true ец This was also concluded in [21] The surface 
tilt appeared to be a decreasing function of the applied voltage at high voltages when ец 
was taken to be equal to ε?3 For the test cell with a 14 74 μιτι cell gap negative surface 
tilt values occurred in this range of voltages Various values of гц between 0 5% and 2 5% 
below εί]0 were used to calculate the surface tilt as a function of the applied voltage The 
lower bound corresponds to the measured capacitance at the highest voltage, which was 
approximately 2 5% lower than Coo The upper bound corresponds to the highest value of 
гц for which the surface tilt is an increasing function of the applied voltage 
The values of the indices of refraction (at 632 8 nm wavelength) n 0 = 1 477 and nc = 
1 573 were provided by the manufacturer of the liquid crystal material [22] The refractive 
index n
e
 was also fitted to the retardation at zero voltage 
Ь=Щ±( , Пе , - l ì (614) 
The result was in agreement with the data provided 
The splay elastic constant Кц was calculated from the Freédericksz threshold Vfr = 
(1 58 ± 0 02) V using 
* і і = е о ( е ц - < М . ) ( ^ ) (6 15) 
The difference between the threshold voltage for weak anchoring and the threshold voltage 
for strong anchoring was usually smaller than 0 01 V, as the anchoring constant appeared 
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to be quite high Hence this difference is neglected m the determination of the splay elastic 
constant Ä'n The bend elastic constant A33 follows from Kn and the ratio Кц/Кз-> = 
0 72 ± 0 01 This ratio was obtained from the values K
n
 = 13 2 pN and A33 = 18 3 pN at 
20 °C as provided by the liquid crystal material manufacturer [22] 
6.5. Results and Discussion 
In this section, the experimentally determined voltage dependence of the surface tilt is 
compared with the theoretical results obtained with the computer program described in 
section 6 2 The surface tilt is chosen for this comparison, as the numerical results in 
section 6 3 indicate that the surface tilt is quite sensitive to variations in ΛΊ3 and thus the 
most suitable variable to be used for the comparison with theory Figure 6 8 shows the 
results for the cell with the 2 82 /im cell gap and ец = 9 103, which is 2% below efj° = 9 289 
The data points were calculated from the measured capacitances The inaccuracy in the 
data is 4%, which is roughly the size of the circles The theoretical curves were calculated 
for the same values for the cell gap, dielectric constants and bulk elastic constants as those 
used in the evaluation of the data points The surface tilt angle below the Ь reedencksz 
threshold agrees with the independently measured pretilt angle θ
ρ
 = 1 07 ± 0 10° The 
different curves were calculated with different values for the splay-bend elastic constant 
A"i3, namely 0 pN, -4 pN and 4 pN The anchoring constant Ce was adjusted for each 
value of А'із to give an optimum agreement with the data points 0S below 20°, as for these 
surface tilt values the Rapim-Papoular approximation is expected to be valid 
The effect of a variation in £ц within the experimental uncertainty of this parameter, 
as discussed in section 6 4, is shown in Fig 6 9 This figure depicts the voltage dependent 
surface tilt of the 2 82 μπ\ thick cell, as calculated from the measured data for four different 
values of ец the upper and lower bounds for ец, which are 0 5% and 2 5% below eij°, and 
two intermediate values 1 0% and 2 0% below e¡¡° The surface tilt as a function of the 
applied voltage depends strongly on the value chosen for ец, despite the fact that the 
relative difference between the upper and lower bounds for £ц is only 2% 
Such a variation in ец also has a substantial effect on the theoretical curves It is 
important to note that the theoretical curves must be calculated with the same value for 
ец and the remaining material parameters as were used for the evaluation of the surface 
tilt from the measured capacitance data Figure 6 10 shows the data points and numerical 
fits for the cell with a thickness 2 82 μιη for ец = 9 196, which is 1% below ejj° This 
value of ец is higher than the value used in Fig 6 8, whereas for both figures the same 
procedure for obtaining the remaining material parameters was followed It turns out that 
a high value of ец corresponds to high values of the anchoring constant The effect of weak 
anchoring, 1 e of the splay-bend surface elasticity, are therefore less pronounced in the 
case of higher values of ец 
Data points calculated from the measured capacitances and theoretical curves for the 
cell with 3 76 μτα cell gap are shown in Figs 6 11 and 6 12 The attendant values of ец are 
1% and 2% below eij° = 8 555, respectively The remaining material parameters are found 
in an analogous fashion as for the 2 82 μπι cell The surface tilt angle below the Freédencksz 
threshold agrees with the independently measured pretilt angle θ
ρ
 = 1 18 ± 0 10° 
The agreement between the theory and the capacitive measurements seems to be op-
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timal with a splay-bend elastic constant К\з = 0 pN. This can be seen quite clearly in 
Figs. 6.8 and 6.12, which depict the fits for both cells for the values of ец 2% below eij°. 
However, Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, which depict the fits for both cells for the values of ец 1% 
below ejj°, do not allow for such a clear conclusion. Here, a small positive value of K\3 
is possible as well. The reason for this indeterminancy is that the effects of weak anchor­
ing are less pronounced in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 than they are in Figs. 6.8 and 6.12. Our 
method has two weaknesses. First, the anchoring strength appears to be quite high. As a 
consequence, relatively high voltages are needed to detect possible effects of A'13. Second, 
a different choice of £ц influences the quality of the fit, as is apparent from a comparison 
of e.g. Figs. 6.8 and 6.10. 
The measurements of the optical retardation were analyzed in a similar way. The sur­
face tilt as derived from the optical data drops below 0° at voltages above 6 V. This is at 
variance with the #
s
 values that were obtained from the capacitive data (Figs. 6.8-6.12) 
and it also contradicts the behaviour described in sections 6.2 and 6.3. Moreover, the re­
tardation is a linear function of the inverse of the dielectric displacement D at intermediate 
voltages [23]. Extrapolation of this linear fit to infinite D gives a finite, positive retarda­
tion at infinite voltage, whereas a finite, negative retardation is expected [23]. Figure 6.13 
gives a comparison of the measured retardation and the calculated retardation on the as­
sumption of strong anchoring. The material and cell parameters were determined from the 
measurements at low voltages. The curves calculated in the case of weak anchoring are 
below the curve for strong anchoring, as weak anchoring leads to a higher surface tilt. So, 
by varying the coefficients of the surface free energy (Ce, C20 and Л'13) agreement with 
the measured retardation values cannot be achieved. A variation of the other material 
and cell parameters within reasonable limits does not give a satisfactory fit for both the 
low and the high voltages. Systematic deviations from the theoretical formula (6.12) due 
to multiple reflections [24] were estimated to be less than 1 degree, i.e. negligible. The 
difference might be due to fiexoelectricity [25]. We incorporated this effect into our model 
and assumed a value of the flexoelectric coefficient equal to 10 pC/m, i.e. of the same 
order of magnitude as previously reported values for this coefficient [26,27]. It turned 
out that the effect is too small to account for the observed behaviour. We conclude that 
the discrepancy with respect to the measured results cannot be explained by the present 
model. The measurement of the optical retardation for thin, non-twisted cells as a function 
of the applied voltage is a technique that is very sensitive to the director field near the 
substrate surfaces, as -at high voltages- the central, upright part of the director profile 
does not contribute to the optical retardation. In this respect, the optical measurements 
are more sensitive than the dielectric measurements and therefore, the lack of agreement 
between theory and experiment is important. 
Gleeson and Palffy-Muhoray [20,21] performed the same type of experiments on low 
pretilt ECB cells filled with the liquid crystal 5CB in order to determine the anchoring 
energy as a function of the surface tilt. There were two reasons for carrying out this type 
of measurements again in this study, instead of just using the data measured by Gleeson 
and Palffy-Muhoray. First, the experiments in [20] were performed on relatively thick 
liquid crystal cells, in which the influence of surface elasticity is expected to be small. 
Secondly, very accurate values of the liquid crystal and cell parameters were required for 
the calculation of the surface tilt from the measured data. We were able to measure these 
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Figure 6.13: Measured retardation data points for the cell with the 2.82 μπι cell gap. 
The curve gives the calculated retardation for an infinite anchoring constant. The other 
parameters are Кц = 13.0 pN, K33 = 18.0 pN, ε± — 3.31 and ем = 9.10. 
values in seperate experiments for our own liquid crystal cells. 
The analysis of Gleeson and Palfly-Muhoray to find the surface tilt as a function of the 
applied voltage suffered the same problems [21] with the sensitivity to small variations in 
the liquid crystal and cell parameters as the present analysis. Their results for the voltage 
dependence of the surface tilt [20] were fitted using our computer program. The results are 
shown in Fig. 6.14. Best agreement with the experimental results is obtained with Л'13 = 0. 
The value Л'1 3 — —0.2 χ Кц = —0.6 pN, which was recently reported by Lavrentovich 
and Pergamenshchik [28], gave a less satisfactory fit. Lavrentovich and Pergamenshchik 
determined this value in experiments on hybridly aligned cells filled with the liquid crys­
tal material 5CB. Their analysis was made within the framework of the Pergamenshchik 
approach to surface elasticity. However, their analysis cannot be considered conclusive, as 
the difference between the splay and bend elastic constant is neglected. 
Finally, we note that objections could be made from a fundamental point of view. The 
molecular ordering at the surface is different from that in the bulk, i.e. there is a spatial 
variation in the uniaxial order parameter [29], possibly biaxial order [30] and probably 
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Figure 6.14: Surface tilt as a function of the applied voltage of a 38 μπι thick cell filled 
with the liquid crystal 5CB as reported by Gleeson and PalfFy-Muhoray [20]. The relevant 
parameters are e¿ = 9.93, ец = 18.62, K
u
 = 3.0 pN and K33 = 3.5 pN. The lines represent 
the calculated surface tilt as a function of the applied voltage for these parameters and for 
different values of K13 and Ce, namely for Ki3 = 0.6 pN and Ce = 18.9/íJ/m
2
, for Ki3 = 0 
pN and Ce = 16.0 / Л / т 2 , and for K13 = -0.6 pN and Ce = 13.3 / íJ/m
2
. The pretilt was 
taken to be θ
ρ
 = 0.1°. 
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polar order [29,31] in a thin layer near the surface. The consequences of this different 
ordering of the molecules for the validity of the continuum description of thin cells is, at 
present, not clear. 
6.6. Conclusion 
The elastic free energy of a nematic liquid crystal contains two surface elastic constants. 
According to the traditional analysis of nematic liquid crystals these surface elastic con­
stants may be neglected. In the case of weak anchoring, this is not correct. Currently there 
are two competing theories of surface elasticity in nematic liquid crystals, one put forward 
by Pergamenshrhik [2], and one by Faetti [3]. As far as ECB cells are concerned, only 
the surface elastic constant Л'із is relevant. According to the Pergamenshchik theory this 
surface elastic constant has a profound influence on the voltage dependence of the surface 
tilt, the capacitance and the optical retardation, provided that the anchoring constant is 
small. The magnitude of this influence is comparable with that of the influence of the bulk 
elastic constants. In general, the influence of variations of A'13 within Pergamenshchik's 
approach can be summarized as follows. At low voltages the surface tilt increases if Kï3 is 
increased, whereas at high voltages the surface tilt decreases if A'13 is increased. According 
to the Faetti theory the surface elastic constant A'13 is irrelevant to ECB cells, i.e. the 
conventional theory is correct for ECB cells. 
These different predictions make it possible to discriminate experimentally between 
both theories. The surface tilt as a function of the applied voltage for a thin cell filled 
with the liquid crystal ZLI 4792 can be obtained from the measured optical retardation 
and capacitance. The measured voltage dependence of the retardation cannot be fully 
described by the present model. This lack of agreement is an important problem. Best 
agreement between the results obtained from the measured capacitance and the theoretical 
curves is found with values of A\3 close to zero. A zero value for A'13 indicates that the 
Pergamenshchik theory is not valid. It turns out that the effect of Ä13 on the theoretical 
curves is comparable with the effect of variations in the remaining liquid crystal and cell 
parameters within their experimental error. 
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Appendix 
A. C a l c u l a t i o n of t h e der ivat ive of θ'(0) w i th r e s p e c t t o 0S. 
The spatial derivative of the tilt angle at ζ — 0 follows from the Euler-Lagrange equation 
«'(0) = А(М»,Л) (6.16) 
with 
h{93,em,D) (cos
2 0
s
-cos
2 0
m
)<7(0
s
,M 
1 — 7cos208 
1/2 
= D, 
a (cos20
s
 — cos
20
n 
^ е0е||Л'зз (1 - 7cos20„) (1 - acos20 s) (1 - acos 20m) ' 
(6.17) 
The maximum tilt angle
 т
 and the ζ component of the displacement field D are implicitly 
defined as a function of the surface tilt 0S by means of equations (6.7) and (6.9), which can 
be written as 
¿ = fl{0.,0m,D), 
Y=/2(Mm,ö), 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
with the functions 
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The derivative of θ'(0) with respect to 0S can thus be expressed as 
dfl'(O) _ dh δί^άθπ дЛ<Ю 
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with the partial derivatives: 
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- -.—^-jz-ìsin ™cos ö- ö '(°)' (6·24) 
1 — QCOS^ff,,,/ 
(6.25) 
3D D 
Expressions for the derivatives of
 т
 and D with respect to 0S can be derived in the following 
way. Equations (6.19) have a solution for all 0S. Clearly 
d/,
 =
 9Л df¡_dfl» a/, dD 
d0 s <90s Ô0m dö s + a/? dös 
= 0, t = 1,2. (6.26) 
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The derivatives of the functions ƒ, with respect to D can be written as 
dD 2 D ' 
df2 
3D 
= 0. 
The derivatives of the functions ƒ; with respect to 0„ are 
dh= 1_ 
д . 0'(0) ' 
d_h D 
, e0e| | ( l -Qcos2ö s)él ' (0) ' 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
The expressions for the derivatives of the functions ƒ; with respect to
 т
 are more compli­
cated, as the integrand in the expressions for ƒ; is singular in θ =
 т
. This singularity can 
be dealt with by a suitable substitution of variables, such as 
sino = sinöm sin φ. 
The functions fi can now be expressed in a non-singular manner: 
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After a tedious exercise in differentiating we have 
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Finally, the expression for the derivative of 0'(O) with respect to 0S can be written as 
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В. The influence of K\3 on the surface tilt 
In order to gain a qualitative understanding of the results of section 6.3 we analysed the 
behaviour of low pretilt ECB cells at low voltages. Then the surface tilt
 а
 is small. It 
follows that the total free energy up to second order in 0S is given by 
F = ]—^K
n
q2d + С
 Р
2
 - 2С
в р я
 + [С, - (A'„ + 2A 1 3 )gtan (qd/2)} ¿>Д (6.41) 
a 
where q is related to the applied voltage by 
V = A " qd. (6.42) 
\| ε0(ε| | - e±) 
Minimizing F with respect to 0S gives the following expression for 6S: 
a
 =
 Ç^P 
s
 Ce-{Kn+2Ki3)qUn(qd/2y 
(6.43) 
Clearly
 а
 increases with K\3, in accordance with the results of section 6.3. The term linear 
in
 в
 in (6.41) does not appear when θ
ρ
 = 0. Then the surface tilt 9S will become non-zero 
when the coefficient of the quadratic term in (6.41) becomes negative. Consequently the 
Freédericksz transition is only sharp when θ
ρ
 = 0. The threshold for the Freédericksz 
transition follows from 
cot ( ^ / 2 ) = ^ " + ^ 4 (6.44) 
The strong anchoring value threshold voltage corresponds to qd = π, which is found in the 
limit C$d/(Ku + 2Л'із) —• со. We infer that the parameter C$d/K, where К is a typical 
elastic constant, determines the strength of the anchoring. This can also be understood 
from a purely dimensional argument, as the ratio between the anchoring term and the 
elastic terms is equal to C$d/K within a factor of the order of unity. 
A similar analysis can be made of the high-voltage behaviour. If 0S deviates slightly 
from TT/2 then the total free energy can be expanded in the difference π/2 — 08: 
С
е
со5%-С
в
зт(2
 р
)(^- ^ 
+ [( А'зэ - 2Kl3)q tanh (qd/2) - Ce cos(20p)] ( ^ - 0.) , (6.45) 
where q is related to the applied voltage by 
V = K™ qd. (6.46) 
\ £о(ец - ei) 
Minimizing F with respect to 0S gives the following expression for а: 
»*_ C,sin(2g„)/2 
5
 2 (A'33-2A1 3)<?tanh(9d/2)-C9cos(2élp) ' l " ' 
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Clearly 9S decreases with Λ'13, in accordance with the results of section III. The term linear 
in Θ, in (6.45) does not appear when 0P = 0, i.e. when the anchoring energy has a maximum 
at Θ, = π/2. Then the surface tilt Θ, will become equal to π/2 when the coefficient of the 
quadratic term in (6.45) becomes positive. Consequently there is a saturation transition 
only when Op = 0. The threshold for this saturation transition follows from 
coth(çd/2) = ^ з з - г Д Г і з
 q ( 6 4 8 ) 
Ce 
In case of strong anchoring, i.e. in the limit Сва/(К
ЗЭ
 — 2Кіз) —• СО, this equation has no 
solution. This means that in the limit of strong anchoring there is no saturation transition 
at a finite voltage. We want to emphasize that the Rapini-Papoular approximation of the 
anchoring energy is only correct when the surface tilt angle deviates slightly from the pretilt 
angle. The results for the saturation regime can therefore only be qualitatively correct. 
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Chapter 7. 
Solution of the Oldano-Barbero paradox" 
A B S T R A C T 
The appearance of the splay-bend elastic constant ΛΊ 3 in the 
theory of elasticity of nematic liquid crystals causes a seri­
ous problem. This problem is known as the Oldano-Barbero 
paradox. The approaches of Barbero et al, Faetti and Perga-
menshchik for solving this paradox are analyzed in view of 
two starting points of the continuum theory. The analysis 
clearly shows the imperfections of their treatments. In order 
to remedy these imperfections a proposal is made to elimi­
nate the paradox in accordance with the assumptions of the 
continuum theory. The solution requires a modiñeation of 
the surface free energy density, namely the derivatives of the 
director field normal to the surface must be excluded. 
* Submitted by S. Stallinga and G. Vertogen to Physical Review E. 
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7.1. Introduction 
The influence of the surface on the equilibrium director field of a liquid crystal is repre-
sented by the boundary conditions. There are two kinds of boundary conditions, one kind 
pertaining to strong anchoring of the liquid crystal at the surface, and the other kind to 
weak anchoring of the liquid crystal at the surface. The boundary conditions for strong 
anchoring are fixed, i.e. the director field is assumed to be fixed along a certain preferential 
direction. The boundary conditions for weak anchoring on the other hand, follow from the 
minimization of the total free energy, which is the sum of a bulk part and a surface part. 
Thus, weak anchoring involves the contribution of surface elasticity to the surface free en-
ergy. A serious problem, however, arises with the incorporation of surface elastic terms, 
notably the splay-bend term. Then the continuum theory appears to lead to a disconti-
nuity of the director field at the boundaries. This result is known as the Oldano-Barbero 
paradox (OB-paradox) [1]. 
Two ways of approach have been proposed for solving this paradox. The first is due to 
Barbero et al [2,3] and Faetti [4,5] and the second to Pergamenshchik [6]. Both approaches 
do not turn out to be entirely satisfactory. The first allows for a large variation of the 
director field in a microscopically thin region near the boundary and thus violates a starting 
point of the continuum theory. The second one does not describe an equilibrium situation, 
as the total torque is unequal to zero. 
The aim of the present paper is to solve the OB-paradox by combining the attractive 
features of the existing treatments and removing their unattractive ones. The paper is 
organized in the following way. In section 7.2 the necessary conditions are discussed for the 
validity of the approximated elastic free energy. The OB-paradox is discussed in section 7.3. 
The two mentioned solutions are analyzed in sections 7.4 and 7.5, followed by a discussion 
in section 7.6. Finally section 7.7 contains the main conclusions. 
7.2. Conditions for the validity of the approximated elastic free 
energy 
The elastic contribution to the free energy Fe\ is defined as the increase of the free energy 
due to the spatial variations of the director field: 
Fel = jdVfd, (7.1) 
where f¿ is the deformation free energy density, which can be expressed as a series expansion 
in the spatial derivatives of the director field n ( r ) . Usually f¿ is approximated by an 
expression which only contains terms with low order spatial derivatives. Consequently Fe\ 
can be written as 
Fe\ = Fapp + R, (7.2) 
where F a p p is the approximate elastic free energy based upon the approximated f¿ and R 
is the result of the remaining higher order terms. The approximation is valid provided that 
I^PPI > |Д|- (7.3) 
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This means that two necessary conditions must be satisfied: 
(i) The deformation of the director field must be small, or mathematically: 
L > a, (7.4) 
where L is the smallest wavelength of the relevant Fourier components of the director field 
and a the average intermolecular distance. Condition (7.4) is necessary for the validity 
of (7.3), as can be seen by estimating the order of magnitude of the different terms. Con­
sider to that end a term in /a containing к spatial derivatives. Each spatial derivative d
a 
introduces a factor L_1. The A:-th order elastic constant can be expected to be of the order 
Uak, where U is of the order of an intermolecular interaction energy divided by the average 
volume per molecule. Then the considered term is of the order U(a/L)k, implying that the 
higher order terms cannot be neglected if L ~ a. 
(ii) The approximated elastic free energy must have a minimum, i.e. there must be a finite 
energy Fmin such that 
Fapp > i^ min. (7.5) 
This condition follows directly from the apparent stability of nematic liquid crystals. 
7.3. The Oldano-Barbero paradox 
The usual approximation of the elastic free energy density consists of all terms containing 
two spatial derivatives. The deformation free energy density can then be expressed as the 
sum of the Frank free energy density [7]: 
Л = ^ i i ( V • n ) 2 + l-Ki2 [n • (V χ n ) ] 2 + iffcs [η χ (V χ η ) ] 2 , (7.6) 
and the additional divergence terms [8]: 
d
a
U = 1-(I<22 + K2i)V • [(n • V ) n - n ( V · n)] 
+ t f 1 3 V - [ n ( V - n ) ] . (7.7) 
Here Ku, -^22, K33, -^ 24 and ΑΊ3 are the elastic constants for splay, twist, bend, saddle-
splay and splay-bend, respectively. According to Gauss' theorem the divergence terms 
only contribute to the surface free energy density. Therefore, these terms are called surface 
terms. The elastic free energy can now be written as the sum of a bulk part, containing 
the three Frank terms, and a surface part, containing the two new terms: 
F* = JdVfb + jdSf„ (7.8) 
with 
/s = p
a
f*
a
, (7.9) 
where ρ is a unit vector perpendicular to the surface, pointing outwards. 
An important step for solving the OB-paradox appears to be a decomposition of the 
surface free energy density f
e
 in two terms. The first term /¡¡ц relates to the derivatives 
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of the director field that are tangential to the surface, whereas the second term Лх only 
concerns the derivatives normal to the surface. Thus 
Λ = Лц + Лх, (7.10) 
where Л|| only depends on t\ßdpna and Í2/?d/jna, with t , and i2 two orthonormal vectors 
tangential to the surface: 
ЛіІ = ¿(#22 + Ku)p • ((n • V)n - n ( V · n)) 
+ K13(p • n) (V · η - ρ • (ρ · V)n) 
= -(#22 + #2·») 5Z С"»Ру - Ραί
η
)η
α
ί,ρδβΠ
Ί 
¿
 1=1,2 
+ Α'13 5 1 napattßt,ydßn^, (7.11a) 
1=1,2 
and Λ J. o n l y depends on ρρ3ρη
α
: 
Λ ι = # і з ( р · n)p • (ρ • V ) n 
= Κΐ3η
α
ρ
α
ρβρ
Ί
δβη
Ί
. (7.11b) 
As to the contribution due to externally applied fields, only a magnetic field will be 
considered. The magnetic contribution to the free energy density can be written as 
Ft mag JdVfm, (7.12) 
with the magnetic free energy density f
m
 given by 
U = ~l—{B-n)\ (7.13) 
where Δ χ is the magnetic anisotropy, that is assumed to be positive for reasons of conve­
nience, μο the permeability in vacuum and В the magnetic field. 
The contribution to the free energy due to the interaction of the liquid crystal with 
the surrounding material is called the anchoring energy. It can be expressed as the surface 
integral 
F
andi = JdSa, (7.14) 
where the anchoring free energy density is usually supposed to be of the Rapini-Papoular 
form [9]: 
а = -\с{П-п)\ (7.15) 
with Π a unit vector along the so-called easy direction and С the anchoring constant. 
The total free energy can thus be expressed as 
" — -*el τ "mag I * anch 
= JdV(fb + f
m
) + JdS(a + f
s
). (7.16) 
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Strong anchoring can be described in the limit of an infinite anchoring constant C. Then 
the equilibrium director field can be found by minimizing the bulk part of (7.16) under the 
constraint that η = ±Π at the boundary. 
In order to determine the equilibrium director field in the general case of weak anchoring, 
the total free energy (7.16) must be minimized using a variational procedure. The director 
field is parametrized by two angles, the tilt angle θ(τ) and the twist angle ф(г): 
п(т) = (sin θ(τ) cos φ{τ), sin θ(τ) sin φ(τ), cos θ(τ )). (7.17) 
In the case of strong anchoring only variations δθ and δφ that vanish at the boundary need 
to be considered, as the director field at the boundary is assumed to be fixed along the easy 
direction. In the case of weak anchoring, on the other hand, more general variations δθ 
and δφ must be considered. Now variations at the boundaries must be taken into account 
as well. The variation in the total free energy can thus be expressed as 
+ 
6 F
= Σ ldV 
х=е,Ф 
Σ Ju 
a j. J 
du 
dx + 
діъ 
dx 
[\дх αχ 
6x+{Mx)SdßX. 
6X + ( ^ Т " ) 6d0X \ddpxj (7.18) 
Using Gauss' theorem it follows that 
Пт)^-Ы&*)-Ыт)'* 
-fönm'x-J' 
ддрх '
iV
*{m)'* (7.19) 
Then the variation in the free energy can be written as 
: £ SàV i911" ' dfb 
х=е,Ф
 J 
+ 
6F dx+ii~dß\dtx) 6χ 
+ Σ JàS 
—a J. J 
da dfb 
¿X 
х=в.Ф 
dh 
дд0х 
δδβχ. (7.20) 
Next it is important to realize that the last term on the right hand side of (7.20) can 
be partly incorporated into the other surface term on the right hand side of (7.20). To 
that end the two Gaussian coordinates q\ and q^, that label all points on the surface, 
are introduced. The dependence of the surface coordinates on the Gaussian coordinates, 
ζ
α
(4ΐι?2)ι is chosen such that the two orthonormal vectors t , and t3 can be expressed as 
dx 
tia = -^
L
, with ¿ = 1,2. (7.21) 
dqi1 
Using the chain rule: 
dqi 
(7.22) 
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and the expression for the Kronecker tensor 
Saß = ¿2 t,at,ß + papß, (7.23) 
which follows from the orthonormality of tx, t2 and p , it follows that 
ддрх J ддрх \^2 
Σ UßUß + ΡβΡμ. ) bdßx 
=1,2 
dh\\ сдх 
+
І
а8р
»дй
8рЛх
' 
(7.24) 
for χ = θ,φ. 
Now the relevance of the decomposition (7.10) becomes clear. Namely the first term on 
the right hand side of (7.24) can be incorporated into the second term on the right hand 
side of (7.20) by means of a partial integration, whereas the second term can not. Using 
dS = J(q1,q2)dqidqi, (7.25) 
where J{q\,qi) is the Jacobian, and assuming that the surface is closed or that 60 and δφ 
vanish at infinity in case the surface extends to infinity, it follows that 
<9Λ| dSx J^s/^ir-h^s/^-'mt 
Sx =
-/d<?id92,g2¿K'92)<·^. 
=
- / d s s ¿ ¡ ) í 4 , f l " K ' f t ) ^ ] í x ' 
for χ = θ, φ. The variation in the total free energy (7.20) can thus be expressed as 
(7.26) 
»-ъ^-к+ъАт) 
х=»,Ф 
+ 
Sx 
Ç / d 5 \ } τ . + ρ β — + · 
х=е,Ф 
[дх ддрх οχ 
-У
 1 
*\βΟμ J{4u42)Uß dL· 
ддрх 
Sx 
+£jisi»ltha'*' (7.27) 
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Expressions for the variation in the total free energy similar to (7.27) can also be derived 
using tensor calculus in a general curvilinear coordinate frame [6] or using Stokes' theorem 
[10]. 
The third term on the right hand side of (7.27) is solely due to the appearance of the 
surface term of the splay-bend type, i.e. it does not contain the elastic constant K24 but 
only the elastic constant K13, as can be seen from equations (7.11). This result has also 
been derived in refs. [3,6]. Clearly, the functional F is extremal if the tilt and twist angle 
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations: 
( dfh\ _dfb_ 
\ddßx) дх 
дх 
= 0, (7.28) 
for χ = θ, φ, and the boundary conditions: 
да_ д/ъ df
a 
οχ
 Pßdd0x οχ 
- Σ 
1 
tíu^Ubft) '" J(4iìQ2%0 dL· 
ддрх 
= 0, 
Pß 
дд0х 
= 0, 
(7.29a) 
(7.29b) 
for χ = θ,φ. The second boundary condition, which is a consequence of taking into 
account the К\з term, leads to the Oldano-Barbero paradox [1]. 
Consider for example the geometry with boundaries at χ = 0 and χ = d, an easy-axis 
Π = cos#pê2 + sinöpêz, and a magnetic field В = Bèx. This geometry is called the 
splay-bend geometry. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that K\\ = Ä33 = K, and that 
the director field only depends on the tilt angle Θ, which itself only depends on the χ 
coordinate. Then the free energy is given by 
Jo \2 2 μ0 J 
+ ^ C s i n 2 [0(0) - Op] + ^Csin 2 [0(d) - θ
ρ
] 
+ i# 1 3 sin [20(d)] e\d) - itf138in [20(0)] 0'(O), (7.30) 
and the Euler-Lagrange equation is 
Κθ"+^^- sino cos 6» = 0. 
μα 
(7.31) 
The various solutions are characterized by two arbitrary integration constants, as the Euler-
Lagrange equation is a second order ordinary differential equation. Both boundaries involve 
two boundary conditions, adding to a total of four boundary conditions: 
^Csin [20(d) - 20p] + {K + K13 cos [20(d)]} e'(d) = 0, (7.32a) 
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-Csin [20(0) - 20p] - {A' + Л'ізcos [20(0)]} 0'(O) = 0, 
-Kl3 sin [20(d)] = 0, 
АГіз sin [20(0)] = 0. 
(7.32b) 
(7.32c) 
(7.32d) 
These four boundary conditions originate from the four degrees of freedom of the surface 
free energy, namely 0(0), 0(d), 0'(O) and 0'(d). However, the Euler-Lagrange equation only 
allows for two degrees of freedom, because of the two arbitrary integration constants. In 
general a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation that satisfies all four boundary conditions 
does not exist. 
Apparently, the director field that minimizes the free energy cannot be found by vari­
ational calculus. It can even be shown that the free energy has no minimum. To that end 
a particular director field is considered, namely: 
( ! ) " • 
ι 
θη(χ) = θ
ά
 + β 
where η is a large positive integer. The Frank free energy of the field is given by 
J> (Г' Jo 2 2 <P 
1 Κ β2 η2 
~ 2 d2 2n - 1 
1 Κ β2 
The clastic contribution of the splay-bend term reads 
\l<l3 {sin [ 2 З Д ] ffn{d) - sin [20π(Ο)] Θ'Μ) « Kl3Sif™d)ßr 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 
(7.35) 
(7.36) 
(7.37) 
The magnetic and anchoring energy remain finite for all n. Clearly, the free energy for 
large η is given by 
2A-13sm(20d)' 
'
n
" 4 d2 1 + Κβ 
Choosing β such that 
A- I 3sin(20d) /3<O, 
2|/JT13sin(2fld)| \ß\< 
К 
it follows that 
In the limit η —»· со it also holds that 
lim F
n
 = —oo. 
n—*cc 
lim θ
η
{χ) = { 
η—ЮО I h 
if 0 < ι < d, 
if χ = d. 
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(7.38) 
(7.39a) 
(7.39b) 
(7.40) 
(7.41) 
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Clearly, the director field with a free energy diverging to minus infinity has a discontinuity 
at χ = d. This discontinuity is referred to as the Oldano-Barbero boundary discontinuity. 
The OB-discontinuity also appears in the general case where the Euler-Lagrange equa­
tions are a pair of coupled second order partial differential equations. The boundary 
discontinuity is attended by a free energy that diverges to minus infinity. This divergence 
is caused by the dependence of the surface term /
s
j . on the derivative of the director field 
normal to the surface [6]. 
The OB-paradox boils down to the appearance of a discontinuity in a theory that is 
based upon the absence of large deformations. Evidently the elastic free energy cannot 
be approximated by the five terms containing two spatial derivatives of the director field. 
The second criterion for the validity of the approximation is not met, i.e. there is no lower 
bound of the free energy. Finally, we mention that a variety of different ways of analyzing 
the OB-paradox can be found in [11]. 
7.4. The Faetti approach 
Faetti's approach for solving the OB-paradox is in the line of Barbero et al. [2,3]. These 
last authors solved the OB-paradox by introducing one single higher order elastic term, 
namely a term quadratic in the second order derivatives of the director field. Then the 
resulting Euler-Lagrange equations are differential equations of fourth order. Consequently 
four arbitrary integration constants specify the different solutions of the Euler-Lagrange 
equation relating to the splay-bend geometry considered in section 7.3. Now the variational 
problem has a well defined solution. It should be remarked that the choice of the particular 
higher order elastic term is ad hoc. Moreover, the combined action of the A'13 term and 
the term introduced by Barbero et al. gives rise to a large variation of the director field 
in a microscopically thin region near the boundary. Such a large variation of the director 
field in a microscopic region near the boundary is called a strong subsurface deformation. 
According to Faetti [4] more higher order terms must be introduced in the approach of 
Barbero et al. [2,3]. For the splay-bend geometry Faetti also finds a strong subsurface de­
formation of the director field. Following Barbero et a]. [12] he states that the macroscopic 
effect of this deformation can not be distinguished from the effect of anchoring forces. In 
a subsequent paper Faetti [5] generalized the approach to arbitrary geometries. According 
to Faetti the effect of the surface term /
s
j_ and of the higher order terms is a strong subsur­
face deformation in any geometry. The only observable macroscopic effect of this strong 
subsurface deformation can be seen as an additional contribution to the anchoring energy. 
Denoting the sum of /
s
j_ and the higher order terms by rF an effective anchoring function 
can be defined by 
σ
Μ
 = σ + TF. (7.42) 
This effective anchoring energy aeff can be approximated after Rapini and Papoular [9] as 
a
e f f
= - i c e f f ( J I e f f - n ) 2 , (7.43) 
where 7Jefr is the effective easy axis and Ce f f the effective anchoring constant. Now the 
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Variation of the free energy can be expressed as 
SF 
Ω J. J 
dV dfm dfb 
-
а
'{ШоУх 
х=»,Ф
 J 
1 
,=i,2 J(.4\, яг) 
дх 
ttuQu 
ддрх οχ 
dL J{qi,qi)ti0 
дддх 
SX- (7.44) 
Consequently the Faetti boundary conditions read 
da
 ι
 dfb
 | 9 / s " 
οχ
 ßddßx οχ 
- Σ 
1 
1 = 1 , 2 ^ ( 9 1 . 9 2 ) 
<?„Д J(qi,42)q,0 dL 
ddpx 
= 0, (7.45) 
for χ-θ,φ. 
It should be emphasized here that the Faetti's approach does not distinguish clearly 
between microscopy and macroscopy. Namely, a macroscopic theory, the continuum theory, 
describes a microscopic phenomenon, the strong subsurface deformation. Thereupon this 
microscopic deformation is interpreted macroscopically in terms of a contribution to the 
anchoring energy. In other words, the strong subsurface deformation is not consistent with 
the first condition for the validity of the approximation of the elastic free energy, stating 
that deformations must be small. 
7.5. The Pergamenshchik approach 
Pergamenshchik [6] assumed that the higher order elastic terms are indeed extremely im­
portant but that their effect can be taken into account in terms of a constraint on the 
director field at the boundaries. Consequently these higher order terms do not appear 
explicitly in the bulk equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions. So the equations 
for the bulk are the original Euler-Lagrange equations (7.28). Pergamenshchik's approach 
boils down to a constraint on the normal derivatives of the surface tilt and twist angles 
appearing in the surface term f
s
±. These normal derivatives can no longer be considered 
as independent variables. Instead they depend on the surface tilt angle 0s(9i,ç2) and the 
surface twist angle ^'(91,92)· 
According to Pergamenshchik the functional dependence of /
β
χ on the surface tilt and 
twist angles can be found by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations (7.28) in terms of 
^
в(9ь92) and ф*(ді,д2), where these surface angles are taken as fixed boundary conditions. 
Next the resulting expression of the director field is used to calculate the normal derivatives 
of the surface angles in order to determine /¡¡j.. In general the dependence of / s i on the 
surface angles is non-local and cannot be given explicitly. In the following the proposal of 
Pergamenshchik for fa± will be denoted as 
ƒ,1 = r({0°(9i, q2), ^(91,92)})- (7.46) 
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The still unknown surface angles are determined by minimizing the total free energy with 
respect to os(çi,ç2) and <j>s{qi,q2)· This minimization requirement can be expressed in the 
form of boundary conditions. The minimization procedure results in 
SF_ 
δχ* 
+ 
dx 
da 
- Σ Μ £ 
х
=е,ф
 J
 Ι
 υ
* 
ί=Λ,Φ
J
 I 
Σ 
+ 
дх '*{Щі)\ 
— + р ^ Ь | ЭЛ|| 
οχ
 pddßx дх + 
δτ_ 
АХ" 
•=1,2 АчъЧ2)иЛ 
J{qu4ï)Up дк 
дд^х 
= 0. (7.47) 
Using the Euler-Lagrange equations (7.28) the Pergamenshchik boundary conditions can 
be expressed as 
da_ dfb д/„ц δτ 
дх
 Pßddßx дх δχ* 
- Σ 
1 
.=1,2 - % Ь 42, 
•q,pdß J(qi,<i2)q,ß Ö/.| ddßX = 0, (7.48) 
for χ = θ,φ. It should be remarked that a similar boundary condition was first postulated 
by Hinov [13]. 
According to Pergamenshchik the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations (7.28) which 
minimizes the approximation of the free energy (7.16) gives rise to a minimum of the true 
free energy. This assumption cannot be tested directly, as explicit expressions for the higher 
order elastic terms are unknown. However, an indirect test is quite possible by examining 
whether the Pergamenshchik approach is in agreement with the requirement for mechanical 
equilibrium. If this condition is not satisfied the proposed director field does not minimize 
the free energy. This test is originally due to Faetti [4]. A general formulation of the test 
is derived in the following. 
A deformed nematic can only sustain its deformation if external forces and torques 
are applied to the nematic. In equilibrium, the forces and torques due to the elastic 
deformation are balanced at each material point by the external forces and torques. There 
are two sources of external torques. 
The first source is the externally applied magnetic field. This field exerta a local torque 
density 
M™* = -ea0yn0J^èo 
μα 
дщ 
(η·Β)(ηχ В) (7.49) 
on the nematic. This magnetic torque density is perpendicular to the plane spanned by the 
magnetic field and the director, i.e. it tends to align the director along the magnetic field. 
In case Δ χ < 0 the tendency will be to align the director perpendicular to the magnetic 
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field The magnetic torque density can also be expressed in terms of the tilt angle θ and 
the twist angle φ as 
м ш ! 4 < е » х п ) + ^ х п ) · (750) 
where eg and еф are two orthonormal vectors perpendicular to η and defined by 
eg = —— = (cos θ cos φ, cos θ sin φ, — sino), (7 51a) 
σθ 
1 *") 
е
ф
= - — = (-sinocos ¿,0) (7 51b) 
sin σ οφ 
The second source is the body on which the nematic is anchored A mechanical surface 
force density fmedl gives rise to a mechanical surface torque density 
M m e c h = τ χ ^ е А (y 53) 
whereas the anchoring gives rise to an anchoring surface torque density 
u da 
= C(n Π){ηχΠ), (7 53) 
or in terms of the tilt angle θ and the twist angle φ 
М-=|(е,хп)
 + ^ ( е , х п ) (7 54) 
The anchoring torque density (7 53) tends to align the surface director along the easy 
direction Π 
In equilibrium, the total externally applied force on the nematic and the total externally 
applied torque on the nematic must be zero Consequently, the equations describing the 
mechanical equilibrium of the nematic are 
ƒ dS fmech = 0, (7 55a) 
ƒ dS Mmech + ƒ dS M m c h + ƒ dV M m a « = 0 (7 55b) 
Besides the torque balance equation (7 55b) refenng to the nematic, similar equations 
must be formulated refenng to the anchoring body According to Newton's third law the 
anchoring body experiences a torque exerted by the nematic This torque M n e m is equal 
in magnitude to the toi que exerted by the anchoring body, but of opposite sign, ι e 
M n = - fdS M m e c h - ƒ dS M a n c h (7 56) 
Clearly this torque on the anchoring body must be balanced by another torque Mex' which 
is mechanically applied to the anchoring body 
M e x t + M n e m _ Q (J 57) 
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Now the relevant equations for the Faetti test can be formed. These equations describe 
the equilibrium of torques of the combined system, i.e. the system consisting of the nematic 
and anchoring body. Using (7.55b), (7.56) and (7.57) it follows that 
/ M
txt
 + / dV M m a « = 0. (7.58) 
An expression for Mext will be derived below in order to test the mechanical equilibrium. 
To that end the combined sytem is subjected to a rotation with infinitesimal angle δω 
around the axis parallel to the unit vector fc. Then the change in the total free energy is 
6F = Μ^δω
α 
(7.59) 
where δω
α
 = δω k
a
. In order to derive an expression for M " ' it must be realized that 
a rotation of the combined sytem over an angle δω around the axis fc is equivalent to a 
rotation of the magnetic field over an angle —δω around the axis fc. Then the change in 
the magnetic field is 
SB
a 
-ε
α
β^δωβΒ-,. (7.60) 
The corresponding change in the Eulerian angles parametrizing the director field can be 
expressed as 
6X =
 îk8Bpi (761) 
where χ is the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations (7.28) and the boundary condi­
tions (7.48). Next the change in the total free energy is calculated in terms of δΒ. For 
that purpose it must be realized that the free energy depends both explicitly and implic­
itly on B. The explicit dependence is brought about by the contributions f
m
 and т. For 
τ depends on the normal derivatives of the surface angles, which follow from the Euler-
Lagrange equations. The implicit dependence is due to the Eulerian angles θ and φ. Using 
equations (7.28) and (7.48) it follows that 
6F: dVË:SB° I 
+ Σ 
+ Σ 
x=«,< 
- Σ 
+ / 
jiV 
/ 
dx 
дт 
dS ^-δΒ
α 
дВ
а 
+д
^-
д0{Ш _9χ дВ
а 
δΒ
α 
/ ά σ dfb 
+ 
1 
¿=l,2^(9b92) 
'•щд
ц 
J(qi,<i2)tiß 
дх 
ддрх 
+ 
δτ 1 αχ" 
¿X9 дВ
а 
δΒ
α 
дт 
- -jdV ε
α0ΊΒβ^-δωα - ΙàS εαβΊΒβ——δωα. (7.62) 
The integrand of the first term on the right hand side can be rewritten using equation (7.13) 
for /
m
 and equation (7.49) for M m a g : 
о df
m
 _ df
m 
(7.63) 
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Then it follows: 
6F = -JdV Μ?-*6ω
α
 - JdS ε
α0ΊΒβ-^8ωα. (7.64) 
Using (7.59) it follows that M* x t satisfies 
дт 
С
1
 + JdV МГе = -JdS ε
αβΊ
Β
β
-^-. (7.65) 
According to the Faetti test equilibrium of torques exists provided that 
¿ = AB„, (7.66) 
where λ is an arbitrary number. Equation (7.66) implies that r only depends on the 
magnitude of B, i.e. τ only depends on B2. 
According to Pergamenshchik the contribution τ to the surface free energy does depend 
on the direction of the magnetic field as well. The reason is the constraint satisfied by the 
normal derivatives of the surface angles. Therefore, his approach does not give rise to a 
director field that minimizes the free energy. 
It should be remarked here that Faetti's approach does not violate the requirement 
for mechanical equilibrium. For his contribution to the surface free energy rF, which 
corresponds to the quantity τ of Pergamenshchik, is a local function of the director field 
only. The independence of rF on the magnetic field implies directly that equation (7.66) is 
satisfied. 
7.6. Discussion 
In the preceding sections it is shown that none of the existing approaches is completely 
satisfying. The essential element in the approach of Barbero et ai [2, 3] and of Faetti 
[4,5] is the strong subsurface deformation, that is not consistent with the requirement of 
small deformations. The approach of Pergamenshchik [6] does not give rise to mechanical 
equilibrium, i.e. the proposed director field does not lead to the minimum of the free energy. 
Despite these imperfections successes have been achieved in describing some experimental 
results. The approach of Barbero et al seems to be useful in the description of so-called 
anchoring transitions [14,15]. Anchoring transitions involve changes in the easy-axis with 
variations in temperature. The variation of this preferential direction as a function of 
temperature is non-analytical at the anchoring transition temperature. The approach of 
Pergamenshchik, on the other hand, seems to be useful in the description of instabilities in 
thin hybrid aligned nematic liquid crystal films [16]. However, these experiments cannot 
be considered conclusive evidence for either approach. 
The approach of Faetti may be reformulated without any reference to strong subsurface 
deformations. This reformulated approach constitutes a solution of the OB-paradox which 
is in agreement with both conditions for the validity of the approximated elastic free 
energy. Basic is the assumption that the bulk elastic free energy can be approximated 
according to Frank [7]. Then the equilibrium equations for the bulk are the Euler-Lagrange 
equations (7.28). Accordingly, strong anchoring can be seen as the limiting case of an 
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infinite anchoring constant, as the anchoring constant only enters the boundary conditions 
and not the equilibrium equations for the bulk. The inclusion of higher order elastic terms, 
as in the theory of Barbero et al [2,3], would result in strong subsurface deformations. 
This is prohibited by the first condition on the validity of the approximated elastic free 
energy, stating that deformations must be small. 
In order to arrive at a well defined solution of the OB-paradox we must require that 
the number of degrees of freedom in the surface free energy must correspond to the order 
of the differential equations for the bulk. For example, consider the case where the Euler-
Lagrange equations are second order ordinary differential equations. Then the number of 
surface degrees of freedom must be equal to the number of arbitrary integration constants 
appearing in the general solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations. In the present case the 
number of boundary conditions (7.29) is not appropriate, as the bulk equations (7.28) are 
differential equations of second order. In order to obtain the correct number of boundary 
conditions an additional constraint on the surface free energy density is needed. The 
superfluous boundary conditions can be removed by assuming that the surface elastic free 
energy density does not depend on the derivative of the director field normal to the surface. 
This means that the surface free energy density f
s
i must be excluded. Now the resulting 
free energy can be minimized using variational calculus, without being confronted with the 
OB-paradox. The inclusion of a term in the surface free energy density, which is linear in 
the normal derivatives of the director field, leads to a free energy that is unbounded from 
below. This is forbidden by the second condition on the validity of the approximated elastic 
free energy, namely the condition that the approximated elastic free energy must have a 
minimum. Taking into account the surface term /8χ in another way, as in the approach of 
Pergamenshchik [6], results in a violation of the requirement of mechanical equilibrium. 
Summarizing, the present proposal is to approximate the elastic free energy by 
Fá = JdVfb + JdSf^ 
= JdV {¿#ii(V • nf + l-K22 [n • (V χ n)]2 + ^А'зз [η χ (V χ η)]2} 
+JdSÍ^{K22 + Κ24)ρ • [(η · V)n - n(V · η)) + Κ13(ρ • η) [V · η - ρ • (ρ · V)n]} . 
(7.67) 
Then the equilibrium equations for the bulk are the Euler-Lagrange equations 
^ddßxj θχ θχ 
for χ = θ, φ, whereas the boundary conditions are 
9,|Й_|ь_^ = 0і (768) 
9σ_ dfb d/8|| 
θχ
 Pßddßx οχ 
—
 l
 я 
tft2
J(9b92) 
for χ = θ,φ. 
ддрх 
: 0, (7.69) 
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7.7. Conclusion 
After a discussion of the OB-paradox the existing approaches for solving this paradox are 
analyzed in view of two starting points of the continuum theory. Namely the deformations 
of the director field must be small and the approximated free energy must have a minimum. 
The present analysis clearly shows the imperfections of the the approaches of Barbero et 
al, Faetti and Pergamenshchik. A reformulation of Faetti's approach is proposed which is 
in agreement with the assumptions of the continuum theory. The proposal boils down to a 
modification of the original form of the surface free energy density, namely the derivatives 
of the director field normal to the surface must be excluded. 
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Chapter 8. 
Field induced transition in non-twisted nematic 
liquid crystals with positive dielectric anisotropy* 
A B S T R A C T 
The director field of a поп-twisted nemätic liquid crystal 
with positive dielectric anisotropy is distorted above a cer-
tain threshold voltage. An analytical criterion is derived for 
deciding whether the distorted state is uniform or periodic in 
the plane parallel to the boundaries. 
'Submitted by S. Stallinga to Journal de Physique II. 
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8.1. Introduction 
Non-twisted nematic liquid crystal cells with planar anchoring conditions at the boundaries 
show a transition to a deformed state when the voltage across the boundaries is raised above 
a certain threshold voltage. The deformed state is either uniform or periodic in the plane 
parallel to the boundaries. The transition to a deformed state that is laterally uniform 
is called a Frederiks-transition. Such a transition is possible provided that the dielectric 
anisotropy of the liquid crystal is positive. The transition to a deformed state that is 
laterally periodic is called a Williams-transition. The periodic distortion is attended by 
convection and ionic charge separation, as shown in Fig. 8.1. The periodic convection cells 
are called Williams-domains. A detailed treatment of the theory of these transitions can 
be found in textbooks on liquid crystals [1,2]. 
The transition changes its character from the Williams-type to the Frederiks-type in 
the limit that the wavelength of the Williams-domains at threshold goes to infinity. In 
this paper an analytical criterion is derived for deciding whether the liquid crystal shows 
a Williams-transition or a Frederiks-transition. This criterion is obtained by studying the 
Williams-transition in the limit of large wavelengths. A similar analysis is done for static 
deformed states in cholesteric liquid crystal cells, which can also be either uniform or 
periodic in the plane parallel to the boundaries [3-5]. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 8.2 the linearized theory of the 
transition to the Williams-domains is summarized. The analytical criterion is derived, 
discussed and compared to experiment in section 8.3. 
8.2. Linearized theory of the Williams-transition 
A nematic is described by the director field n , the velocity field v, the electrostatic potential 
Φ and the electric charge density p. All these quantities depend on the coordinates χ and 
ζ and the time t. The director field is expressed as 
η = (sin 0,0, coso), (8.1) 
where θ is the tilt angle. The liquid crystal is assumed to be incompressible. Then it 
follows [1] that ν can be expressed in terms of the vector A = Aêy: 
ν = Vx A 
= (-dzA,0,dxA). (8.2) 
Derivation with respect to χ is denoted by d
x
, derivation with respect to ζ by д
г
. The 
electrostatic potential is given by 
φ = y£ + φ', (8.3) 
where V is the applied voltage, d the thickness of the cell and Φ' an additional potential. 
Just above threshold θ, A, ρ and Φ' are small. Linearization of the relevant equations 
in these small quantities is then appropriate. The derivation of the linearized equations 
can be found in [1]. The linearized equations read: 
ε ο ε χ ^ Φ ' + е0ецд2
2
Ф' + е0АеЕдг = ρ, (8.4а) 
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f $ ti l· 
\ — / — \ 
Figure 8.1: The top figure shows the convection pattern and the charge distribution of the 
Williams-domains. The convection rolls are indicated in the top figure by the circles. The 
arrows correspond to the direction of the flow. The region of positive charge density is 
indicated by the plus-signs, the region of negative charge density by the minus-signs. The 
bottom figure shows the distorted director field pertaining to the Williams-domains. 
σ
χ
^ Φ ' + а\\д]Ф' + ΔσΕδβ = -ρ, (8.4b) 
a3d
2J - a2d
2J + η2δχΑ + (»/, + η2 + α,)d2 xd¡A + ід4гА - Едгр = 0, (8.4с) 
( α 3 - α2)θ - Кх%0 - К3д2г - ε0ΔεΕ2θ + a3d¡A - агд\А - ε0ΔεΕ3ζΦ' = 0, (8.4d) 
with E = V/d. The dot denotes derivation with respect to time. Equation (8.4a) is 
obtained by linearizing one of Maxwell's equations, equation (8.4b) by linearizing the charge 
continuity equation, equation (8.4c) follows from the linearized Navier-Stokes equations 
and equation (8.4d) is the linearized equation of motion for the director. Inertial and 
magnetic effects are not taken into account. The appearing material constants are the 
perpendicular and parallel dielectric constants ε± and ец, and the conductivities a¡_ and 
«Гц, respectively, the elastic constants for splay K\ and bend А'з, and the viscosities а
ь
 a2, 
аз, //ι and η2. The two Miesowicz-coefficients [6,7] щ and η2 can be expressed in terms of 
the Leslie-coefficients [8] α 1 ( a2, a3, a4, a 5 and as: 
r/, = І ( а 4 + Q5 - a 2 ) , (8.5a) 
η2 = ¿(<*4 + a6 + аз). (8.5b) 
The six Leslie-coefficients are related by [9] 
<*2 + a 3 = a 6 - a 5 . (8.6) 
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The dielectric anisotropy Δε = ец — ε±. is assumed to be positive, the conductive anisotropy 
Δ σ = ац — σ ι may be either positive or negative. The boundary conditions are 
0(O,z,t) = 9(d,z,t) = O, (8.7a) 
Φ'(Ο,ζ,ί) = Φ ' Κ Μ ) = 0, (8.7b) 
d
x
A(0,z,t) = d
x
A(d,z,t) = 0, (8.7c) 
д
г
А(0, ζ, t) = d,A(d, z, t) = 0. (8.7d) 
Equations (8.4) have the exponentially growing solutions 
θ(χ,ζ,ί) = 0
m
( x ) c o s ( b ) e x p ( r f ) , (8.8a) 
A(x, z, t) = A
m
(x) cos(kz) ехр(П), (8.8b) 
Φ'(χ,ζ,ί) = Ф
т
( і ) з і п ( Ь ) е х р ( Г і ) , (8.8c) 
p(x,z,t) = />
m
(z)sin(fc2)exp(ri), (8.8d) 
with к = 2π/λ being the magnitude of the wavevector of the periodic distortion. The 
amplitudes
 т
(х), A
m
(x), Ф
т
(х) and p
m
{x) satisfy the ordinary differential equations 
ε0εχ.Φ"η - е0е\\к
2
Ф
т
 - е0АеЕк т = pm, (8.9a) 
σ
χ
Φ ΐ - ацА:
2
Ф
т
 - АаЕк
 т
 = -Т
Рт
, (8.9b) 
а3Г " + а2к
2
Т + гцА^ - (і?і + Щ + аг)к2АІ + щк*А
т
 + Екр
т
 = 0, (8.9с) 
( а 3 - а2) т - Л\<С - (εοΔεΕ 2 - К3к2) т + а3А'т + а2к2Ат - е0АеЕкФт = 0, (8.9d) 
and the boundary conditions 
MO) = Μ«0 = o. (8-10a) 
Ф
т
(0) = Ф
т
( а ) = 0, (8.10b) 
ÁJ0) = Ám(d) = 0, (8.10c) 
Л»(0) = A
m
(d) = 0. (8.10d) 
The primes are a shorthand for derivation with respect to x. Equations (8.9) and boundary 
conditions (8.10) have a non-trivial solution for certain discrete values of Г, the eigenvalues. 
If all eigenvalues are negative, small variations in Θ, A, V or ρ around their equilibrium 
values decay to zero. If the highest eigenvalue Г
т м
 exceeds zero small disturbances grow 
instead of decay. Clearly the condition for the onset of the distortion is: 
r
m
ax = 0. (8.11) 
The applied voltage V — Ed as a function of the wavelength λ = 2ir/k follows from solving 
equation (8.11). Minimizing V(\) with respect to λ gives the wavelength at threshold X
c 
and the threshold voltage V
c
. The problem of solving Г
т а х
 as a function of V and A has 
been dealt with numerically by Penz [10]. It should be remarked that the linearized theory 
is only valid just above threshold. The non-linear theory is required for a satisfactory 
description of the growth of the deformation and the selection of the final wavelength. 
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8.3. The limit of large wavelengths 
In order to derive an analytical expression for the function V(X) for the case Δε > 0 in 
the limit of large А, Γ can be set equal to zero in (8.9), for only the threshold properties 
of the nematic are relevant. Then the following differential equations are obtained: 
е 0 е±Ф^ - £o£||fc2*m - е0&еЕк т = pm, (8.12a) 
а±ф'т - афЧт - АаЕк т = 0, (8.12b) 
щА2 - (m +ηι + аі)к2АІ + щк*А
т
 + Екр
т
 = О, (8.12с) 
К
г
 "
т
 + (ε0ΑεΕ2 - K3k2) т - a3Á'm - a2k2Am + е0АеЕкФт = 0. (8.12d) 
Equations (8.12) and boundary conditions (8.10) constitute an eigenvalue problem as well. 
The eigenvalues are the discrete values of E, which allow for a non-trivial solution. The 
threshold voltage V(X) is related to the lowest eigenvalue Επύη according to 
V{\) = E^d. (8.13) 
The threshold voltage only depends on the material parameters and on the ratio X/d as 
follows from rewriting equations (8.12) in terms of dimensionless quantities. It follows 
that the minimum threshold voltage V
c
 is independent of the cell thickness d and that the 
corresponding wavelength A
c
 is a linear function of the cell thickness d. 
The threshold voltage in the limit of large wavelengths can be expressed as 
ζ- = 1 + V2(kd)2 + К ( Ы ) 4 + . . . , (8.14) 
where Vjj. = πψΚι/εοΔε is the Frederiks-threshold voltage. The sign of the coefficient 
Vi determines the character of the transition, provided that the coefficient V\ > 0. The 
threshold voltage is minimal for an infinite wavelength when V-i > 0, whereas it is minimal 
for a finite wavelength when V2 < 0· Thus the transition is of the Frederiks-type when 
Vi > 0 and of the Williams-type when V2 < 0. It should be remarked that equation (8.14) 
resembles the Landau-expansion for second-order phase transitions [11]. Here к is the 
'order-parameter', that describes the 'transition' from the uniform 'Frcderiks-phase' to the 
periodic 'Williams-phase'. The material parameter values for which the 'order-parameter' 
к goes to zero, i.e. for which V¡ = 0, are often referred to in the literature as 'Lifshitz-points 
in parameter space' [12]. 
The expression for the coefficient V-¡ in terms of the material parameters is obtained by 
solving the equations (8.12) and the boundary conditions (8.10) up to second order in k, 
i.e. the expansions 
Pm = Po + Pik + p2k2 + . . . , 
Ф
т
 = Ф0 + Фі* + Ф2*
г
 + . · · , 
A
m
 = Ao+Alk + A2k
2
 + ..., 
т
 =
 0 + гк + 2к
2
 + ..., 
E = E0 + Exk + E2k
2
 + ..., 
(8.15a) 
(8.15b) 
(8.15c) 
(8.15d) 
(8.15e) 
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are substituted in (8.12) and (8.10). The resulting equations are solved in the appendix. 
Here only the critical field E is given up to second order in k. This quantity can be 
expressed as 
E = q 
Кг Ρ 
ε 0 Δ ε q 
Κι 
ε 0 Δε Κι <тх \ π
2 / 7/2 \σχ Δε / 
with q = n/d. It follows that the threshold voltage for к = 0 is given by 
Kh = T 
ε 0 Δ ε ' 
(8.16) 
(8.17) 
i.e. is equal to the threshold voltage of the Frederiks-transition Vf
r
. The parameter V2 in 
equation (8.14) can now be expressed as 
V2 = 2тг2 
Кг Ασ 
Κι aL M ) -
\ π ν τ?2 
It follows that Williams-domains appear provided that 
Δε 
K
x
 σ± V W 
Δ<τει 
σ
χ
 Δε 
\ 7Г λ/2 σχ 
Consequently, if the liquid crystal material constants satisfy the inequality 
Кз Δ σ Λ 8 
ti σχ V π'/ r/2 
the condition for the appearance of Williams-domains can be written as 
Δε Δσ 
— < 
ε
χ
 σ ± 
\ π*) 7/2 
V 7Г 7/2 Ä ! 
A g -
σχ 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
(8.21) 
Clearly, the appearance of Williams-domains is promoted by a small dielectric anisotropy 
Δε, a small ratio K3/K1, a large positive or negative ratio аз/7/2, a large positive conductive 
anisotropy Δ σ when аз/7/2 > 0 and a large negative conductive anisotropy Δ σ when 
03/7/2 < 0. This is in agreement with the observation of electrohydrodynamic instabilities 
in nematics with a small positive dielectric anisotropy [13-15]. It also agrees with the 
numerical results of Penz [10]. Values of the ratio Δε/εχ and of the ratio Δσ/σχ for which 
the field induced transition is of the Williams-type are indicated in Fig. 8.2. 
If inequality (8.20) is not satisfied the condition for the appearance of Williams-domains 
has a different form. In case α3Ασ/η2 < 0 the condition for the appearance of Williams-
domains can be expressed as 
Δε Δ σ 
— > 
ε
χ
 σχ 
V 7Г 2/ 7)7 
V τ V τ/2 Αι σχ 
(8.22) 
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Δσ/σι. 
Figure 8.2: The dotted region represents the values for the relative conductive anisotropy 
Δσ/σχ and the relative dielectric anisotropy Δ ε / ε ι for which the field induced transition 
is of the Williams-type. The elastic constants and viscosities were taken to be the elastic 
constants and viscosities of 5CB at room temperature. The elastic constants are K\ = 6.65 
pN and Kz — 8.95 pN [16]. The viscosities are аз = —12.9 mPas and щ — 22.9 mPas 
[17,18]. 
whereas, in case α ^ Δ σ / ^ > 0, the condition reads 
Δε > 0. (8.23) 
Concluding, an analytical criterion can be derived for deciding whether a Frederiks-
transition or a Williams-transition occurs in a non-twisted nematic liquid crystal with pos­
itive dielectric anisotropy. The criterion is in agreement with experimental and numerical 
results in the literature. Finally, it should be noted that the presently used methods can­
not be applied to the case of negative dielectric anisotropy, as a Frederiks-transition is not 
possible in that case, i.e. the threshold voltage diverges in the limit of large wavelengths. 
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Appendix 
The linearized equations of order zero in к are 
ε0ε±ΦΟ' = po, (8.24a) 
σ
χ
Φ 0 ' = 0, (8.24b) 
V2Á¿" = 0, (8.24с) 
1<Х + е0АеЕ% 0 - a3Á¿ = 0, (8.24d) 
Equations (8.24а) and (8.24b) immediately lead to 
po = 0. (8.25a) 
The solution of equation (8.24b) can be found by integration: 
where β\ and βι are two arbitrary integration constants, which can be solved with the aid 
of boundary conditions (8.10b). Then it follows that β\ = βι — 0, i-e. 
Φο = 0. (8.25b) 
The solution of equation (8.24c) can also be found by integration: 
Λο = 7i + 72 x + 7з x2 + 74 x3· 
Here 7i, 7 2 , 73 and 74 are four arbitrary integration constants. Boundary conditions (8.10c) 
and (8.10d) give rise to 71 = 72 = 73 = 74 = 0, i.e. 
Аэ = 0. (8.25c) 
The solution of equation (8.24d) is 
θ0 = Cosin(<7x) + Dç,cos(qx), 
with Co and i ) 0 arbitrary constants and with 
q = Eo/ìjKi/εοΑε. 
It follows from boundary conditions (8.10d) that Do = 0 and q = π/d, i.e. 
θ0 = C0sin(<7x), (8.25d) 
and 
E
° = іЩ-е
 (8
-
25e) 
The equations of first order in к can be obtained using solutions (8.25): 
εοεχΦΪ - εοΔεΕ0θ0 = ρλ, (8.26a) 
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σχ
Φ Ϊ - Δ σ Ε
ο
0
ο
 = 0. (8.26Ь) 
mÁ¡" = 0, (8.26с) 
Ιύθ'ί + eoAeEfa + 2ε0ΑεΕ0Ε1θ0 - a3Á¡ = 0. (8.26d) 
Equations (8.26a) and (8.26b) immediately give 
' Δ σ Δε> 
.σχ ε±. 
Ρ\ = £ο£± ( ) EoCo siníqx). (8.27a) 
V σι ε ι / 
Equation (8.26b) can be solved by integration. Taking into account boundary condi­
tions (8.10b) the following solution is found: 
Λ/τ Ρ 
<¡>l = -??L?2.Cosm{qx). (8.27b) 
σ± q
2 
The solution of (8.26c) that satisfies boundary conditions (8.10c) and (8.10d) is 
Аг = 0, (8.27c) 
in analogy with equation (8.24c). Equation (8.26d) can be written as 
К + q\ = -2-^-C0sin(9x). 
•bo 
The general solution of this equation is 
θι = -¡ς—Co x cos(qx) + Ci sin(ça:) + Di cos(qx), 
Eo 
with Ci and Di arbitrary constants. Boundary conditions (8.10a) lead to D\ = 0 and 
Ει = 0. (8.27d) 
Consequently 
θι = Ci sm(qx). (8.27e) 
The equations of second order in к can be obtained using solutions (8.27) and (8.25): 
£o£i$2 ~ ε0ΑεΕ0θι = p 2 , (8.28a) 
σχΦΪ - ΔσΕ0θι = 0, (8.28b) 
щА'г + Εορι = 0, (8.28c) 
Κιθ'ί + ε0ΑεΕ%θ2 + (2ε0ΑεΕ0Ε2 - K3) θ0 - <*зА2' + ε0ΑεΕ0Φι = 0. (8.28d) 
The solutions of equations (8.28a) and (8.28b) are found by analogy with equations (8.26a) 
and (8.26b). The solutions are 
ΑσΕ0„ . , ^ , 
Φί = %Ci sm{qx), (8.29a 
αχ q* 
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p2 = £ο£χ ( ) EQC\ sin(<jrx). 
\ σ ι ε ι / 
(8.29b) 
Equation (8.28c) can be written as 
E0 A2 = рг = -
Kiq2 / Δ σ ε
χ {-^АІ-1)СоВ'тідх)· 
Integration and the boundary conditions (8.10c) and (8.10d) give rise to the solution 
*-&(£2Н«Ч'з(з-і)+*<->: i/2ç* \ σ
χ 
Equation (8.28d) can now be written as 
r3+q% = 
The general solution of this equation is 
1 
K±
 + — -?l f^llL _ A _ 2 2^1 A'i <τχ η2 \ σ χ Δε / E0 
π ть V σ. Δε / 
Co sin(çx) 
02 = - -
2<7 
Κ3 Δ σ ο 3 / Δ σ ε χ 
ΑΊ σ
χ
 7/2 \ σ ± 
_ θ σ χ _
ι
4 _ | 2 
m   ι Δε / β ) 
Coi cos(çx) 
_2_оз / Δ σ ε
χ 
тс
2
 7/2 V σ
χ 
with C 2 and £>2 arbitrary constants. Boundary conditions (8.10a) result in 
Η ~ — ( -τ 1 ) C 0 + C2sin(çx) + D2cos(qx), 
i r r 7/2 \σι Δε / 
and 
^ ^ ^ / Δ σ ε χ , ^ Χ
 0 ) 
irqi η2 \σχ Δε / 
^ + ^ Л М ^ ^ - і ) 
Αι σχ \ π 2 / η2 \ σ χ Δ ε / 
τ«? »?2 \ σ ι Δ ε / 
Εο_ 
2<72 
Then it follows that 
2 α 3 / A c r e i 
7Гд27/2 \ σ
χ 
1 — cos(gx) + 2— cos(çx) 
α 
+ C 2sin(gx). 
(8.29c) 
(8.29d) 
(8.29e) 
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Summary 
This thesis deals with the elastic behaviour of liquid crystals. Liquid crystals have proper­
ties that are intermediate between those of liquids and those of crystals, i.e. they combine 
the fluidity of liquids with the anisotropy of crystals. Three different classes of liquid 
crystals can be distinguished; nematics, which are fluid in all three dimensions, smectics, 
which are solid in one dimension and fluid in the other two, and canonics, which are solid 
in two dimensions and fluid in the third. Elastic forces tend to restore the equilibrium 
state if the perturbation of this state by external forces, such as electric or magnetic forces, 
surface forces, or mechanical forces, is removed. The theory of elasticity is concerned with 
mathematical expressions for the free energy as a function of the elastic deformations. The 
elastic forces can be calculated from these expressions. 
The theory of orientational elasticity is formulated in chapter 2. The local orientation 
of a liquid crystal can be defined due to its anisotropy. In general, this local orientation 
is given by three orthonormal vectors, the directors. Spatial variations of these directors 
give rise to an increase in free energy. The general expression for this additional elastic 
free energy contains 39 bulk elastic constants and 24 surface elastic constants. In case 
of a chiral liquid crystal an additional number of six bulk elastic constants and three 
surface elastic constants appears. The theory of orientational elasticity is the full theory 
of elasticity for nematic liquid crystals. In case of smectic and canonic liquid crystals 
positional elasticity must be taken into account as well, due to the partially solid nature of 
these phases. The theory of elasticity of smectic and canonic liquid crystals is the subject 
of chapter 3. The local position of these materials is given by the displacement field, 
which is defined as the deviation of a material point from its position in the equilibrium 
state. The positional elastic free energy describes the increase of free energy due to spatial 
variations of the displacement field. The expression for this contribution to the elastic 
free energy contains one bulk elastic constant for a smectic and in general six bulk elastic 
constants for a canonic. No surface or chiral elastic constants appear in the positional 
elastic free energy expression. The number of orientational elastic constants is greatly 
reduced due to the coupling between the displacement field and the three orthonormal 
vectors describing the local orientation of the liquid crystal. A general non-chiral smectic 
is described by 16 bulk orientational elastic constants and five surface orientational elastic 
constants, whereas a general non-chiral canonic is described by only three bulk orientational 
elastic constants. The property of chirality introduces one additional bulk orientational 
elastic constant for smectics, whereas it does not introduce additional orientational elastic 
constant for canonics. 
Chapter 4 introduces an approximate description of the elastic behaviour of smectic 
С liquid crystals in order to facilitate the experimental and numerical analysis of these 
materials. The original number of 14 independent elastic parameters is reduced to six in 
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the approximate description. Three parameters are related to deformations of the smectic 
layers. One parameter is associated with the compression and dilatation of the smectic 
layers, the second with the splay of the smectic layer normal, and the third with the 
saddle-splay of the smectic layer normal. This saddle-splay constant is a surface elastic 
constant. The remaining three parameters correspond to deformations of the directors 
perpendicular to the layer normal. One parameter is associated with the splay and bend 
of these directors, whereas the other two are associated with the twist of these directors. 
One of the parameters related to twist deformations is the pitch of the equilibrium helix 
deformation. 
An approximate description of the elastic behaviour of cholesteric liquid crystals, called 
the coarse-grained approximation, is re-examined in chapter 5. This approximation is 
appropriate if the cholesteric pitch is small compared to the length scale of the relevant 
deformations. It appears that the original expression of Lubensky and de Gennes for the 
effective elastic constant for the splay of the helix-axis must be modified. 
A recent problem in the theory of elasticity, the Oldano-Barbero paradox, is investi-
gated in chapters 6 and 7. The Oldano-Barbero paradox deals with the interpretation of 
the splay-bend surface term in the clastic free energy expression of nematic liquid crystals. 
This surface term causes the elastic free energy to be unbounded from below. Therefore, 
the variational procedure to minimize the total free energy is highly problematical. The 
approaches of Pergamenshchik and Faetti for solving this problem are compared experimen-
tally in chapter 6. In case of non-twisted nematic liquid crystal cells the Faetti-approach 
reduces to the Pergamenshchik-approach for the special case of a zero splay-bend surface 
elastic constant. The surface tilt angle as a function of the applied voltage is calculated 
from the measured voltage dependence of the capacitance, and compared to theoretical 
curves calculated within the framework of the Pergamenshchik-approach. Best agreement 
is obtained for values of the splay-bend constant close to zero. A zero value for this con-
stant indicates that the Pergamenshchik-approach is not valid. In chapter 7 the existing 
approaches for solving the Oldano-Barbero paradox are analyzed in view of two starting 
points of the theory of elasticity. These starting points arc the assumptions that deforma-
tions must be small and that the approximated elastic free energy must have a minimum. 
Central in the approaches of Barbero et al. and Faetti is the large variation of the director 
field in a microsopically thin layer near the surface. This is not consistent with the as-
sumption that deformations are small. The approach of Pergamenshchik does not give rise 
to mechanical equilibrium, i.e. his proposal does not lead to the minimization of the free 
energy. A reformulation of Faetti's approach is proposed in agreement with the two basic 
assumptions. Starting from the principle of stability, the part of the splay-bend surface 
term that gives rise to the unboundedness from below of the elastic free energy is excluded. 
Chapter 8 treats the field induced instability in non-twisted nematic liquid crystals with 
positive dielectric anisotropy. Such liquid crystals show a transition to a deformed state 
when the voltage across the boundaries is raised above a certain threshold value, provided 
that they have planar anchoring conditions at their boundaries. The transition is either to 
a state that is uniform in the plane parallel to the boundaries (Frederiks-transition), or to 
a state that is periodic in the plane parallel to the boundaries (Williams-transition). The 
transition changes its character from the Williams-type to the Frederiks-type in the limit 
of an infinite wavelength of the lateral modulation. By studying the Williams-transition 
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for large wavelengths, an analytical criterion can be derived for deciding whether the liquid 
crystal shows a Williams-transition or a Frederiks-transition. It appears that a Williams-
transition occurs, provided that the dielectric anisotropy satisfies a certain inequality. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift behandelt het elastisch gedrag van vloeibare kristallen. Vloeibare kristallen 
hebben eigenschappen inliggend tussen de eigenschappen van vloeistoffen en die van kristal-
len, d.w.z. ze combineren de vloeibaarheid van vloeistoffen met de anisotropie van kristallen. 
Drie klassen van vloeibare kristallen kunnen onderscheiden worden; nematica, die in alle 
drie dimensies vloeibaar zijn, smectica, die in één dimensie vast zijn en in de andere twee 
vloeibaar, en canonica, die in twee dimensies vast zijn en in de derde vloeibaar. Elasti-
sche krachten drijven een systeem terug naar zijn evenwichtstoestand, als de verstoring 
van deze toestand door externe krachten, zoals elektrische of magnetische krachten, op-
pervlaktekrachten, of mechanische krachten, wordt opgeheven. De elasticiteitstheorie geeft 
wiskundige uitdrukkingen voor de vrije energie als functie van de elastische vervormingen. 
Met behulp van deze uitdrukkingen kunnen de elastische krachten berekend worden. 
De theorie van orientationele elasticiteit wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 2. De lokale 
oriëntatie van een vloeibaar kristal kan gedefinieerd worden d.m.v. de anisotropie van 
het vloeibaar kristal. In het algemeen wordt de lokale oriëntatie van het vloeibaar kristal 
gegeven door drie orthonormale vectoren, de directoren. Ruimtelijke variaties van deze 
directoren geven aanleiding tot een toename in de vrije energie. De algemene uitdrukking 
voor deze elastische vrije energie bevat 39 buik-elastische constanten en 24 opppervlakte-
elastische constanten. In het geval van een chiraal vloeibaar kristal moet een extra aantal 
van zes bulk elastische constanten en drie opppervlakte-elastische constanten in beschouw-
ing genomen worden. De theorie van orientationele elasticiteit is de volledige elasticiteits-
theorie voor nematica. Aangezien smectica en canonica gedeeltelijk vast zijn moet posi-
tionele elasticiteit ook in ogenschouw genomen worden bij het opstellen van de elasticiteits-
theorie van deze fasen. De elasticiteitstheorie van smectica en canonica is het onderwerp 
van hoofdstuk 3. De lokale positie van het smecticum of canonicum wordt gegeven door het 
verplaatsingsveld, dat gedefinieerd is als de afwijking van een materieel punt van zijn even-
wichtspositie. De positionele elastische vrije energie geeft de toename van de vrije energie 
t.g.v. ruimtelijke variaties van het verplaatsingsveld. De uitdrukking voor deze bijdrage 
aan de elastische vrije energie bevat één elastische constante voor een smecticum en in het 
algemeen zes voor een canonicum. Er zijn geen oppervlakte of chirale positionele elastische 
constanten. Vanwege de koppeling tussen het verplaatsingsveld en de drie orthonormale 
vectoren die de lokale oriëntatie vastleggen is het aantal optredende orientationele elastische 
constanten sterk gereduceerd. Een algemeen achiraal smecticum wordt beschreven door 16 
bulk orientationele elastische constanten en vijf oppervlakte-orientationele elastische con-
stanten, terwijl een algemeen achiraal canonicum wordt beschreven door slechts drie bulk 
orientationele elastische constanten. De eigenschap van chiraliteit brengt één bulk orienta-
tionele elastische constante voor een algemeen chiraal smecticum met zich mee, terwijl het 
geen enkele extra orientationele elastische constante met zich meebrengt voor een algemeen 
chiraal canonicum. 
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Hoofdstuk 4 introduceert een benaderde beschrijving van het elastische gedrag van 
smectisch С vloeibare kristallen teneinde het experimentele en numerieke onderzoek van 
deze materialen te vergemakkelijken. Het oorspronkelijke aantal van 14 elastische para­
meters wordt gereduceerd tot zes parameters in de benaderde beschrijving. Drie parameters 
zijn gerelateerd aan vervormingen van de smectische lagen. Eén parameter betreft de 
samendrukking en uitrekking van de smectische lagen, de tweede betreft de splijting van 
de normaal op de smectische lagen, en de derde betreft de zadel-splijting van de smecti-
sche laagnormaal. De zadel-splijtingsconstante is een oppervlakte-elastische constante. De 
overige drie parameters zijn gerelateerd aan vervormingen van de directoren loodrecht op de 
laagnormaal. Een parameter betreft de splijting en buiging van deze directoren, terwijl de 
andere twee parameters de draaiing van deze directoren betreffen. Een van de parameters 
gerelateerd aan draaiingsvervormingen is de periode van de helixvervorming in evenwicht. 
Een benaderde beschrijving van het elastische gedrag van cholesterische vloeibare kris-
tallen, de zogenaamde 'coarse-grained' benadering, is opnieuw onderzocht in hoofdstuk 5. 
Deze benadering is goed als de periode van de cholesterische helix veel kleiner is dan de 
lengteschaal van de relevante vervormingen. Het blijkt dat de oorspronkelijke uitdrukking 
van Lubensky en de Gennes voor de effectieve elastische constante voor de splijting van de 
helix-as aangepast moet worden. 
Een recent probleem binnen de elasticiteitstheorie, de Oldano-Barbero-paradox, is on-
derzocht in hoofdstuk 6 en 7. De Oldano-Barbero-paradox betreft de interpretatie van 
de splijting-buiging oppervlakteterm in de uitdrukking voor de elastische vrije energie van 
nematische vloeibare kristallen. Deze oppervlakteterm is er de reden voor dat de elastische 
vrije energie geen minimum heeft. Het variatieprocédé om het minimum van de totale vrije 
energie te vinden wordt hierdoor hoogst problematisch. De voorstellen van Pergamenshchik 
en Faetti om dit probleem op te lossen worden experimenteel vergeleken in hoofdstuk 6. In 
het geval van een niet-verdraaid nematicum reduceert de methode van Faetti tot die van 
Pergamenshchik voor het speciale geval dat de elastische constante voor splijting-buiging 
gelijk is aan nul. De hoek die de director aan het substraat maakt met het substraat wordt 
als functie van de aangelegde spanning berekend uit de gemeten capaciteiten bij de verschil-
lende gemeten spanningen, en vergeleken met theoretische curven, zoals berekend binnen 
het raamwerk van Pergamenshchik's aanpak. De beste overeenstemming wordt gevonden 
voor waarden dicht bij nul van de elastische constante voor splijting-buiging. Een waarde 
voor deze elastische constante gelijk aan nul betekent dat de methode van Pergamenshchik 
niet opgaat. De verschillende oplossingen voor de Oldano-Barbero-paradox bekend uit de 
literatuur worden in hoofdstuk 7 geanalyseerd in het licht van twee uitgangspunten van de 
elasticiteitstheorie. Deze uitgangspunten zijn de aannamen dat de vervormingen klein zijn 
en dat de benadering voor de elastische vrije energie een minimum heeft. Centraal in de 
methoden van Barbero et al. en Faetti staat de grote variatie van de director in een mi-
croscopisch dunne laag aan de rand van het nematicum, hetgeen in tegenspraak is met de 
aanname van kleine vervormingen. De methode van Pergamenshchik geeft geen aanleiding 
tot mechanisch evenwicht, d.w.z. zijn voorstel leidt niet tot het minimaliseren van de vrije 
energie. Een herformulering van de aanpak van Faetti wordt voorgesteld, die in overeen-
stemming is met de centrale aannamen. Uitgaande van het principe van stabiliteit wordt 
dat deel van de splijting-buiging oppervlakteterm dat aanleiding geeft tot het ontbreken 
van een minimum van de elastische vrije energie uitgesloten. 
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Hoofdstuk 8 behandelt de instabiliteit in een niet-verdraaid nematische vloeibaar kristal 
met een positieve dielektrische anisotropie, veroorzaakt door een extern aangelegd elek-
trisch veld. Dit soort vloeibare kristallen toont een overgang naar een vervormde toestand 
als de aangelegde spanning een zekere drempelwaarde overschrijdt, vooropgesteld dat de 
verankeringsvoorwaarden planair zijn aan beide randen. De overgang is ofwel naar een toe-
stand die uniform is in het vlak parallel aan de randen (Frederiks-overgang), ofwel naar een 
toestand die periodiek is in dit vlak (Williams-overgang). In de limiet van een oneindige 
golflengte van de laterale modulatie verandert de overgang van het Williams-type naar het 
Frederiks-type. Door de Williams-overgang te bestuderen voor grote golflengten van de 
modulatie, kan een analytisch criterium worden afgeleid waaruit besloten kan worden of 
een vloeibaar kristal een Frederiks-overgang danwei een Williams-overgang vertoont. Het 
blijkt dat een Williams-overgang optreedt als de dielektrische anisotropie aan een bepaalde 
ongelijkheid voldoet. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Elasticity of Liquid Crystals 
I 
De uitdrukking voor de elastische vrije energiediechtheid van het meest algemene nematicum 
bevat 6 oppervlaktetermen kwadratisch in de eerste orde afgeleiden van de directoren, en geen 9 
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II 
De afleiding van Lubensky en de Gennes van de uitdrukking voor de effectieve elastische constante 
voor de splijting van de helix-as binnen de zogenaamde 'coarse-grained' benadering van de elasti­
sche vrije energiedichtheid van cholesterica is onjuist. 
P.G. de Gennes, The physics of Liquid Crystals, Clarendon Press, Cambridge (1974). 
Hoofdstuk 5, dit proefschrift. 
Ill 
Het bestaan van een sterke variatie van het directorveld in een microscopisch dunne laag aan de 
rand van een nematicum vormt slechts een schijnoplossing van het probleem met de oppervlakte-
elastische constante ΑΊ3. Net zoals het bestaan van de ether of van de absolute ruimte is het 
bestaan van deze grote elastische vervorming niet na te gaan onafhankelijk van het probleem 
waarvoor ze als oplossing in het leven geroepen is. Derhalve kan ze niet geaccepteerd worden 
binnen een fysische theorie. 
G. Barbero, N.V. Madhusudana en С Oldano, J. de Phys. 50, 2263 (1989). 
G. Barbero, Α. Sparavigna en A. Strigazzi, Nuovo Cimento D 12, 1259 (1990). 
S. Factti, Phys. Rev. E 49, 5332 (1994). 
Hoofdstuk 7, dit proefschrift. 
IV 
De opmerking van van Kampen als zouden de paradoxen van de quantummechanica thans volledig 
begrepen zijn is grootspraak. 
N.G. van Kampen, NTvN 61, 169 (1995). 
ν 
Elektrisch koken en verwarmen is een enorme verspilling van energie Een goed begrip van de 
tweede hoofdwet van de thermodynamica bij een breed publiek zou deze vorm van verhitting 
maatschappelijk minder geaccepteerd maken 
Joseph Schwärt/, Het Creatieve Moment, Prometheus, Amsterdam (1993) 
VI 
Het is een slechte zaak dat de scheiding van de moderne cultuur in een alpha-cultuur en een bèta-
cultuur, de 'two cultures' van Snow zo consistent en consequent doorgevoerd is m de architectuur 
en indeling van het Nijmeegse universiteitsterrein 
VII 
De steeds veidergaande scheiding van de natuurkunde in 'two cultures', die van experimenta-
toren en die van theoreten, leidt tot een toenemende mtiovertie en zelfgenoegzaamheid bij de 
natuurkundigen, hetgeen een groot gevaar vormt voor deze wetenschap 
VIII 
De poging om de kwaliteit van een wetenschapper te bepalen aan de hand van publicatie- en 
citatiescores, en die van een student aan de hand van cijferlijsten, gaat voorbij aan de essentie 
van het begrip kwaliteit Kwaliteit laat zu h namelijk niet definieren, kwaliteit toont zich 
IX 
Elss( hot's inleiding tot 'Tsjip' en de analyse daarvan vormen een prachtig voorbeeld van de zelf-
kritische houding die een se hnjvcr moet hebben teneinde /ïjn publiek te bereiken Om deze reden 
verdient het aanbeveling om kennis van de/e werken te nemen alvorens een wetenschappelijke 
publicatie te schrijven 
Willem EJsschot Tsjip, Em Querido, Amsterdam (1992) 
X 
De mening van islamieten dat vertalingen van de Koran slechts commentaren zijn op de oor-
spronkelijke Arabische Koran wijst op een gezond kritische instelling ten opzichte van het vertalen 
van boeken 
XI 
De univeisiteit en het hoger beroepsonderwijs verschillen vooral in status, en steeds minder m 
niveau Het zou daarom goed zijn als deze twee voi men van hoger onderwijs samengaan 


